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REPUBLICAN CAUCUSED. ^
North Varuioulh.

Republicans of North Yarmouth will hold a
at the Town House, SATURDAY,May 29,
at 7 p. m., for the choice of delegates to the liepublican .State Convention and the Republican
First District Congressional Convention.
The

;yve you got

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At

Metaphysical
MENTAL HEALING
I shall visit Portland about May 22d, to give a
course of lessons in Mental Healing ; any lady or
gentleman who would like to learn a profession
which will enable them to earn a handsome compensation would do well to learn the

Backaclie, Drawing-down Tain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, ScQDty and High
Colored Urine? If you liave any of these troubles
Are
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease.
a
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so. you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials :
Mrs. Chas. Hathorn, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease ; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a conA

constitutes a "square."
*1 .50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less. $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

stant and intense

easily procure a practice
satisfactory to him as re-

miraculous,
my students can
after
practice this method of healing successfully
being taught by me; only persons of good moral
character are accepted as students. For information as regards formation of classes and terms,
address G. S., 235 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
sn2w*
ap29
as

their

cures are

DR. Ε. B. REED,
Clairvoyantand Botanic Physician
HEDICAL ROOM*

PORTLAND, ME.

592 CONGRESS

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all Cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-flfths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
ΙΙοιιιΐΜ-Οa.

m.

to

9.

Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to

CARPET BEATING
NOTICE.
There is no article in a household that
more unhealthy dirt than a Carpet. After a carpet has been in use for
some time, sweeping: takes off only α
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest
settles down into the libre. Ko ordinary

collects

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill·; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.

Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of H&rinon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
a time.
headache, together with the usual

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown's Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown's Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

AND

Carpets beaten at all

of the

year and in all kinds of weather.
Orders for Carpet beating should be
left the day before and the Carpets
should be ready for the team early in
the morning to insure return of Carpets

Trucking free.

the day taken.
mays

sndlw

INSURANCE.

W. 1). LITTLE à €0.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in 18-tl.

Reliable insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Cos ai Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
tel Ten 1 y

Telephone 701.

Unian Mutual

A
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(May 11, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Wina

Thermo'ter

3

l'iace of

all claimed for it, and any

back your money if it does
not. Ilemember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, ProjelOeodly-lstor4thpcF
prietor, Bangor, Me.
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ForestCity Dye House
This established and well known Dye
House is prepared to do all kinds of Dyeing and Cleansing in the most perfect
manner at the lowest possible prices.
GENTLEMEN'S GARMENTS Cleansed or
Dyed whole and pressed ill the best manner. LADIES' DRESSES re-dyed and reiluished in a superior style, making old
goods almost as good as new.
SHAWLS of all kinds, SACOUES,
CLOAKS, Waterproofs, &c., Fringes,
Gloves, Hosiery, Ribbons, Sashes, Ties,
&c., re-dyed equal to the best.
FEATHERS re-dyed or cleansed and
curled to look like new.
CURTAINS of Brocatelle, Rep, Silk or
Wool, FURNITURE COVERINGS of Rep,
Terry or Satteen. TABLE and PIANO
COVERS, &c., dyed and pressed in the
best possible manner.
LACE CURTAINS cleansed in a superior manner at short notice.
We make a specialty of each department of our business, employ only firstclass help, and turn out only llrst-class
work.

Preble House.
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J. & T. COUSINS'

MAINE.
Ιί<4Χ,

IN

IS A

COMPANY,

IIOTB i:
which !j

i>

l ad

thirty-six years' experience.

RECORD «*

JTN

The
The

$8,361,020.4?
3,374,402.^0
5,047,070*22
4,208,N62.35

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,

Surrendered policies,
Dividends,
OHOIVING A

TOTAL PAYMENT

shape

Twenty-two
LABS, equal to
the company

Made in 11 widths and all sizes.

while

Liabilities

are

SO.I 19.517.15,
only $5,413,414).74.

on

Sole for Name and Address of

& T. COUSINS,

J.

SEW YORK.

Portland
Agent foreodtfurihcM

M. G. PALMER,
sepl4

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
Nearly $-ioo.ooo according to the Massachusetts standard, and of over §700,000 by
the New York standard.
HAS

IT

«

UNION MUTUAL, lecognizin*; W* jmis the most liberal company in lis
dealings with its policy-holders.

THE
tuality,

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and

ITSd«nni?e in

al! ils

terms

and

no

cli^n-

e

for

ni iscoiit cation.

ut κ
mto NTIiHTABl.ti
for any cause except fraud.

ITspoi.miw
After three years

ΡΑΪΗ DEATH (Ι.ΛΙΙΤΙΝ, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as tile I
and satisfactory, and without I
proofs are complete
waiting Ου, 90, or any number of days.

IT
IT

Look

ISSUES POLICIES
plans.

on

nil

approved

THE

su

Never ft Ils to relieve Languor and Want of ΛΒtality, which few escape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood Is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be omitted. Take Vegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
Humors of a Cancerous or
upon the system.
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will bo effectually remove it as
Vegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that Is not
benefited by its use. As a topic for convalescents,
ladies in delicate health and old people it ia

unsurpassed.

JOHN K. De WITT, President.
HENRY I). SMITH, Secretary
iecretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Se
Director.
meuii
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

VêtfeiinëjspRÎNG
^a»vl
o| MEDICINE.

of Chi·

Company are
AOVAIVTAIJKN
AGE, ΕΧ1ΈΚΙENCE, STRONG FINANLARGE
SURPLUS.EQUITCIAL CONDITION,
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, and conservative management.
for a circular
Call or send to any Agency OBlcc
of Its plans.

SNMKINSON,

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.
eodtf

inar26

and

inns
ijaSOULES PILLS)rii
X

PILLS

Cure Headache, Sideache, Coated Tongme,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the ο mouth.
The best Liver Regtilator known. 25 cts. ; boxes,
$1.00t By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
PAIW&wl ylstor4tbpnrm

mh9

CAUTION ! !

Gray's SyraptflM Spruce Gil.
FOE

NOTICE.

"
This is to intimate
that the words, Syrup of Red
Gum " coastitute our Trade Mark, which is
to
both
at Ottawa and
secured
law
according
duly
Washington. Any person infringing the same, or
Imitating the wrapper which is also registered, will
be prosecuted forthwith, and without further notice.
N. B.—Any one off ering for sale, not being the manarticle for coughs and colds bearing
ufacturer, an
the above Trade Mark, is equally liable with Che

Spruce

manufacturer.
(See Trade Mark Act of 1868.) Price 25 cts.

KERRY, WATSON
BATCHELOR'S CELErSATED HAIR DYE

KST\nusin:D iesi.
lient in thft world,
nurmlese! Reliable! Inrtautaneoue! Is ο diennpointment, no ridjccioue tinte; remedies
'.!.·? ill effect» of bad
d; es; leaves the hair
si.it and beautiful
ii I a k or Brown. Explanatory ei r cularr
e«nt postpaid in Healed
envelopes

on

applica-

tion, mentioning this
Sold by all drugApplied by experte at BATCHELOR'S Wic Factory,30
East 10th St.,Ν. Y city.

pa per.
I ci rite.

inAyie

eodnrraly

&

CO.,

Wholesale Druggists, Montreal,
Sole

Proprietors of the above Trade Mark.

Factory: Rouses Point.
220 State Street, Boston.

janll

On motion of Hon. L. M. Staples, it was
voted ;
Whereas, Death lias removed from our counsel

Hon. hdinuiul Wilson of Thomaston, a member
of the Democratic National Committee, the Democratic party deeply deplore the loss of a firm
citizen and an honorable genDemocrat, a
tleman; and that in his counsel and fidelity to the
be remembered by the Demoche
ever
will
party
racy of Maiue.

good

A resolution censuring the Senate for
rejecting the nomination of Capt. Charles
*H Chase and complimenting him for his
sterling Democracy and unsmirclied integrity, was passed unanimously.

XLIXtli COMESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

A

Bath

Man's

Arlington

It was laid on the table.
Mr. Hoar presented a memorial of the Republican Centtal committee of Ohio, charging that the election of Η. B. Payne to the
the United States Senate was secured by
bribery, fraud and corruption, and requesting that the Senate investigate the matter.
It was referred to the committee on private elections.
After the routine morning business the in-

Suspicious Disap-

general surprise.
Fire in Bath.

Batii, May 11.—Fire last night damaged
the house of J. H. Raymond, deputy collecThe loss is $1200; insured.
tor of customs.
Accepts the Call.
Lewiston, May 11.—Rev. T. H. ; Stacy of
Lawrence, Mass., has accepted the call of
the Free Baptist Church in Auburn. Mr.
Stacy graduated at Bates College, and took
the course in the Bates Theological School.

Hociikstkr, Ν. H., May 11 —Friday afternoon, a box containing an infant was found
in the river at East Rochester, and a coroner's inquest, which was held, decided that
Mina Farnhani was the mother of the child,
and that it was born alive April 1st ; lier sisters assisting in making way with it. Last
night officers arrested lier sisters in Spriugrale, Me. Today, at the hearing, they were
remanded to jail on a charge of murder,
awaiting the action of the Supreme Court.
The accused admitted later to giving birth
to an illegitimate child.
Insurance Statistics.
Skowhegan, May 11.—From the compilation of the Insurance Commissioner, it apappears that 1315 life policies were issued in
Maine during 1885, the amount being $2,051,350; a gain of 237 policies and $241,850 over
The ratio of losses
the business of 1S84.
and claims paid to premiums received is 73
per cent,, against 80 per cent in 1884. The
life policies in force Dec. 31, number 12,831 ;
amount, $20,037,700. The whole amount issued by casualty companies was $0,370,383, a
loss of $804,450; the ratio of losses to premiums secured
being 04 per cent. The taxes
paid the State by life companies was $6,933,42; by casualty companies, $107.20. The assessment life companies of the State issued
1017 certificates aggregating the sum of $4,-

Wholesale Warehouse.

eodlstor4thp

ROOFINO COMPANY.
DI It I GO
the Ito«fluK
Builders should investigate as to
Material manufactured by the Dlrigo liooflng
Co. it is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
The roofing for lOO feet
care for half a century.
cost» $2.25.
Delivered without freight charye
at any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable roofing ever
invented for the price. Just the thine for cottages.
Send for circular. Address Dirigo Hoofing Co.,
apr2eeou3m
Steep Falls, Ait.

The Coburn Estate.

Tin? hearing on the accounts of the Cohuru
«states, mntinned from the April terra of
the 1'rubiite Court. was today further continued tn Hie July term by an agreement of
tho partie-,

Mysterious Disappearance
WiNTiiiiOP, May Jl.—Two months
A

ago,
Charles liobbins, a young man, came here,
lie has relatives in this vicinity.For a month
he had been a hostler for I). D. Jenncss.who
runs a livery stable connected With the WinHe appeared honest, but
throp House.
rather ignorant and peculiar.
Yesterday
morning he disappeared with a nice team.
Some believe that two unknown drunken
in town in the night got him to drive
men
them some ways into the woods, then
knocked him senseless, or bound him and
drove oif with the team. Others think his
mind was wrong, and he went in a fit of
A vigorous search has
mental aberration.
revealed

no

trace of the missing man.

Death Preferred to Blindness.

Bangor, May 11.—Charles Barr, a highly
respected young man, residing in Brewer,
hung himself this morning at 5 o'clock, in
He first fed the
the woodshed at his home.
cattle as usual, and then taking a rope he attached one end to a spike in a beam and
stepped on a barrel. He placed the other
end of the rope around his neck, and then
He was found by a
kicked the barrel over.
brother half an hour later, dead. The cause
disease he had of the eyes
He was
tending toward total blindness.
unmarried, and about 35 years of age.
is believed to be

a

AWNINGS, TENTS,

&c.

Have just received a fine assortment of the latand Lawn
styles of awning goods. lioiiec
a postal and I
AwuiugM a specialty. Drop me
Tente on hnud,
will show samples at house.

est

for muor
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to

hill vvnsf.alrpn

nn

And ifs

The amendment offered by Mr. Spooner
agreed to, ai>jr>lyint; the word ''unlawful," to the discriminations condemned by
the bill, so as to bring breaches of its provisions within the technical meaning of the final
clause.
The bill was finally ordered reprinted as
amended, and failing to arrive at any conclusion's to when a votejshould bo taken,
the Senate at 6.25 p. m. adjourned.

let.

FICKETT, ^COMMERCIAL ST.
n/wlQm

HOUSE.

Immediately after the reading of the journal, the House .went into committee of the
whole on Mr. Fenton's bill, providing for

the appointment of a commission to ascertain and settle private land claims. The bill
provides for the appointment of three commissioners, who shall receive a salary of $5000
each, to serve for four years, for the purpose
of adjudicating Spanish and Mexican land
claims in New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado.
Mr. Weaver of Iowa spoke in opposition
to the bill.
An amendment was adopted, providing
that before the title to any claims shall be
confirmed the claimant shall show that all
taxes due territorial and municipal governments have been paid; also an amendment,
providing that no alien or person not a citizen of the United States shall acquire title to
any laud subject to the decision of the commission, unless his right to the same is clearly proved by one of the treaties referred
to in the bill, was agreed to. The committee
then arose and the oill was passed.
Mr. Lanery of Indiana, from the committee on elections, submitted the unanimous
report of that committee on the California
contested election case, the report of which
cumuill»

Agreed

litC

llglit

υΐ

illl HIC

£>lbblU£

uivniuv

ia·

to.

The Huu.se then went into committee of
the whole on the army appropriation bill.
Mr. Grosvenor of "Ohio moved to strike
out the appropriation for the Judge Advocate General's department, fie said that department derided cases without knowledge
of law, and that the system followed by the

department

was

Persons Killed and as

Kansas Citt, Mo., May 11.—A fearful
storm of wind and rain swept over this city
today, lasting from 11 o'clock till noon. The
court house on Second street was totally dethe second story. The
molished above
Lathrop school building on Eighth street
was partially wrecked and many children
caught in the ruins. An overall factory on
Second street and the old water works building near the court. house were also blown
down and many persons buried.
One span at the north end of the railroad
bridge across the Missouri river was blown
into the river, blocking the Hannibal & St.
Joseph, Rock Island, Wabash & Kansas
City, St. Joe & Council Bluffs roads.
Eight girls have been taken out of the
overall factory, four of whom are dead.
Many others are in the ruins, but there is
scarcely a hope for their lives. In the confusion it is impossible to ascertain definitely
the extent of the calamity, but it is said over
twenty employes are imprisoned in the basement of the factory.
The disastrous fury of the storm was confined to the north end of the city except in
the destruction of the Lathrop school building on Eighth street, and buildings generally,
excepting those mentioned, withstood the
fury of the storm. The main office of the
Western Union Telegraph Company is in
this portion of the city, and the poles are
heavily weighted with wires which were
broken off, letting the wires down in a
tangled heap. Many wires were also carried
down with the broken bridge.

Decoration day.

was

pearance.
IJath, May 11.—Ο. II. Smiles', a well
known ice man of this city, is missing from
his work, and there are ugly stories in circulation connecting liim with forger}'. His
friends are reticent, and authentic information regarding the amount involved cannot
Mr. Smiley has always stood
be learued.
well in the community, and the affair is a

662,0(10.

11.

The chair laid before the Senate an invitation from the Grand Army of the Republic
to participate in a memorial ceremony at

ty meetings.

501

MAINE.

Coughs, Colds, Consomption. Hoarseness, Loss of
Voice, and all affections of tne Throat and Lungs.
TRADE in ARK.

resigned.

Mr. Edmunds secured similar amendments
as to agricultural conventions and any socie-

121 Clm
B. A. KlXNISY,
Frivate, Signal Corps. U.

retain the

s

ASSETS ARE

ITSits

durable

and

wrinkles...Easy as an
shape.
the feet in long walks.

.Always

HIÎII not tire

lo

OOLyear of

THOUSAND

HUNDRED

comfortable

walking.

old shoe..

million* of voi.·

SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for eaeli
existence.

most

Perfect fit.. .No

Policy-holders of nearly

►o

only GENUINE ones made.
for

Portland was elected a member of the National Committee to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Ποη. Edmund Wilson. It
was voted to invite Mr. Clifford to preside at
the Democratic State Convention at Bangor,
June 3d.
Vinal B. Wilson of Houlton was elected to
represent Aroostook, in place of R. S.Baker,

religion.

Accused of Infanticide.

OBGANIZKD

Waterville, May 11.—The Democratic
State Committee mot here tonight. Ten
counties were represented by committee and
two by proxies. Hon. Wm. II. Clifford of

Washington, May

Twenty-three

Many More Injured.

consideration resumed.
Mr. Morgan formerly offered his amendment heretofore published to punish by line
and imprisonment hien who conspire to stop
trains enor interfere with the running of
gaged in inter-State commerce.
On motion of Mr. Hoar the amendment
was laid on the table, yeas, 49; nays, 3. The
negative votes were those of Messrs. Dolph,
Edmunds and Morgan.
Mr. Brown offered an amendment providing for the punishment of persons injuring
property of railroad companies, tracks,
bridges, cars, etc. Laid on the table.
Considerable debate then arose on the
amendment of Mr. Plumb's, offered for him
It is the
in his absence by Mr. Xngalls.
amendment of which Μη Plumb sgme timé
members
of Conago gave notice prohibiting
gress, officials of the government and their
families from accepting free passes and prohibiting railroad companies from giving
them such passes or reduced rates.
Mr. Brown secured an amendment providing that the restrictions of the bill as to reduced fares should not apply to ministers of

NE
S

A Naughty Bangor man.
St. John, Ν. B., May 11.—J. C. Bell, who
savs lie belongs in Bangor, Me., is under arrest at Newcastle, charged with robbing two
safes there of large sums of money. Over
89800 was found in his possession.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF

ber of the Nationall Committee.

on

Death arid Destruction Caused by a
Tornado In Kansas City, Mo.

Many Buildings Demolished and
Occupants Buried In the Ruins.

Hon. Wm. H. Clifford Elected Mem-

nniiinior^o

SARSAPARILLA
to do
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LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., May 11. 1880.

■

a;

Carpet Beating Rooms,
Ko. 13 Preble St.,

The indications for New England are local
rains, winds generally shifting to southeaster!}', slightly warmer.

fi

guaranteed
druggist will give you

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

slightly

warmer.

Thermo'r. 40.0
Dew Point 33.0
Humidity. 02.0
Wind
IE

Is

FOSTERS

Washington, May 12.
Hamp-

Mr.

BACKACHE,

WEATHER.

The indications for Maine, New
shire and Vermont are local rains,

was

beating will remove it. Hand beating
is ineffective, and the common beatingmachine process but little better. Our
method is a thorough and effedtive one,
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
promoting health ana comfort. Machine aud attachments patented and in
operation at

—

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
THE

aplOsiltf

p. m.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year ; ii paid in advance, «2.00 a year.

a

BACKACHE

remuneration,
gards
lental Healing is easilv learnt ;

Meeting of the State Committee at

Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, ii paid in advance.
Kateb of Advertising—One inch ot space
tile length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil

SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALING.
A metaphysician can
which will be entirely

97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Terms—Eight

caucus

Per order Town Committee.

AN AWFUL CALAMITY.

THE DEMOCRATS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

miMCELLANEOrS.

/»

outrageous.

Mr. Wheeler of Alabama stated as an instance of the abuses which existed in that
been apdepartment, that Gen. Holt had
pointed by Secretary Stanton, for the purand as
down
of
MeCiellan,
striking
pose
MeCiellan could not be struck down, Porter
had been selected for destructijn.
This brought Mr. Hepburn of Iowa to his
feet, who repudiated the charge with indignation.
Mr. Hiscock of New York also defended
Secretary Stanton, one of the purest and
most patriotia men that had been given to
the service of the country.
The motion to strike out was lost—82 to 92.
Pending further action, the hour of 5 arrived, the committee arose and the House

adjourned.
THE SEIZED SCHOONER.

Comments of Canadian Journals on

Another Account.
About half past 10 o'clock this morning
storm clouds began gathering over the city.
They first appeared in the northeast, and
surging westwardly across the city, turned
suddenly about in their course, and, descending rapidly, broke upon the city in terrific
bursts of wind and rain that swept all lighter

objects before them.
1 ne uamness

was fumwi Line

nigni

and people fleil to the nearest shelter and
awaited with blanched faces the fury of the
tempest. The clouds seemed to graze the
roofs of the highest buildings and poured
out their torrents in apparently solid masses
for a time. The storm struck the city in full
force aboi[t 20 minutes past 11, and raged for
half an hour. The streets were running
rivers of water, carrying boxes and signs
and other similar freight blown from buildings or swept up by the flood. All the damage by water, however, proved entirely
insignificant when the full extent of the
disaster wrought by the storm became
known.
The Lathrop School Building
occupied a prominent site at the corner of
Eighth and Iijain streets. It consisted of the
main building, to which an art wing had
been added. The building was surmounted
by a tower, which for some time had been
considered unsafe and it had been twice condemnwl, but bo action hftd been taken In the
This morning the building was
matter.
crowded with children. The wind swept
madly across Broadway from the west and
seemed to concentrate its force in its descent
upon the tower, which yielded with a crash,
and, carrying down the heavy bell, plunged
through the intervening floors to the baseThe main building

ment.

is a Mass of Ruins.
The wing was comparatively uninjured.
In the main building, however, the effect
was awful. The falling floors precipitated
the terrified children to the basement, where
masses of bricks and beams crushed them to
the ground and buried them from view. Persons near, hearing the crash, made their way
as best they could against the beating storm
to the scene.
The gale quickly subsided and the work of
rescuing was undertaken by eager handsOwing to the prevailing excitement the first
work was not very effective, but the fire department and police soon arrived and an
organized search was commenced. The dead
and wounded were taken out as quickly as
possible and carried to the Natatorium adjoining, which was turned into a hospital.
fl>a »>ornn+o

onil

frionila

nf fhp

lîf.flA

gathered, each searching for his oilier own, and uttering heartrending cries as
they recognized in the maimed and bleeding
forms those whom they loved. Among the
ones soon

first taken out several were dead and one or
two mangled almost beyond recognition,
theirclothing torn, and their bodies covered
with dirt and mortar.
Dead "Bodies Were Taken
Out
during the day and their bodies sent to the
houses of the sorrowing families. Several
of the children belonged to prominent famiA

Dozen

lies in the city.
On West Third street stood a three story
brick building in the middle of a block, the
third iloor of which was used as an overall
factory by Hoar Bros., while the first and
second floors were occupied by the Graham
Paper Company. In the factory were about
23 employes, chiefly girls. They when the
storm broke out had started for the cellar,
when suddenly
The Building Fell with a Crash,
being razed entirely to the earth and most of
the affrighted girls were caught in the ruins.
Four have been taken out dead, a number of
others are wounded

and

some

are

still

the Affair.

missing.
The county court house stands at Second
and Main streets, on the hill, exposed to the

Tokonto, May 11.—'The Globe in an editorial article on the seizure of the American
fishing vessel David J. Adams says :
There seems to be no -room for doubt that
the master of this vessel acted illegally and
that the seizure was properly made. The
people of the United States did not kno w

winds from the north and west. The building has always been considered rather unsafe as a factory, and the roof has frequently
suffered injury from high winds. The storm

what they were doing wnen they abrogated
the clause in the Washington treaty.
They
find now that their fishermen cannot pursue
HUSH" 1,-UïUIU'»:»
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Blowing in the Roof
and the major part of the walls of the third

and fourth stories. The south wall at the
east end .vas blown into the street, and
and
Deputy Sheriff Dougherty was caught
killed. All the others succeeded in getting
The jail is iu the
out of the building alive.

niitted to purchase baition our shores. For
tlie sake of Canada ani for the sake of the
basement, and that portion escaped injury.
empire we hope that if the imperial governJudge Stone had been holding court on the
ment interferes in this business openly or
floor and had adjourned just before the
secretly it will be to help lis to maintain our third
storm descended. A portion of the roof in
rights and not to thwart, hamper and restrain
·
us in enforcing the terms of the treaty.
falling struck the chair the judge had just
The Mail says:
vacated.
An American vessel has just been seized
Across the street stood a two story brick
at Digby, N. S., for trespassing and we preerected in 1860 by the Santa Fe
building,
as
sume that a test case will be made.
If,
the London Times asserts, English people
Stage Company, one of the oldest in the city.
have no interest in seeing that their CanaThe building has of late years been occudian fellow subjects are not robbed, be it so.
pied by the United States engineers. AdA thorough understanding of that fact, if it
joining that on the west was the three story
be a fact, might possibly set some of us
thinking very seriously about the drawbacks brick coffee and spice mills, owned by Smith
of a colonial existence, but it would not
and Moffatt, This" building was demolished
frighten us into surrendering our property falling over upon the adjoining one, and
to Americans. Our plain duty to ourselves
Frank
botli were completely wrecked.
if the Americans will agree to no reasonable
settlement is to continue to protect ourselves
Smith, senior partner of the firm, was taken
as best we can.
Thirty thousand Cana- bleeding from the ruins, and died in a short
dians are dependent upon the fishing inMoffatt was badly hurt, and three
time.
but
if
our fisheries were not
even
dustry,
worth one farthing we should still be inemployes were taken ont. The debris is beclined to defend them to the best of our
ing removed tonight in the search for any
ability, for to tell the truth, we have grown
who may yet be buried beneath.
weary of being sacrificed.
Latest reports show that in all 23 persons
Halifax, X. S., Moy 11.—Commander
were killed and as many more seriously in
Scott last evening formally handed over to
the Collector of Customs at Digby the conjured.
fiscated fishing schooner David J. Adams.
Leaven-worth, Kas., May 11.—At 11 this
The captain and crew of the Adams are exforenoon this city was visited by a fierce
pected to arrive at Digby to-morrow, when
tornado
that did an immense amount of damtheir affidavits will be taken and a protest
age to property although but one life is reentered against the seizure.
ported lost here.
Gloucester Mass., May 11.—A despatch
Consul
from
to the American Fishery Union
FOUR PERSONS DROWNED.
General Phelan at Halifax says :
The schooner Atlanta was taken from the col
not
Do
Scott.
lector here this morning by Capt.
and Seven
A Ferry Boat Capsized
know what the next move will be but will take
the deposition ol the captain and crew.
People Thrown Into a River.
the
excitement
There is no abatement to
among fishing vessel owners here over the
seizure. It is suggested by many that a crewPaiîsons, Kan·, May 11.—A most distressproceed to Digby and take her back as they
ing accident is reported from Maguire's
did the Morton. Should another seizure be
made the fishermen are so worked up at
Ferry, on the Nooshore river. Yesterday
present that if a provincial fis herman should
morning at 5o'clock the Kline family, numenter our harbor an attempt would be made
bering five persons, and a brother of Mrs.
to drive her out.
Geo. Steele, president of
Kline, appeared on the river bank and inthe Fishing Union, is hard at work looking
after the interests of the fishermen.
j sisted on being taken across, although the

ENTERED AS 8ECOND>
CLASS MAIL MATTEBJ

1886.

J 2,

ferryman tried to dissuade them from going
They inas the wind was blowing a gale.
sisted, however, and the team was driven
on to the boat. Just as they left the shore
a terrific gust struck and capsized the boat.
The entire party were thrown into the river
with the team and a terrible struggle for life
began. Mrs. Kline and the children were
buried under the wagon. The ferryman succeeded in rescuing Mrs. Kline and one
cljiid, but Mr. Kline, two children and the
brother, Mr. Cox, were drowned and their
bodies swept out of sight by the swift rolling torrent. The party had just returned
from taking up a claim in the western part
of the State. Mr. Cox, the father of Mrs.
Kline, was notified, and last night bore his
daughter and the child to his home. Search
will be instituted for the bodies of those
drowned.
RETURN INC TO WORK.
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HE INCITED MOBS

Serious Charges

Brought Against

a

Wilwaukee, Wis., Alderman.

A Committee from the City Council

Investigating

the Matter.

Wilwaukee, Wis., May 11.—Last night's
session of the common council was extremely interesting, and there was a very large attendance. It was well understood among
the aldermen that a move would be made to
impeach Alderman Rudzinski.of the Twelfth
ward, who is charged with having been instrumental in working up the Poles of the
the South Side to a fighting pitch. Rudzinki
is the same person whom the governor warned the other day that he would hold him
responsible ifir all harm that might come to
thef amilies, persons or property of members
of the Kosciusko Guards.
After the preliminary proceedings relating
to routine work, Alderman Dodge of the
Seventh ward, arose and presented the exThe preamble recited
pected resolution.
that as it had been publicly charged that
Alderman Rudzinski had been eugaged in
inciting mobs in violation of the peace and
dignity of the city, as well as in violation of
his oath as alderman, it was due both to hitn
and to the council, that an opportunity
should be given for him to disprove these allegations. Therefore the alderuian asked
for the appointment of a select committee of
five to hear testimony and, if the evidence
warranted, to bring formal charges of impeachment against the alderman. In conclusion Alderman Dodge moved that all
rules be suspended and the resolution be

The Cardiner Paper Mills to Remain
Closed.

passed.

Gardi.neh, May 11.—The Richards Paper
company have notified the occupants of their
tenements to be ready to move out in case
The mill
they need them for other people.
has shut down for an indeHhite period. The
men at work on the buildings have been discharged, and the company have stoppedjputting in new machinery. They are going to
sell the rags which they have on hand, and
those which may arrive. They are entirely
free of contracts, those which they have
made lately being conditional on the labor

the law.
After a moment of silence the resolution
was passed.
A committee was appointed by
the president, and it will at once begin an investigation of the charges preferred against
the erratic alderman.

troubles.
;.1

TU-

—

4.

4.1

the mayor and aldermen of Gardiner that the
city will be held responsible for the safety of
the company's property. There have, it is
alleged, been attempts to intimidate some
employes. No serious trouble has resulted
yet, however. On Saturday night a man
named Marriner who had left the Knights of
Labor, and has been employed by the company as a watchman since the strike, was
called a "scab" as he walked the street. He
promptly knocked the reviler down, and had
ne more

troeb'e.

Evils of Convict Labor In Kentucky.
Louisville, Ky., May 11.—A bad state of
affairs is still existing at Greenwood, where
a company of State troops protect the convicts working in the mines from the threatened violence of the free miners.
During
the past week eight houses belonging to mine
owners have been burned by incendiaries,
and last night a grocery and dwelling belonging to William Lewis were destroyed. Th«
thought to be the incendiafree mine™
ries. The troops have been on guard for
several months, as it is thought that the convicts would be summarily dealt with by the
infuriated miners if protection was withdrawn.
The Situation In

Chicago.

Chicago, May 11.—There was no attempt
to resume operations in the West Side lumber district thii morning, and from eight to
ten thousand employed in the yards and
planing mills are still idle. The lumbermen
claim that a great majority of the men are
overawed by Bohemian Socialists who infest
the region. A large force of police continues to be stationed in the district to guard
The yards in the
against any outbreak.
of the city at
north and south divisions
South Chicago have all fully resumed on a
basis of 10 hours of work and 10 hours' pay,
so that the lumber business of the city is in
reality only lightly affected.
The metal working establishments opened
again this morning with larger working
forces than yesterday, and the proprietors
expect to see all the men on duty again withAs a class the furniture
in a few days.
workers are the only ones who are holding
The boot and shoe
out for eight hours.
manufacturers, who tried the eight-hour day
as an experiment, are considering the advisability of returning to 10 hours.
Evidences of the existence of the great

strikes, therefore, are rapidly disappearing
The Brunsin every portion of the city.
wick Billiard Table Company this morning

thev had between 100 and 150
This number was not nearly
men at work.
sufficient to run the factory. A great crowd
of strikers stood about the factory on MarThe manager telegraphed for
ket street.
the police. Λ squad was immediately sent
down. The strikers rapidly disappeared on
the arrival of the police.
The police reserves of the city are still on
The force
stations.
, duty at the respective
are now devoting their energies to procuring
evidence against the conspirators. They say
that the evidence will be ample for a conviction of murder against August Spies,
Schwab, Parsons and Fischer.
The switch tenders of the Chicago and
Western Indiana railroad have returned to
work, having received and increase of $5 per
month all round, and in some cases more.
The hours of work will remain the same as
before the strike. Three other roads, the
Grand Trunk, Wabash and Chicago and Atlantic, which use the Western Indiana tracks
witbiu the city of Chicago, are now relieved
of the delay to which they have been subjected. The striking freight handlers and
other railway employes in Chicago are generally ready to work, but all the roads will
not receive them.
The total amount contributed to the fund
for the injured Chicago policemen will almost reach $75,000.
It has been ascertained that of the Polis h
and Bohemian rioters who regaled themselves with liquid refreshments when they
sacked the drug store at Centre avenue and
18th street last Wednesday, eight have died.
At least four more are known to be beyond
the hope of recovery. The police haveueen
too much occupied with other matters to
hunt up those who were reported ill, but a
physican has been found wlio has attended
He said it was unsome of the victims.
doubtedly true that the men had been poisof bottles in
the
contents
oned by drinking
the wrecked drug store. "The stuff taken
was mostly wine of colchicuin, which grestly
resembles sherry wine and has a strong
"It. is virulent
smell of alcohol, he said.
unison .mil is almost certain to cause death
if taken into the stomach in any quantity
The effect produced by
over a teaspoonful.
drinking it down in gulps, as it doubtless
was drank, would be to give the victims excruciating pains in the bowels and convulsions. The effect does not wear off to any
great extent, but increases in violence for
hours until the patient, completely exhausted, dies in agony, bis whole form writhing
and his muscles drawn up in knots over his
arms, legs and neck. I have treated four,
and have now in my care three who are suffering from an overdose of tincture of paregoric, no doubt taken at the same time and
under the impression that it was liquor of
some kind."
Local officers of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad now state that the striking freight
handlers of that road were taken back on a
basis of 10 hours' work for 10 hours' pay,
and all the Chicago railroads thereforo arc
working on the old basis of 10 hours' work
and 10 hours' pay.
claimed that

An intense silence ensued, broken by the
appearance of Rudzinski on his feet. The
alderman was a shade paler than usual. Rudzinski asserted that all feelings of enmity
had disappeared, and that the Polish people
were ready to acknowledge the authority of

Queer

Case of

Hydrophobia.

Little Hock, Ark., May 11.—A dog belonging to A. J. Hall, a farmer living neai
this city, went mad last week, and among
the animals that it wounded in its wanderings about the farm, was a milch cow. Yesterday the cow began to show symptoms oi
time the
hydrophobia and at the same
farmer's two little children, w ho had been
nourished with the cow's milk, exhibited
similar symptoms and are in a critical condition, suffering most terrible agonies
Other members of the family are also ill bul
their symptoms are not as alarming as thost
of the children and some hope Is entertainec
that they may recover.

which lies on the back borders of
a

popula-

tion of 67 souls, 17 of whom are voters, is
trying to make trouble for the spunky new
postmistress, Mrs. Sutton, who has planted
the post office in a box by the kitchen stove
and insists on locking the house and going
visiting just when she pleases—in sort, who
has made proclamation that the post office
will be open only on two days of the week.
Post Office Inspector L. B. Lanison has
just been over there, according to the Brattleboro Phoenix, to persuade the woman that
nothing but ten hours a day would do for
the service, but she simply told him that two
days in the week was enough, and that she
didn't propose to tie herself up to that post
office or at home if she wanted to go a visiting—not for Mr. Chase, not for Mr. Lainsou,
nor for the United States Post Office Department.
Mrs. Sutton thus defies the United States
government and all its agents in Windham
county ; and not only that, but she bids defiance to all classes of society in Somerset,
the rich as well as the poor, the 17 voters us
well as the 80 other people about her. But
she has little to fear, as Somerset is in a
wild, mountainous region, about thirty miles
from a good road, and not likely again to he
visited for some time by a government inspector. Thus 67 souls of that town have got
to light it out alone with the plucky postmistress.

Calamity Which Befel
Dartmouth, Mass., Farmer.

a

Bills for Relief of Certain Offcial.

Washington, Hay 11.—Senator Hale today introduced a bill to pay 84,000
to Paymaster James E. Tolfree, United

States navy, for the losses of both government itnd personal property incurred by him
in the burning of the W indsor House at
Yokohama, Japan, last February. He also
introduced a bill to pay seven hundred and
fifty dollars to Charles Blake, pay clerk of
the United States navy, for losses of his personal property at the same fire.
IDeath of a Former Maine Man.
Mr. Benjamin A. Swan, an employe of the
government printing office, died in this city
Mr. Swan was formerly a reson Saturday.
ident of Augusta, and was for several years
foreman of the Kennebec Journal. His funeral took place Tuesday morning, and his remains were taken to Maine, for burial.
Steamers Between Dublin and America.
Mr. J. L. McCaskell, United States consul
at Dublin, has again forwarded a strong report to Washington, showing the agrowing
direct
importance of communication by
line of steamers between Dublin and some
alreaMr.
McCaskill
hns
in America.
y been instrumental in increasing the exports from Dublin by sending circulars to
the United States, setting forth the advantages of direct shipments from the Irish capital. Exports forthe;first three months of 188β
amounted to $265,000, which is double the
value of the products exported during the
first quarter of 1885. The expense of Dublin
porter alone amounted to $125.

Sort

New Bedford, Mass., May 11.—A terrible calamity occurred early this morning
at Dartmouth, a place about three miles
from this city.
Charles Slocum, a farmer
who is about 70 years old and subject to epileptic fits, went to the barn to feed his horse
para tory to going to New Bedford to carry
milk. He is supposed to have had a fit, durwhich he fell and broke a petroleum Ianlern.

ins sei nie oarn ou

nre.

>v nen

dis-

covered the fire had gained such headway
that nothini» conld be saved, and Slocum,
with* three horses, was burned to death. The
man's head, arms and legs were burned off
and nothing was left but a headless trunk.
The barn contained about two tons of hay,
some tools and harnesses. The loss is about
$1,000; no insurance. Charles E. Thompson,
son-in-law of Slocum, who went to Xew
Bedford to carry the news, lost his pocket
book containing over $200 »nd is penniless.
RESULT OF THE STORM.
r

atal Accident on the Pennsylvania
Railroad—Three Men Killed.

Pittsduho, Pa., May 11.—A freight wreck
in the mountains on the Pennsylvauia Kailroad last night demolished twenty-five cars,
killed three men outright, and obstructed
the tracks so badly that it will take twelve
hours to clear them. The accident ™ the
result of the heavy storm which swept along
the Connemaugh valley last night.

How the Civil Service Rules are Observed.
Mr. Stockschlager, Assistant Commissioner
of the Laud Office, has just returned from
Indiana, where he has been 'for about two
weeks engaged in political work in violation
of the civil service rules. Howard, the present Democratic Representative in Congress
from Stockschlager's district has severely
criticised the Administration, and Stookschlager's visit home is said to have been for
the purpose of deciding whether it is expedient to uiade a contest for the nomination
against Howard.
Sparks, the Commissioner, has gone to Illinois, with a view, Illinois men say, to determine whether he could have any chance
of securing the nomination to Congress
against Townshend in case he should be removed from the Land Office.
Yet the rules prohibiting Federal office
holders from participating in politics have
not been modified.

FOREICN.

Comments of the London Press on
Gladstone's Speech.

Amending

the

River

and

Harbor

Bill.
The following proposed amendment to the
river and harbor appropriation bill was submitted to the Senate today by Senator Blair:
For the improvement of Little Harbor at or
near Portsmouth, Ν. H.,$35,000; to complete
the improvement in Cocheco Kiver at Dover,
N. H.,:i30,000; for tlie^improvement of Portsmouth harbor, $30,000.
National Temperance Society.
New York, May 11.—The twenty-first
annual meeting of the National Temperance
The anSociety was held this afternoon.
nual report showed an increase in popularity
and income. The total receipts for publications for the year amounted to $32,503, and
total number of pages printed during the
year 34,605,050, making the grand total since
the organization of the society 673,063,477.
Resolutions were adopted referring to the
of the temperance movement in the
outli and the present prohibitory legislation.

§rogress

The Parson Downed.

Boston, May 11.—Tne Bowdoin Square
Church held its adjourned meeting this af-

ternoon at which officers were chosen for the
It was voted to keep the
church closed during the pleasure of the
standing committee. Itev. Mr. Downs and
his counsel attempted to take part in the
meeting but were refused admittance and
withdrew after threatening legal proceedings against the society.

ensuing year.

Men's Mutual Benefit Association.

New York, Slay 11.—The Hotel Men's
Mutual BenefitAssociation began its soventli
annual convention hero this forenoon. In
the afternoon the members partook of a collation to which tliey had been invited by E.
S. Stokes at the Hoffman House.
The Crew Were Saved.
Havana, May 11.—The crew of the brig
Mary E. Lcighton, which stranded at Nue Vilas and became a total loss, were saved.

A STEAMSHIP LOST.

Queen Victoria Makes Her Second
Visit to Liverpool.

and it is

presumed

she was

caught in

it, The

following are the names of those on board :
Captain, R. L. Bell of Warsaw, Va. ; chief
mate, W. II. Starke, Heathvllle, Va. ; second
officer, John W. McDougall, Virginia; chief
engineer, Patrick Dolan ; first assistant,

Turk!·*

Foreign Notes.

is threatening the
The new German tariff
with loss instead of
industries of the empire
Prince Bismarck expromoting them, as

pected.

WEST INDIES.
The Commercial Crlel·

Continue·

In

from Haytl
New Vobk, May 11.—Advices
the commerdated the 18th ultimo, says that
the ministry is
cial crisis continues, and that
the situation. It
improve
to
its
utmost
doing
is
is reported that the Haytien government
company.
about to subsidize a telegraph
was felt on
A severe shock of earthquate ult
the island of Jamaica on the 18th

CENERAL NEWS.
the Supreme
The 13th annual session of
in ProviLodge, Kn ghts of Honor began
Dictator
dence, It. I., yesterdav. Supreme
Franks. Sloat of New Haven, presiding,
Delegates
and

full

delegations

present.

present from 34 States.
the
Gov. Hill of New York has requestedYork
of New
resignation of Gen. Sbaler
the
of
division
city as commander of the 1st
in his pusNational Guards, and now has it
were

-,

session.

in New BedCaptain Frederick Read died m a carbunford, Mass., Monday evening fri
cle, aged 00.
While John H. Redfern of Woonsocket,
last eveR. I., was attempting to shoot a cat
his revolver passed
ning the ball from
May
struck
and
through a house opposite
j»»t above
HcGuire, a youiiç lady aged 20» wound.
the right hip indicting a serious
CommisThe annual report of Insurance
Issioner Pillshury of New Hampshire, just
in
business
now
doing
are
sued shows there
a
total
live stock companies with
that
State
State and 19
capital of 81,025,000; also 15

townJMutuals.
Engine No. 159,

on the Susquehanna road,
exploded near Schevus, Ν. Y., yesterday,
and inkilling the engineer, James Gleason,
Loucks.
juring severely the fireman
the
John McQuade, 13 years old, fell from
street.
fourth story of a building on Norman
his
broke
Boston, yesterday afternoon, and

neck.
Mrs. Carrie Burnham Kilgore was yesterin
day.in Philadelphia, admitted to practice
She is
the Supreme court of Pennsylvania.
who
practhe only woman in Pennsylvania
tices in the Supreme court of the State.
A Buenos Ayres despatch says that Monday as President Roca was about to open
struck him
congress, a man approached and
senseless.
a blow on the head knocking liim
He was taken home and is thought to be out
™

danger, tus assauaui ι» suppwacu »>
insane.
The spring meeting of the Merrimack Valley circuit at Manchester. Ν. Η., was postponed yesterday owing to rain until Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts has decided that as courts of justice
were open to all, the final decisions and expositions of law, by the tribunal of last resort,
might be published freely by any one who
The
may choose to make such publication.
court is unanimous in the opinion that daily
newspapers and law journals are entitled to
the opinions.
Advices from Fort Huaohtfaca, Arizona,
state that reports have been received there
that Mexican forces, in an attack on an Indiol

an

stronghold

on

Yaqui liver,

were

repulsed

with great loss.
The mail steamer from St: Thoms brings
the news that on the 10th ultimo, Senor Guzman Blancol was elected President of Venezuela.
Samuel S. Moulton, treasurer and paymaster of the Laconia Car Company, and other«Μ identified wilh the business of Laconia,
Ν. H., died yesterday morning of hemorrhage of the lungs.
John Kelley, a brakeman on the early
morning freight train to New l'ork, fell between two cars at VVestport, Coi.n., yesterday morning aud was cut to pieces. SevenHe was 21
teen cars passed over his body.
years of age.
Robert S. Wright of Elizabeth, C61., was
shot there Monday by a woman.
Three persons were killed by the fall of a
campmeeting tent in Johnson county, Kansas, last Sunday.
THE STATE.

Mrs. A. F. Owen of Gardiner, who last
winter slipped on an icy door step and fell,
fractured lier leg, and has been a great sufferer since, died 011 Saturday noon at the
residence of her step son, J II. Uwen. Her
remains were taken to Clinton on the Monday morning Pullman train.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Creek

The

Ministry Resign, and

a

New One to be Formed.

London, May 11.—The Standard, commenting on the speech at the moving of the
second reading oi the Home Kulebill yesterday, says that there is absolutely nothing in

Gladstone's laborious reference in reIrish representation at Westminster
which is likely to abate Mr. Chamberlain's
hostility to the Home Kule bill. The absurdity of the devices which Mr. Gladstone hinted might meet the difficulty, exposed the
fundamental weakness of the conception.
The Daily Telegraph says : "It seems that
Mr. Gladstone is so absorbed in the contemplation of the details of his own project that
he is unable to appreciate the import of the
his folobjections of Mr. Chamberlain and his
conlowers, who cannot possibly accept
Mr.

gard

to

cessions."

The London Times, this morning, comMr. Gladstone's speech, ~ays:
on
"Mr. Gladstone is mysteriously and surpriswith
silent
regard to the treatment of
ingly
Ulster. Does Mr. Parnell refuse to consent
to the exclusion of Ulster from the operaThe question resolves ittions of the bill ?
self into one of confidence. Can we trust
members chosen by the Irish electorate with
unrestrained power? The answer is found
In the policy whiuh Mr. Gladstone resolved
to adopt last summer, but which he now ridicules.
In a speech last night, Lord Salisbury denied that the Conservatives were ready to
grant home rule to Ireland. He said he w as
sanguine that Ireland could be pacified without the extreme measures now prepared by
Mr. Gladstone.
The Crofters' bill passed its third reading
by a vote of 219 to 52 in the House of Commons last night.
The St. James Gazette says there is no
longer any doubt that the "disruption bill,"
"Gladstone's Home Rule measure," has col-

menting

lapsed.

The Globe asserts there is less chance now
than ever of the Home Rule bill passing its
second reading.
The Echo declares that Gladstone's bill is
virtually doomed.

Among Gladstone's Sup-

porters.
Loudon, May 11.—The defection among
the supporters of Gladstone has crown rapof
idly today, and the number of adherents
Lord Ilartington and Chamberlain has risen
English and Scotch Radical
from 88 to 109.
(/ladpapers that have hitherto supported

that his concessions are
is practiinadequate, that a joint commision
that the Home Rule
and
cally impossible,
bill is doomed to defeat unless crucial
The opponents calamendments are made.
culate that there will be a majority of 40
Gladstone has been urged
against the bill. for
discussion of the bill,
to assent to a day
and he has promised to reply on the subject
One hundred and twenty-tive
Thursday.
Sir
members will speak during the debate.
Uenry James will open Thursday, and will
and
Banuermau
be followed by Campbell,
Sir William Verncn Harcourt. Chamberlain has prepared a venomous attack on
Gladstone.
stone,

now

Queen

May 11.—The steamship
Baltimore,
Acadia of Baltimore, belonging to J. L. Bell
& Co., tropical fruit importers, has been
Port Angiven up for lost. She sailed from
tonio, Jamaica, on the 10th of April with a
time
cargo of bananas, and up to the present
Ordinarily she
has pot been heard from.
made the passage in eight days, and never
longer than eleven. A few days ago a vessel
Boston reported passing the
arriving in
house of a steamer at sea, the description of
which was much like that of the Acadia.
Shortly after the Acadia sailed a cyclone
prevailed in the vicinity of the West Indies,

_

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Defection
Hotel

..

One Paper Declares the Bill is Virtually Doomed.

Messages from the President.
The President sent to Congress today a
message calling attention to the condition of
affairs existing in Utah, owing to the governor of that territory vetoing the last appropriation bill which appropriated money
for the support of schools, courts, charitable
institutions, etc. ; referring to the fact that
under the existing law the legislature cannot
convene for nearly two years, and recommending the speedy enactment of such legislation as will authorize the convening of
the legislature at an early day.
Also a message recommending Congress to
make an appropriation to defray the expenthe inauguration of the Dartholdi
ses of
Statue.

The Balimore Steamer Acadia Clven
Up-Sixteen Lives Lost.

A

Bkattleboko, Vt., May 10.—The town of

Terrible

Herr Most, the Anarchist, Arrested.
New Yokk, May 11.—Herr Most, the
Anarchist, was arrested tonight and locked
up. In his room were found various arms
and a quantity of Anarehist literature.

statement.

Mrs. Sutton to Co Visiting When She
Likes, Post Office or No Post Office.

Windham county, and teems with

»

that the powers entertains
his government.
the powers that a
rfio Porte has notified
is advancing
body of Greet irregulars
and that the
toward the frontier,
«hem.
repel
to
troops have been orderedminister of the inteM. Papanichalopulos,
subfavors
who
and
rior in the late Cabinet, of the powers, has
mission to the wishes ministry. He promagreed to form a new army.
ises to disarm the Greek

Haytl.

A DEFIANT POSTMISTRESS.

BURNED IN HIS BARN.

An Overdue Schooner.
schooner
11.—The
Providemce, May
Three Brothers, from Philadelphia for Greenshe
feared
and
it
is
may be
wich, is overdue,
lost.

all the switchmen have struck for their rein-

g

FROM WASHINCTON.

Acceded to Demands.
New York, May 11.—Only 150 furniture
workers are out of work in this city new as
all but eleven of the employers have acceded
to their demands. The demands have been
granted to a majority of the varnishers and
they have resumed work in all but few cases.
Furriers at a meeting today voted to continue the strike.

Switchmen's Strike.
In-dianapolis, May 11.—Because of th«
discharge of nine Vandaiia switchmen today

James A. Iiogers;
Charles Ε. Hopkins,
cook ; Rebecca Jacobs, colored stewardess;
John G. Roswagg, fireman; John Lyons,
fireman; William T. Ashman, boy, all of
Bal imore; seamen Henry Smith, John Anderson, Sweden; Henry Cable, Scotland:
Peter Cummings, fireman,
Ireland; coal
assers Nichael Narry, Ireland; John Mcinnis, Liverpool. Engineer Dolan lias a
wife and four children. Captain Bell is also
married. Young Ashman is a nephew of
Mr. J. L. Bell, owner of the Acadia, and is
The Acadia was a
about 15 years old.
wooden screw «teainer of 224 tons register.
She was built at Norwich, Conn., in 1803.
Her owners had expended a large sum of
money on her the past year, and she was regarded as a safe vessel. It is possible lier
crew have been rescued and are on some vesVessel and
sel bound for a long voyage.
cargo were partially insured.

Somerset,

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

concur

Victoria in Liverpool.

Liverpool, May 11.—The Queen arrived
here today, for the purpose of personally
the Liverpool International Exposiopeningrhe
tion.
ceremony took place this afternoon^ This is the second time Her Majesty
has visited Liverpool during her reign, the
first visit being made in 1851.
Declines the Challenge.
London, May ll.—The Cambridge University crew of oarsmen have decided to decline the challenge issued to them by the
Harvard University crew for an international boat race.
Refuses to Convoke the Chambers.
Athens, May 11.—Delyannle, the retiring
ChamPremier, refuses to convoke the Greek
crisis.
ber of .Deputies to take action on the
adhehis
to
he
explained
Yesterday evening
lnui and
reuts the reasons which prompted
that
sait!
nothing
his ministry to resign. His
humiliation to
but a war could efface the
but that
which Greece had been subjecied,
without
unanimity
was
impossible
war
The agitations carried
among the Greeks.
the indifference of
on by the opposition and
efforts of patriotism.
the
the King paralyzed
in
Therefore the government has resigned
that
the interests of the country, convinced

Bangor Whig says that at one
Monday thirty-live salmon fishermen
The

time
were

counted on the Urewer side of the river below the dam. Files w ere cast patiently all
day but not one salmon rewarded the patient

sportsmen.
J. C Bell, who says he belongs in Bangor,
is under arrest at Newcastle, Ν. B., 011 a
charge of breaking open the safes of two
stores there and stealing a large sum of
money. When arrested he had over $9800
in his" possession, including foreign silver
corresponding to some that was in 011e of
tiio sales

prior

to me

roouery.

8AOADAHOC COl'NTY.

The large barge 125 feet long, 28 wide, 8
deep, for the Κυοχ & Lincoln railway, was
launched, Tuesday, by the New England
Ship Building Co. The barge will be used in
the Kennebec river to carry trains across
while the City of ltoi-kland is being repaired.
YORK COUNTY.

the census just completed,
the whole number uf scholar» in Uiditeford
of
under Hi years
a^c, is 4,542 ; ovnr l6,hH3.
The whole number a.lending school din ing
the year from April 1, 18S5, to April 1, 18X6,
was 1S03.
The services of Kev. Mr. Perry of Cumberland have been secured by the Congregational Society of Limerick and he began his
pastorateJSundaj, the 9th inst. He expects to
move his family
very soon.
Widow Hannah (ierr?
years old, living in the <
fell down stairs last week"
The bones were set by
wrist.
Plaisted, and she is reported as doing well.*
In Limerick a few days ago the Knights of
Labor made a strike in the right direction
They assembled in force and put up all the
fences for Mr. Thomas Nicklin, who, with
his son, has been sick for a long time and
unable to work.

According

to

BASE BALL.
yestkkday's gamer.
At Chicago—Bostons 8, Chicagos 1. Base
1, Bostons 10; errors, Chicagos
Chicagos
hits,

5, Bostons 2.

At Detroit—Détroits 10, New \orks 0.
Base hits. Détroits 13, New Yorks 4; error·.
Détroits 0, New Yorks 6.
At Louisville—Louisvilles 1, St. Louis 9.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburg» 3, Cincinnati* 7.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyn» 13, Athletics 4.

The New England League Guide for 1886

has been received.

Secretary Wiggin, in his official circular
the result of the League
lneetiiig of
ïiday last, states in addition to the facts already jmblished that the protest of the New-

fiving

buryport-Have.rhill game of May 3 was laid
The Secretary was
on tile.
empowered to

assess $10 on each of tne clubs at
any time
prior to June 1. if necessary. Official
announcement is made£of the release of C. 11.
Willis by Brocktou and W. H. Clarke by
The game
Boston.
at
Haverhill with
Brockton of May 14, will be played as scheduled.

Maine Militia

Adjutant General Gallagher has issued
general order No. 1, dated Augusta May 5th,
1886, giving the changes in the militia since
Nov. 10,1885, which have already been noted

The order further
says :
and Battery Commanders will at once see that their commands
are put in proper condition for the annual
encampment, which will lie held the last
The exact dates and place
week in June.
will be designated in future orders.
No enlistments will be permitted, prior to
the encampment, after June 1st.
All "enmust be forwarded not
listment papers
No company will be
later than June 3th.
furnished transportation or be permitted to
go into camp with less than thirty-two enlisted men. Names found on the pay rolls
for mus'er, enlisting after June 1st, will be
stricken from the rolls.
in the papers.

Regimental, Company

Fire Insurance Company.
The annual meeting of the Saco
Mutual
Fire Insurance Company was held
at its
rooms on Main street in that
city, yesterday
morning at 10 o'clock, when a choice of
officers for the ensuing year was made
with the
following result:
Saco

Mutual

President—H··. ry .1 Rice.
secretary aurf'i
urt r—Melville H.
Kellv
IMrector»— WII.
Moody, Oliver Frei man
Allied <». I retitUi !.. .,u, !..

Bowen.

^
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DISTRICT CONVENTION.
Republicans of the First Congressional District are incited to send delegates to a Contention
t* be held in
TJiê

Reception Hail, Portland,

on

Thursday,

June

3,1886,

o'clock p. m., for the purpose of nominating α
«eudidate for Representative in Congress to be
supported at the September election, and transacting toy otlier business that may properly come

st a

OUR FOREICN LETTER.

they pressed their demands he should shut
down the probability is that all of them
would have gone out and the works would
have been closed. A great many of the difficulties between employers and employed
results from their standing too far apart, and
too much on their

«

[Special correspondence

To begin and to end in the Rijks museum
at Amsterdam for lovers and students of art
would suffice the most fastidious. Here are
uiany of the famous Dutch pictures. Itembrandt's "Night Watch," where the corporals, drummers and guards, with the attendant crowd of boys and girls, are assembled
In the square to receive orders; Gerard
Dow's "Evening School," where the old
pedagogue looking over his glasses, is trying
by the light of a tallow candle to drive
knowledge into a blockheaded boy; and
"The Floating Feather," which we must
confess failed to impress us as much as it
ought, according to critics ; but best of all is
IJembrandt's peerless old lady ;
nobody
knows who she was ; but whoever she might
have been, she will always be known as
somebody's lovable grandmother. Among
hundreds of paintings by Weenix, Kuysdael
and others worthy of mention, one spies now
and then Teniers and Jan Steen's comical
scenes in low life, and Wouverman's omnipresent white horse, which must have attained to great equine longevity to have
posed for the scores of pictures his master
has left. An artist of this age would not
dare to put such a trade mark upon his canvas, lest it would cheapen the market value

OUTWITTED DEMOCRATS.
The Democrats of the Ohio Senate have
been outwitted, ami are now hastening back
to the capital from the place of thuir voluntary exile, breathing out threatening and
slaughter. It happened in this wise. When
the Democrats fled they left one of their number on guard to raise the question of a quorum. One morning lie heard that the Republicans had succeeded in capturing another
Democrat!· Senator, who with him and the
Republicans would make a quorum. Therefore ho concluded he must absent himself to
break a quorum, and accordingly did se.
But the rumor that another Democrat had
been secured was false, and when the Republicans met they found themselves in sole
and undisputed possession. There was no
Democrat there to raise the point of hick of
a quorum and call for a count. So they organized and immediately proceeded to seat
the Republican Senators from Hamilton
county. As a matter of fac.t, there was not
a quorum present, but the record does not
show it as the point was not raised, and all
the proceedings appear to be regular. And
it is the general opinion that the courts cannot ge behind the record, so that all the proceedings will liavo to be accepted as legal.
The body, now that the four Hamilton county Senators have been admitted, has a quorum, and business is proceeding regularly.
The fugitive Democratic Senators contend
of course, that the action of the Republicans
is null and void and threaten to set up au opposition Senate. But as the State officials
and the House both recognize the Republican Senate it is hard to sec what such a proceeding will amount to, except to add to the

of his work. After seeing these masterpieces
of antiquity, we thought we did not care
anything about the modern paintings; but
we did them great injustice, as many of the
modern artists need not shrink from hanging their A'ork beside the fathers'. It is only
the too Hear view that cheats them out of
their deserved praise. It seems a shame that
of povmany of them will suffer the pangs
erty and die unknown before their work can
be appreciated, llut their lot is no harder
than their predecessors'. The next day at
Haarlem we saw portraits of Franz Haly,
which he would gladly have painted for a
few guilders, but which to-day are valued at
tens of thousands, if a price could be named.
Visiting galleries is the most exhausting
work. No one can safely spend more than
three or four hours a day in these Chilly
mnm*
ctr'iininir the t'vos. stretchine the
neck and exercising the brain so intensely,
as one must to make a faithful study of art.
Sunday afternoon we took a walk about
the city through the .Jews' quarters; and a
busier scene one could not find ; where all
the selfish and sordid traits of humanity
There were Abraham, Isaac
were rampant.
and Jacob jamming through the masses and

ridicule which lias already been heaped upon
them on account of their cowardly and absurd flight. The wisest thing to do woald be
to seek the obscurity of their own homes, or
admit like little men that they have been

point.

before It.

The basis of representation will bo as follows :
city and town will be entitled to one deleTotes cast for tlio
gate, and for each seventy-live
in 188-1, an
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additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes In excess of seventy-five votes, en additional
will be in ses
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slon at the Hall at
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*ielc»nvention for the purpose
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Bach

credentials of delegates.
Per order

Bepubliean District Committee.

ANDREW IIAWES, Chairman.
JUNKINS, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3,188(1.

». W.

Mr. Morrison seems to be in no hurry to
report his tariff bill. Perhaps he lias been
counting noses, and doesn't find the result to
his liking.
The newspapers are playing all sorts oi
tricks again with Judge Redman's name.
Rodman, Redmand and Redmond are among
the variations.
Minister West should bridle his tongue.
It is in very bad taste, to say the least, for
him to publicly criticise the words of individual Senators uttered upon the floor of the
Senate.
The New York World says that no prominent, able, nationally known Democrat
would accept a position in the Cabinet of
President Cleveland unless the Cabinet was

whol^'eorganized.
Their aiftTiorlxed spokesman in the Milwaukee board of aldermen announces that
the Polish anarchists of that city are now
ready to acknowledge the authority of the
law. Gov. Ruslfs decided action evidently
made an excellent impression when it was
molt needed.
The Dominion will have no just cause of
complaint if the United States refuses to
grant privilegeo to her fiohme vessels winch
she declines tograutto ours. The resolutions
introduced by Messrs. Frye and Dingley
ought to be passed unless the Dominion very
quickly takes back water. We should be
just to our own fishermen before we are generous To our neighbor's.
The Ho». William H. Clifford was elected
member of the Democratic national committee to succeed Edmuni Wilson yesterday
ami selected to preside over the Rangor convention. Now if the first district Democracy
will make him their candidate for Congress
his cup of happiness will be full until election. Then a good deal of its contents will
be spilled.
The debate in the Commons oil Monday
night shows that Chamberlain is unreconciled to the home rule bill by the modifications which Mr. Gladstone has offered to
make, and that the attitude of all the prominent members is about what it was before
the Easter recess. If we were going to guess
we should guess that the bill will be defeatin its present form.
Nova Scotia seems fast coming to the conclusion that she made a bad move when she
joined the Dominion, and a good many of
her people—whether the majority or not remains to be seen—would like to secede.
Nova Scotia's interests are so different from
those of the rest of the Dominion, especially
the western provinces, that it was inevitable
that laws that fostered the latter should hurt
the former. Tho protective tariff lias helped
the western provinces, but it has crippled
Nova Scotia by compelling her to buy in the
Dominion when she could buy more cheaply
in the United States. In the debate in the
Legislature the other day the opponents of
secession raised as a supposed bugbear
annexation t· the United States, but it did
not appear to produce a very terrifying
effect.
The opponents ef prohibition in Rhode
Island have begun to fight the prohibitory
amendment adopted at tje^ecent election in
the courts. Δ bUJ. equity has been drawn by
which it is s,o«ight to inquire into the con—Wj4J«oî(Îiity of the vote by which the
amendment was carried. The point at issue
is, whether in the voting, and in the counting of rotes, and in the matter of the record
thereof, there is proof that the amendment
was approved by the number of voters qualified to vote required by the constitution. The
that registered but unqualified voters voted upon the amendment and
The
that there was no lawful tally kept.
unqualification alleged is that the payment
of the poll tax which is a condition precedent for voting was, in a great many cases,
not made by the voter himself, but by some
other person in his behalf and that this is
not a substantial compliance with the law.

petitioners claim

The controversy over the seizure of the
Adams will doubtless be settled without
war. If the two parties to it cannot amicably agree upon a satisfactory settlement between themselves both of them will undoubtedly be ready to arrange an arbitration of
some sort. But the occurrence cannot fail
to remind as of our inability to enforce our
rights if purchance the power with which we
are dealing should be disposed to trample
upon them. We have no havy worth talking about, and our coast defences are so out
of date that they could oppose no effective
resistance to a power provided with armored
ships and modern guns. The present dispute ought to awaken renewed attention to
our defenceless condition and lead to steps to
remedy Ι*,. We are liable to have controversies with nations of less friendly disposition
than Great Britain, and we ought to be prepared for them. Some of our surplus which
it is proposed to dump into the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers might be used to much
better advantage on the fortifications along
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.

good effects of employers taking their
employes into their confidence and explaining the state of their business and what the
The

result of any proposed move would be is
shown in the case of Mr. Steinway, the
piano manufacturer, and his workmen. Tliey
demanded a reduction to eight hours with
the same pay as for ten.
Mr. Steinway
called them together and showed them what
it cost to make a piano and what the selling price was.
He then showed them
that if the hours were reduced
pianos could
not be manufactured unless
the selling price
was increased. Then he
showed them that
the selling price could not be increased because of the
competition of foreign manufacturers who would not be affccted
by the
eight hout movement. Most of the workmen
saw the point and
withdrew their demand,
flad Mr. 1 Steinway curtly to'.d t m that if

TOO MUCH JOURNALISTIC FREEDOM.

North American.
The Anarchist paper Freiheit, published
by John Most, gives a glowing account of the
Chicago rioting, and alter stating that the
Anarchists opened a lively fire on the "banditti of order," calls upon the workingmen
and proletarians to take up arms, Iu connection with this there appears an advertisement offering "good breech-loaders" at 86
each, with an ejitra charge of fifty cents for
It
packing, if less than twenty are ordered.
is high
time that such incendiary sheets
should be suppressed, and that eome steps
should be taken to check the distribution of
firearms, avowedly intended for illegal use.

feeding the children for a few pennies a
slice, with pickled beets off the end of tormentors, tremendously long forks, and bawliug out to the utmost of their lung power
old clo'es, fruits and vegetables. Passing
asked admittance.
near the sj nagogue
The Hebraic church new year falling in September, the Jews had closed on Saturday a
long ecclesiastical feast, and the "Koster"
was locking up the dishes used only on great
occasions. A s they were made after the
we

A TOO FREE CRITIC.

Boston Transcript.
British Minister Sackville-West is altogether too free in his criticism of Congress and
individual Senators. In an interview with
the representative of a Washington paper he
is reported as saying of Senator Frye that lie
•'really does not seem to care what he says."
Of Congress, this hot-headed minister remarks that it "has denounced the treaty of
1854; it has denounced the fishery articles of
the treaty of 1871, and it has substituted
nothing, leaving us to fall back upon the
miserable eld treaty of 1818." It wouldn't
be surprising if Congress had something to
offer upon this breach of international etiquette by the British minister. What would
be thought of an American minister at London who singled out members of Parliament
for disparaging criticism, and then spoke of
Parliament, collectively, in a flippant tene of

similitude of the vessels, pitchers, spoons
and appurtenances thereof in Solomon's temple we were glad to see them. There were
immense salvers hammered out of solid gold
and silver; upon one was beaten the Queen
of Sheba and hep train of servants bringing
offerings to Solomon. It is surprising that
the Jews have maintained such severe simplicity in their church architecture, when in
the midst of the costly temples both of paganism and Christendom. There was hardly
in
an unnecessary curve or bit of coloring
the whole edifice. The walls were the barest, and only varied at the altar and the
front of the cabinet, where were" kept the
rolls, which were of old Brazilian mahogany.
It seemed strange to hear one of the Jews
say they were strictly forbidden by their
rabbis to embellish their synagogues, when
the great temple to which they all turn with
patriotic reverence was overlaid w ith gold
and shone with splendors of every descrip-

derogation?

TIIE REMOVAL· OF Mli. BIGEI-OW.
Boston Transcript.

The removal of Mr. Bigelow, Superintendent of tho railway mail service for New
England, which took place yesterday, means
a good deal to the 400 employes under his orders, and who have no civil service safeguard
He was reappointed
thrown around them.
by Mr. Vilas on the first of January, and it
is understood that the Postmaster-General has
stood a long siege by politicians before consenting to ask for Mr. Bigelow's resignation.

tion.

Bight in the heart of this district is a plain
Catholic church more than two hundred
years old. The aggressive bishops tried for
a long time to get a foothold in Amsterdam ;
but \ver<? defeated until the rabbis could resist no logger, and consented with the condition that the church should be called "The
Moses and Aaron" and have some outward
recognition of the great Hebraic potentates.
It was built, and has two funny little figures
about a foot and a half tall, in relief—one of
Aaron swinging his censer, and the other of
But the
Meses giving the tables of stone
Bomish church has made little headway in
proselyting the Jews. Bieh or poor, refined
or vulgar, they cannot, if they would, disguise their nationality. They are very clannish, and do not take kindly to suggestions
from outsiders. Mammon is working changes

The latter has been eixteee retire iu the service, rising from postal clerk to Superintendent. It is not known who will succeed Mr,
Bigelow, bnt it is quite probable that Mr.
George M. Dame, who came into the service
two or thre· months ago, and who is strongly backed by Frank Jones and Mr. Sulloway of New Hampshire, and by many Connecticut Democrats.
MAINE

rULIIIM,

MON8ON ELECTS 1IAMHÏ DELEGATUS.

The Republicans οf Monson have chosen
J. F. Sprague, T. P. Elliott, C. C. Hall end
J. II. Fullen delegates to the State ooBvention. The following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That it Is th· sente of tkis convention
that the gubernatorial nomination rightly and
justly belongs to the eastern portion of the State.
AN OXFOKD COUNTY VIEW.
Oxford Democrat.

λ+λ-w 4-1->ηη

The Democratic papers of Maine, having
no gubernatorial candidates of their own.
have taken a hand in the Republican canvass, and are trying to persuade the Republicans that there is serious dissension in their
ranks over the question of a candidat· for
Governor. That there should be a contest
for the Republican nomination for Governor
is uothingito be surprised at, when it is considered that the nomination by the Republican convention is practically equivalent to
an election. Nor is it a cause for wonder
that the Democratic party is destitute of
men who aspire to the empty honor of leading a forlorn hope. The contest for the nomination does not inspire the Republiean with
Either of
any considerable amount of fear.
the two gentlemen who are prominent candidates would honor the State, and whichever receives the nomination will have the
united support of the Republicans of the
State.
COAST

AND

CEODETIC

SURVEY.

Topography and Too Little
Hydrography In the Service.

Too Much

[Boston Herald.]
To the Editor of the Iltrald: After reading
the editorial in the New York Marine Journal
of the 17th inst. on the "Coast and Geodetic
Survey," and also the note in the same edition

about the fact that our own national vessels
are dependent on other than the coast survey
for some charts of certain portions of the
coast line of the United States, I am prompted to "put in my oar" and say a few words
on the subiect, with the hope that the more
the subject is ventilated and discussed and
brought home to the understanding of those
who may be interested in maritime affairs, so
much the sooner will the desired end be
brought about—and that is, the coast survey
should be cue adrift from the geodetic part
and placed under the contTol of the navy deand incorporated with one of its

partment

j
!

i

j
I

j

uiaucnc».

Since the formation of the coast and teodetic surrey a large sum of money has been
of that office, and
expended in the workings the
appropriations
very nearly one-half of all
used on topography and but a very small
the latter, to
proportion on hydrography:
every one familiar with nautical matter.",
will be understood as referring to thos«
be used as a guide by
portions of the charts to
navigators. Viewed in this light, it must
seem that the greater part of the sum expended on the former has heen thrown away.
Especially is this case with many of our
harbor charts, by far the greater part of th*
work and expense of construction going into
the representation of extent and kind of fields
for inroads, etc., and in ïïities (New York
of
stance) the streets and buildings, which
the mariner,
course, are of no earthly use to
unand
except so far as a few prominent him for
changeable land marks may serve

bearings.
Geodetic surveys are very proper and imnot
portant in their way, but they should
stand in the way of the completion of the
coast,
careful and thorough survey of our
which has already gone much too long unfinished. There is one portion of our coastline,

that of the coast of Maine from Petit Manan
to the eastward, which has been surveyed
and resurveyed, but for some reason unknown
no chart of that section has been issued, although constantly promised "next epring",
but next spring like tomorrow never comes.
1 he same may be said of other sections of our
coast line.
In the matter of sailing direetions I nm
tempted to say a few words. The Atlantic
Coast Pilot, issued by the coast and geodetic
survey, while being an admirable publication
aP, wc'H worthy of a place on the shelves of
all libraries as a book of refrence, is altogether too elaborate and too bulky for use on
uoard ship. In addition to this objection, it
has the serious disadvantage of being finished
only as far as Savannah, Ga., with no assurance as to when we may expect its completion. In the mean time, for want of a government publication, the navy department
is obliged to purchase a private individual's
work for our national vessels.
All these facts indicate to my mind the
and speedy change,
necessity for a thorough the
coast into the
of
putting the survey
are actually interested
who
those
of
hands
will
who
work, well
in its completion, and
end.
and faithfully to secure this
the fact
Another thing, notwithstanding
and
that all chart makers, both government
the Meron
charts
their
private, construct
surand geodetic
cator projection, the coast
projection,
vey persist in using the polyconic
can never get
and
like
not
do
which sailors
used to.
all the
The public interests, and above demand
welfare and safety of our mariners
that an immediate change be made.
Λ ΜΑΒΠίΕΒ.
....

Bath, Me., April 20,1880.

the Press.)

AMSTERDAM.

dignity.

outmanoeuvred at every

of

j

».«ir

UUllC)

111C Mill

η no

V<J

uc ainuu uuv,

Cleansed, Purified

Blemishes, and Baby
Humors, cured by Cuticura Soap.

"?1L
\

\
gists'.

passed through the

old streets the
children were much amused with the odd
signs ; instead of the mortar and pestle the
apothecary puts out over his shop a big man's
head covered with a turban, holding his
mouth wide open and running out his tongue:
instead of a striped pole the barber hangs
over his door a brass saucer, which used to
bo fitted under a man's chin to catch the
As we

drippings of lather.
We regret to learn

the Bible Hotel at Amsterdam is to be taken down, as its peculiar
name would arouse the curiosity of travellers,
and thus the memory of Jan Van Lisfield
would ofteu be revived. He spent nearly all
Bible in his own
his living to print the
house, to escape the vigilant eyes of his persecutors.
Being detected his goods were
confiscated and he himself burned at the
Afterwards a
stake in Brussels in 1542.
Scotchman bought his dwelling, and converted it into the present hotel, where can be
seen a copy of his Bible. A Swede following
ills example to scatter Bibles through Holland lias put them in the various hotels with
this account on the fly leaf.
We had a delightful sail down the river Y
to Zaandam. As one side of Holland lies
seven feet below the level of the sea, the
high winds and long storms would often boat
the water into the canals, overflowing them,
and flooding the country, did not the same
winds keep the windmills, of which there

tors of

RAILROAD*.
Choice Investments
executed
for cash or on
Orders

POOR'* MANUAL OF
Railway Bonds a specialty.

always on hand.
Interest

allowed

nvited.
aptidGm

Correspondence

deposits.

on

45 Wall Street, New York.

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.

Six Per Cent Debenture
AND

—

KSondnt,

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

FOR 8ALK

BY

H.

WILLIAM

—

"The Congress Yefcst Powder is an Absolutely Pure bread-raising
preparation, free from all injurious ingredients, and is to be recommended for its purity and hcaltlifulness.
CEO. A. STEVENS, Chemist.''
Boston, Feb. 11, 1886.
dlawlj
marll

Drab and Nutria Kersey Hats !
NUTRIA, TAN, GRANITE DERBY HATS FOR YOUNG MEN.

EMERY,

SPECIAL STYLES IN CHILDREN'S HATS!
different from other dealers.

dtf

BEST ROOF

TRIUlflPHAIVT.

they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and 11—//grades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have

proved invaluable.

authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as
represented. For sale everywhere.
Retailers

are

application.
Catalogue
THOMSON, LANG DON & CO., New York.
free

on

eod3mnrm

marl2

POBTLAMD

Bnilding.

First National Bank

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodH

jelO

WOODBURY & MOULTOM,

AND

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
WE MAKE THE ONLY

GENUINE
Roller lu Standard.
KOLLEB,

and

onr

Stop

fF"Auk your Dealer for them, take no otlier.
[WHOLESALER
eodly
ap21

AIHEBICAN-EKIIOPEAN

constantly on

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,

$i.o(
,1(

Γ WISH YOU WOULD GOME IN

hand.
eodtl

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.

Scrap Books,
Hair Brushes,

Tooth Brushes,
Soaps,
Picture Books for Children, Memorandum Blocks

Carpetings,

Papers, Draperies,

Wall

Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

to sell them

guarantee

low

as

the lowest.

as

(qwuL ffiwdel, CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

<md

DEALERS 1ÏÎ

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,
Geo. E.

M el vin J. Hawkes.

Hawkks,

Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.

d6m

decl8

i?ï7 iïÎÂRKS,

W1I.

Book, Card
—

AND —

I'MNTEBS'

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf
tended to.

guarantee finest of work, both In Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
feb!7dtf
Photographs.

near corner of

Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

eodtf

1el9

—

For many years in business in

PORTLAND,
Bops to advise his friends and old pat
that he is now associated with
the well known house of Messrs.

rons

J. G. HAYES & GO.
OF

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

470 CONGRESS ST

CO.,

ARE f—- ΤΛΝΤ
Ν S OF
FA Τ I.
THIS l'Ai gu and
have it ou iiie at our
office. Should you desire
to advertise in any papers,
It w ill ιpay you to write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
y on wan t to ad vertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete directory of
American newspapers,
together with much
valuable information
for advertisers. ESTIMATES FREE.
λ

C. S. GOSSE,4BOSTON.

maylO

AXLE

Call and examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits beAim to
fore sitting elsewbere.
please. Prices moderate.
eodtf
aprl-t

LOCKE &

have removed to

180 MIDDLE
Three doom

went

Sole agent in tliis vicinity, for Du rout's Black
Powder, (Blasting and Sporting) and the well

Also Gun· mill

Gr. Xjs.
apr26

Fi*hiug Tackle.

ADVERTISE II»

Lowest

Rates for ad

vertising in 1»7I uooil newspapers sent free
BAILEY, TO
Address GEO. I*. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St.

24» Middle Street.

ASTHMA

GEKIM ASTHMA

my7eoa&wlm

Ν. Y.

eodtf

BUY Till!

W Ε

—

PATENT

—

—

alt other remédie* fall. Λ trial con* In te» the mwt
»ptlcal of Its lmnetflate, direct andnever-Ihilla» effect.
Ice ftOc. and £ l.OO; <>Γ drucgists or by mail. Trial
goins for a tamp. Dr. B, at Ilj I'I1'M AN, Ht. l'aul,Mlna.
ore

dec 14

^

ITS

&

as

prices

our

Ira S.

WAN Τ

WE WILL· DO IT

QUICKLY.
CHEAPLY.

WE WILL DO

IT

President and Treasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and to act upon any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
Ε. H. DAVE IS, President.
mylOdtd

Medical AHitocintion.
annual meetiug of the Maine
Association will be held at City
on
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Building. Portland,
Thursday, June 1st, 2d and 3rd. 1886.
CHAS. D. SMITH. M. D., Secretary.
dSw
mvlO
«

TO

—.

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
For

Send for

the Spring and Summer of 1886.
Programmes.

Ticket» lnNMcd for lu<livi.lual Trnrrlrn
to and In all parts of the World.
Panair Ticket· by all lines of Steamers.
Ceak'a Kiinnionat, with maps, published
monthly, by mail 'or ten cents. Address,
THOrt. COOK & «OU, 197 Washington St..
Boston, .Mass.
niar31d2awW&S12w

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to

private pupils by the subscriber,

\V.

J.

?

COLCORD,

BOVD

STREET.

dtf

! "TECHNICON"

English

MOQUETTE

and
American.

WILTON,
VELYET

EXCURSIONS

Jau24

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
AXMINSTER,

English, Lowell

Bigelow, Hartford
Hfggins, Bromley

BODY BRUSSELS,

Worcester, Homers
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

Roxbury, Smiths
Higgins in all grades
Lowell, Hartford

THREE PLYS
EXTRA SUPERS

large lines of cheap
goods
Large Stock

KIDDEMINSTERS
SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

of

ART

These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

LIGNUM
LINOLEUM
SHEET OIL CLOTH

In 15 feet,
In G feet and 12 feet
In 12,15,18 and 24feet
In all widths
Of ail kinds.

OIL CLOTH

MATTINGS
MATS &C., &C.

qualities and in
Great Variety
Oi Patterns

MADRAS

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Very

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

refurnishing

Those

stock and make

sure

prices.

will do well to examime
of getting tbe best at

our

the

STARCH,
—

MADE

BY

—

MAGIC STARCH

No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.
dtf

114 1-2 EXCHANCE STREET,
PORTLAND HAINE.

us

MAGIC

the

CEI*. AGENT,

a

at the
Lowest Prices.

Buy these goods of
and save money.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
feb9

All

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES

Λ perfcct OVTl\ASIUHI for Fingers, Hands ami Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students sbould use it.
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS
tlieir technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
inar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. mils,
Win. Mason.
—

Higgins, Philadelphia

and

MEDIUM SUPERS

CO.

We are prepared to undertake any legitimate
detective business, of either a criminal or civil nature entrusted to our care, by Railroad
tions, Express Companies, Banks, Law Firms.
Business Houses and Individuals. Will arrest,
convey and deliver fugitives for any State in the
Union. All business intrusted to our care will be
held strictly confidential. Office hours from 7 a.
ui. until 9 p. m. daily.

Corpora-

REFERENCES.

Hon. Fred Roble. Gov. of Maine;Hon. James G.
Blaine, Augusta, Me. : Hon. J. R. Bodwell, Hallowell. Me.; Gen. C. \V. Tilden, Secretary Senate
of
of Maine; Hon. Geo. E. Weeks,
Augusta; Hon. P. O. Vlckey, Ex-Mayor of AugusGeneral of
ta; Hon. Orville D. Baker,
Maine; Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Portland, Maine:
S. B. Glazier. ex-Cashier of Aagusta National
Bank ; Ο. M. Hanseom, Chief Inspector of Police,
Boston ; Robert A. Pinkerton, Chief Manager Pinkerton, Detective Agency, New York ; H. S. OsKOod,
Supt. American Express Company, Portland ; Hon.
Austin 1). Knight, .Judge Municipal Court, Hallowell; J. H. Manly, Esq., ex-Postmaster, Augusta.

Ex-Mayor
Attorney

IRA M. TRUE & CO.,

Portland, May 5,188C.

Licensed by State of Main·.
mytfdlm

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FINEST AND BEST
THIS WOBI.D.

NEEDS NO COOKING
a

rich, beautiful Gloss and Stiffness.

J^iXe Starch yet introdnced can be
pared with the iTIAGIC.

com-

One Package will do the Work of Two
Pounds of Ordinary Starch.
Sold under guarantee of manufacturers.

YOUR

ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT

IN MEMORIAM
I have in warerooms and for sale, the best selected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
Parties intending to erect memorials
purposes.
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sts.

H. F THOMPSON.

COUSENS & TOMLINSON,
WHOLESALE GROCERS, Agents,
mm

Call and

Ν. II.—1 have ne agent*.
what you are baying.

Ma

d2m

apria

STATE PENSIONS.

OEITJlVfl

City

WELL.

ok

Portland, 1

May 7th, 1886.
j
hold til <5 certificates under the State
Pension Law of 1879, and continued In force
by an Act of Legislature, are no longer entitled to
pensions by virtue of such certificates, but new
applications for continuance must be made in all
cases by parties desirous of availing themselves
of the benefits of the law. All applications must
be made In person and not otherwise, to (Jeorge
H. Libby, between the hours of 0 o'clock a. m.
and 1 p. in., at the city Treasurer's Office in City
Building. WHITMAN SAWYEK.) Committee on
mySdlw V. C. WILSON'.
j State Pensions

DECORATIONS. PERSONS
B. THURSTON &
97 i-2

CD.,

PRACTICAL· PRINTERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,

House, Office and Store Decorations
A

dtf

may8

M. REDLON,
CARPENTER AND RUILDER,

SPECIALTY.

Β

499 Pore
may 7

St., opposite Delano's Mill.
dlw*
New 1886 model Royal Mall,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
ltim.—no
cement,—new DeHandle Bar,—new
tachable
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In great demand.—A few old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

—

DUNHAM,
ME
PORTLAND,
eo<l0ni

Locke.
dtf

Company will be nolden at the office of tne
Company, No. 85 Exchange street, Portland, on
WEDNESDAY, the 19th inst.. at 3 o'clock p. m.,
to act upon the following articles
1st—To receive and act upon the reports of the

low

as

the lowest.

PORTLAND, ME.

CRATE.

REFLEX

guarantee

<ipr24

—

SOLD O.VLY BY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

CI&W14-3111

WITH

STREET,

PRINTING

NEW MODEL RANGE,

CURE;

Instant!y relieves the
most violent nttnoLs,
and Insures comfort·'
>nl»le sleep. Used by
inhalation, thus reaching the disease direct, relaxthe apaam, faoilitatua fr<·" /OIIDCQ
pectoration, and EFFECTS vUllEiW

apr9

—

Onu Light Company.
meeting of the Portland Gas Light

EDUCATIONAL·

Decorations

of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

Producing

of foiuier office*

Joseph A. Locke.
feh27

CUE?

Readily and permanently cures Dyspepsia am
all derangements of the digestive functions, tin
immediate cause of which is a diminished quantity
or unhealthy quality, of the gastric secretion of th<
stomach. It cures indigestion and promotes nutrl
tion. To further advertise this cure every purchas
er is entitled to a share in the monthly profits. Ν ine
ty Tills in a box will be sent to any address on re
'ιi:■ 1i\i: co.,
ceipt of si.oo. AiiiBitEMouth
Boulon, Ulan·
67 C Ntrrrl.

LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

GREASE

BLASTING POWDER.

Ceiling

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty

I»

BENT IN THE WORLD
Solcl Everywhere.
the Genuine.

DR. AMBRE'S DYSPEPSIA

and

Papers

Room

190 & 192 Middle Street.,.
<ltf

Photographer,

annual

exhibiting tbe best line ol

mar30

Newspaper AdY'ng Agency.

deow3w

apr27

are now

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

He will be glad to advise with custom
ers personally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of show
ing jrou some superb new goods jnst ar

ISTO. 24 FLITM ST.

THE

—

d6m

Upholstery and Drapery Oep't

Co.,

We

lowest

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
novl2

TO DO

tfc Stone

annual meeting of this corporation for the
election of officers and thetransation of other
business will be held at the Home Thursday
evening May 13th. at 7.30 o'clock.
II. F. FURBUSH, Secretary.
ut
my6

COOK'S

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

As Manager of their extensive

PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE

THE

EXCIBSIOW.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

BOSTON,

We bcgr to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Pavements, which we
make in three colors, and to our Garden
Borders. If yon Intend to lay new
walks or re-lay old ones'you should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if desired.

MEETING».

Thirty-fourth

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the Dublic to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

HANUF,

HASKELL&JONES,

myo

"iTIlKADO,"

—

Home for Women
and Children.
Annual Meeting of this corporation will
be held in the directors' room of the Portland
Fraternity on WEDNESDAY. May 12th, 1886, at
H. L. FOX, Secretary.
3 p. m.
dtd
my6

New Designs and Colorings,

£*X)\AV
We

db

oil

ENTITLED

Temporary

complete with

Is

We

eodti

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE. dtf

—

THEMedical

Carpet Department

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLANO, ME.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST Photographer,
514 COMBJT., Portland.
NOTICE!
ALOJNZO S. DAVIS,
BARGAINS ! GEO. M. BOSWORTH, ISOPHOTOGRAPHER,
middle
Street,
PRICES,
Interior Decorator
price
Balbriggan
$1.00;
UPHOLSTER, Haskell & Jones,
price
and

England.

Rollicking Burlenque

Maine

Our

Harmonize a9 the public well know.

HAWKES BROTHERS

A LARGE LOT OF ENVELOPES AT 5 AND 7 CENTS A BUM

—

FAMILY,

return to

HOJVIE FOR AGED MEN.
We are prepared to offer tlie best stock of the
ahove named goods ever shown in this city. We

No. 37 Plum Street.

and Pocket Books.

Lisle Thread Hose 75 cents
$1.25.
former
Shirts and Drawformer
ers
$1.37 1-2.
Cents' Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to $1.25.
Night Shirts, all sizes, 50 cts;
former price $1.00.

Including the World-Wonders, the

CEAGG

ANNUAL

BERRY,

Job Printer

BARGAINS IN WRITING PAPER BY THE POUND

!

J. 11. I1AVERLEY.

40--PERFORMERS—40

Reserved Seats on sale Friday, May 14. Prices
mylldtd
75, 50 and 35 cents.

Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles andget our prices. We
have selected our

CABDB.

STEPHEN

AND LOOK AT MY

Stationery,

Under the Personal Supervision of

"Ci-gar-do"

SUCCESSORS TO

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

—

eodtf

Box

MINSTRELS !

THE

Μ Ο R RI SON" & CO.,
565 Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me

81 flanley St., Boston, lass.'

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtores,

-VISITING-

Portland

AT MORRISON &COS NEW JEWELRY STORE.

Photograph Albums,

ΤΙΙ\»ΤΚΚΙ,ίΙ.

ΠΕΛΟΜΙίΗΤ.Ί OF

COLORADO, SALT LAKE CITY, THE VO»I>
VALLEY.
PORTLAND, FUGET
OTITE
SOUND, VICTORIA. B. C., THE YELLOW
ΝΤΟΝ Κ PARK, ST. PAUL, LAKE MINNETONKA, ETC., LEAVES MAY 20. Pullman Cars
and all traveling expenses included. Everything
Programmes free.
first-class at reduced rates.
Address
THON. COOK Se NON,
261 Broadway, N. Y.
my6dlw

Choice Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust

iffioclc) Job

mylo

cabinet pho-

Sold at Stockbridge's Music Store. Half fare on Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Portland & <>gin the
densburg Kailroad ; half fare on Poitland & Rochester Saturday matinee and evening; special
evening. Llate trains on G. T. K. R.
Alsd Souvenirs on exhibition.
mikado Librettos, full score, gems and selections at Stockbridge's.
dti
myG

BANKERS

BUSINESS

...

Ladies sachet and

AdmisTickets, including reserved scats, reduced to 50 and 75 cents.
sion 35 cents. Matinee 35 S|n«i 50 cents. Admission 25 ccuts.

CALIFORNIA !

TRUST COMPANY

janl3

SILVER SALE

the best high explosive on the market. Furnished
in any quantity, and at bottom prices.

Cnrtain*,

SOUVENIRS FOR THE LADIES!
seats.
Presented to ladies attending the opera and holding couponMaids.
tographs of Three Little

MONDAY, MAY 17th.
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.

AWAY.

Everv customer has a cbanco to secure a valuable present. A Diamond Ring
land Watch the leading presents this month; also many other presents.
...
:
Watches Cleaned
φΐ.οο Mnin sprints
....
.SO Watch Crystals
Case Springs

CHAS. I'l'EKNER, Musical Director·

■

GRAND EXCURSION

eod3m

"ATLAS POWDER,"

Turcoman and Silk

ENLARGED CHORUS.

383 Harrison Ave.. Boston, Mass.

GIVEN

22

22— MUSICIANS

E. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,

known

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

ORCHESTRA

Gfl AND

eodtf

Montross Patent

WE

years,

ΛΟ»)

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

$1,000.00

A«NKS UTOIIK
miMH ΤΙΑ.ΎΙΙΕ CE RBI

VVUofKnKii
w'iruso1 ΛΟ

JFUKTJLAflUJ TilÊAlilU.

Metal Shingles.

STONE EDGING.

fifteen

(

Chorus of School Girls, Nobies, Guards and Coolies.

COOK'S

Funds

;ji.il, 'mIIî

ARE HTIfjIj

PETT NINO
PEEP BOO

Laee

345 middle St.

the

KATISMA, in love with Nankl Too, HIIS8 ALICE CARLE, Portland's Favorite Contralto
POO BAH, Lord High every thing else. ΜΑΟ. I*KiMOI.lM. the Celebrated Baritone; The iîlika«lo of Japan iTlr. IV. M. Burnham; IVanki Poo. his son (disguised as a wandering minstrel, In
Ko Ko,
Pieh Ti*h, a Noble Lord, Lewi* J. Tlorio;
love with Yum Yum) ITlr. Roy Mtanton;
Lord High Executioner, UIr. J. W. Ilerbert.
«IW Λ*ΒΪ HKHKK
I Three SUters
YIJM YUM
)

Paid in Capital Stock of each
Company, $500,000.00.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Ε. N. PERRY,
the World Is

GS

FOLLOWING UNEXCELLED CAST:

Their Farewell Appearance here prior to their

the latest styles and shades just received, and will be offered
Ca!l and see the latest New York styles.
low.

my8

PEOPLE

&S

IS8 middle Street, Portland, Tie.

marl 2

In

THE MIKADO!

Authorized performance; composer's original orchestration; author's original stage business; scenery
from original models ; real antique costumes.

Mortgage Coupon

Seven pea· cent. Firat

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL·.

For

flies.

and

Ν. Y. Stock

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

"I have given the Congress Yeast Powder a thorough chemical examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from alum,
ammonia, lime and the phosphatée, and to be an Absolutely Pure
bread-raising preparation, every way to be recommended for wliol·1!IC1IARI> STANLEY, A.M., Ph.D.,
someness and efficiency.
Prof Chemistry and Geology, Bates College, State Assayer of Maine
from '75 to '83.
Eewiston, Me., Feb. 16, 1886."

P. C.P.&S.GO.

a

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
d3m*

Members of the

Fashionable Hatter,

and New
Return Engagement of fttet«on'n .>o. I €«.,aftpr weeks of tremendous success In Boston
under the management
York. The only appearane* in the State ol D'Oylcy Cartr'M Opera f
and
Sir Arthur Sullivan's Japanese comic opera,
of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. VV. S. Gilbert's

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

GREENOUGH,
POOR, WHITE & Exchange
Proprie-

THE "CONGRESS" ABSOLUTELY PURE.

_

IVE.4K BACK, PAIN and Weakness
across the Kidneys,
Shooting pains
through the Loins, Uterine Pains, Lack
of Strength and Activity, instantly reCu~
the Cutied by tho
lieved an3 speedily cured
cura anti-Pain Plaster. At drug25c.
maylSW&W-'w

SHURTLEFF,

Honda, and

are

FRIDAY HI! SATUUAÏ EVEM1WS AÏU SATMIMÏ «ATHEE.

—

More
by the Mhownlier IUoii*nj:<· Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont aud Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

margin.

These

CITY HALL, MAY 14th & 15th.

THE

"It contains 110 alum, ammonia, lime, phosphates, or mineral substances of any kind. It is composed of the best material in the proper
equivalent proportions to produce a large quantity of gas. The gas is
wholly produced by the union of pure Cream Tartar with Bi-CarbonFKANK L. 1» ART LETT,
ate of Soda.
Maine Stale Assayer."
t
Portland, Feb. 4, 18 86.

SALT BHEOI CURED.
I was troubled with Salt Rheum for a number
of years so that the skin entirely came off one of
my hands from the finger tips to the wrist. I tried !
remedies and doctors' prescriptions to no purpose
until I commenced taking Cuticura Remedies,
and now I am entirely cured.
Ε. T. PARKER,
379 Northampton St., Boston, Mass.

Pimples, Skin

Us Λ 4s
Maine Central.. 7* & 6|
P. & 0.1Î. Β
6s

mare

CONGRESS YEAST POWDER

Richmond, Va.
Reference, G. W. Latimer, Druggist.
800 W. Marshall St., Richmond, Va.

GRUBS,

4s

special regard

SAYS OF THE

C0Û1PLGTE CURE.

Cuticura Remedies are sold everywhere.
Price: Cuticura, 5€ cts.; Resolvent, 31.00.
Soap, 25 cts. Prepared by the Potter Drug
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for "How to Care Skill Dieenecn."

willi

TILl© Maine State Assayer

For cleansing tlie Skin and Scalp of Disfiguring
Humors, for allaying Iteliing, Burning and Inflammation, for curing the first symptoms of Eczema, Psoriasis, Milk Crust, Scald Head, Scrofula,
and other inherited Skin and Blood Diseases, Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, externally,
and Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally are infallible.

ITCHING, SCALY, PIMPLY.

Anson

ARETAS

to healthliulnesc and i* endorsed for
its ΙΜΙΚϋϊ and WHOLESjOlHEIVESS by all Chemists and Physicians
who have examined it.

Prepared

and Beautified

For the last year I have had a species of itching, scaly, and pimply humors on my face to which
I have applied a great many methods of treatment
without success, and which was speedily and entirely cured by Cuticura.
Mrs. ISAAC PHELPS,
Ravenna, O.

6s

No. Pacific Uold..6s

CONGRESS powdeV 7

BLUUU

I have suffered all my life with skin diseases
of different kinds and have never found permalient relief, until, by the advice of a lady friend, I
used your valuable Cuticura Remedies. I gave
them a thorough trial, using six bottles of the Cuticura Resolvent, two boxes of Cuticura and
seven cakes of Cuticura Soap, and the result
was just what I had been told it would be—α coinBELLE WADE,
plete cure.

Bath

& 4s

KocklaAl

194 MIDDLE KTBKKT, Portland.
ianldti
January 1.1884.

by the Cuticura Remedies.

Λ

TIIEO

BONDS !

Να.

You must imagine a
hold arrangements.
long reof covering three habitations, the centre being the home for the human family,
on either side of which is a gallery, one
separating it from the cow pen and the other
In the cows' apartment
from the stable.
there was a brick or tile platform built about
two and a half feet from the ground; this
was covered with fine sea sand nearly to the
edge, where was painted a broad strip of red
and yellow. We thought the Dutch cows
must be uncommonly agile and tractable to
walk the steep inclined plane, by which they
mounted to their stanchions, where the docile beasts stand with their tails tied by
strings reaching to the staples driven into
the ceiling, in order to keep them tidy ; for
even the cows have to submit to the rigid
rigime of the Dutch menage.
In summer the cows stay in the field day
and night, and their apartments are used as
a summer kitchen. The trench where the
manure falls was covered with matting, and
the rest of the floor with home made rugs.
The cook stove was in one corner, and a
Dutch maid sat in another corner peeling potatoes for dinner.* You will wonder if these
people have any organs of smell, and hardly
credit that there was not the faintest barnyard odor in the place. What would our farmers' wives and daughters think of the labor
of keeping things sweet and in apple order
in|their homes, when the cows were on one
side and the horses on the other of their dining rooms. One indispensable article of furniture in α Dutch household is a "doof-pot."
We think its use and construction must be
new to most New England housekeepers. The
need of it shows the extreme economy that
is practised in all their housekeeping arrangements. At this season as soon as the
meal is cooked and the necessity of a hot fire
the
housewife takes the
is done
away,
charred cakes of peat from the stove, thrusts
them into the "doof-pot," a small round brass
or copper basin, and covers it closely to
When theso are cool,
smother the flame.
they are packed away to kindle eiew fires, to
be used in foot stoves, or to keep the dinner
simmering. There is fuel enough wasted in
any lady's kitchen in Portland to warm and
cook for a Dutch family a fortnight. We followed our host to his farm, which consisted
of twenty-five acres in one enclosure behind
his house, as level a3 a floor, and covered
with grass which looked more like green
pl'ueU than a Bastae—Here roamed a dozen
noble Dutch cows, several· "horses/a Π orτ ox
sheep, and a donkey, and yet the sward did
not seem to have been nibbled, so abundant
A peep
is the feed, the last of September.
into the dairy and a glass of milk all round
ended our visit. We suppose nothing would
tempt these farmer's girls to come to America. and it might be a pity to make them discontented with their homely and humble
ways of life ; but they would be a great blessing in our homes. We could think of no
better compliment to bestow upon the Dutch
dames than the favorite expression of an old
auntie familiar to us in childhood who always used this phrase when she wished to
praise her good neighbor, "She will kill herM. C. P. B.
self with her neatity."

n uuu

pen could not be raised in the establishment. We do not doubt parchment, wax and
stylus could have been produced: if not.Jthey
were the only things of the B. 0. times which
were not there. A little Hebrew was despatched to a neighbor's house for a quill,
the bill was made out, and we left, fearing
the temptation of the place would prove too
strong for our bank account in London.
The old Jew spends his whole time i;i
scouring the nooks and crannies to
get his eye and his clutches upon some unlucky last lieir, in watching for sheriff's
sales, in sniffing around deathbeds and pawn
Ife always strikes at the
broker's dens.
right time and comes home with his pack
full of plunder to entrap the silly American

IN

in which Peter the Great lived some years.
of the
In his time the Dutch were masters
the Russians in ship
seas, and far ahead of
to find out
carpentry. Peter was determined
course the
how their ships were made—of
Dutch would not willingly instruct a foreign
entered
prince—so Peter came to Zaandam,
worked his
an apprentice,
a ship yard as
art to
time, and returned home to impart the
his countrymen. The little house is of heavy
oaken timbers, well worm-eaten and stained,
and inscribed with the names of many distinguished guests. His bed was built into
the wall like a closet, being shut in with
double doors, to keep the sleeper from drafts
of air. A few years since an inundation
threatened the destruction of this relic, when
the Queen of Holland bought the house and
The
enclosed it with an outer building.
whole would make a decent cow shed down
east. Hero we visited a regular Dutch farm·
We hardly know how to picture its house-

SKIN, SCALP,

LIME

NO

fingers.
relic vender buttonholes you as soon as the
steamer touches the wharf, and insists upon
some old Dutch
your calling at his hut to see
Bible
tiles, a few bits of old Delft ware,
a house
elasp or snuff boxes. Here we visited

Pnntnrînn Λ-ffnrfe +Λ rirAOûhrfû

in breaking down their obstinate adherence
to the Seventh Day worship, which one ol
their number told us must sooner or later be
abolished, since it interfered so materially
with their business relations with Christians.
If for any reason they ever adopt the Christian Sabbath, they will have to invent some
ingenious Scriptural ground for so deing
without
accepting the whole scheme of
Christianity. They are largely employed in
the diamond works at Amsterdam. The picture galleries were crowded with them on
Saturday afternoon. Although many must
be people of taste and education to frequent
such places, still they impressed us as coarse
and loud in the extreme.
One day in strolling about Amsterdam, w«
saw a love of a box in an old window. As
we stepped in to ask permission to examine
it, we found ourselves in the queerest old
Junk store you could imagine. The old Jewess, who was keeping house in the midit oJ
this rubbish was a little crabbed at first ; bui
finding we really had an eye to a trade, she
became very friendly, and urged us to rummage about her premises. In one cornel
was a pile of trash we took for old tin, but
which proved to bo trays, snuffers, urns,
caskets—in short, every article which could
be made of metal, all of solid silver, some ol
the choicest filigree work, which was to be
sold by weight. We listened to the siren's
voice and followed her up her winding staii
to see the pretty things. The place was
packed selid under the eaves with old clocks,
watches of curious mechanisms, furniture
and oddities of antiquity. Just as we closed
ft bargain for a trifling memento of Holland
f»r the children, Isaac came home, and taking in the situation of affairs at a glance, began to raise both objections and his prices,
but llehekah stood to her agreement and did
up the parcel, much to Isaac's discomfort.
JL UJ.O

ΑΛΓΒΕΜΕΧΤί.

FINANCIAL·.

UlSCELIiASEOlle.

ten thousand in the kingdom, busy in
it back into
lifting the water and throwing
has a
its proper channels. The landscape
often be
peculiar appearance, as we would
the roofs, and
on a level with the tips of
could just see the ends of the arms of the
windmills just peering over the horizon line,
Even at Zaandam the
like mammoth

are

L. BAILEY,

aprSMBSSS

MITliddli Street.
dlwteodtf&w2w

We tire prewired to make estimates on all Mads of above work.
We have
competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating work of tills kind to call earbefore tlte rush of Spring bus-

ly,

iness

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world.

The

"Expert," "Standard"and "Light
Roadster." New inpriveineiit·*.!
and prices reduced.
New
a
chines this year, includi
dies' Light Tricy« U\ aim Ihc

ma

a-

1

nmbia "Safety" iUeycJe.

comnteiK'es.

C. H. f.VHSU.N, iOI MI»î)LF: street
lipKl Mr ail for ί'ιιΓ·1»ϊ»«·, *"»·

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
Ieb26

eod3ni

..

JJ

w

AYE~

lieU-tf
* κηΜ· C JT

AtfttUoy

vt

ditwtt

AdVcr
Mewl
fttfentA

PRESS.

THEE

78/e@7%c; Dowdered 7c;Cubes at
67/e@7c ; Confec A GVaC. Petroleum—united at
73%c. Pork steady; mess at 9 26,ί 9 50 for old.
I^nrd 2(ά£3 points higher and
Beef is steady.
moderately active; Western steam spot at 6 17Va
@6 22Va ; refined at 6 40 for Continent; β 75 for
b. A. Butter weaker; State 15@22c; Western
10^22 ; Elgin creamery 22c. Cheeae heavy ;ne\v

6%
15@16 granulated $*lb
6V8
15âl6 Extra C
Fowls
Seed·.
Ducks
@15
$2J4®)$2JVe
Red
Geese
Top
@14
Timothy »eed2 15® 2 20
Apple·.
HVi@13c
Clover
Snow
Tallman Swts
@11 Va
Nol Baldwins 1 00® 1 251 Vermont.... 10
gliy·
1 60@1 751 N.V. factory 10
ltussets

and crushed at

Chickens

—

WEDNESDAY MOBNJNG, MAÏ 12.
THE PRESS.
obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Horse
Railroad Station ; Marquis,
<#. Feusenden,
76 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. R. Deand 559 Congress
96
Portland
Va
Hodgsou,
tu. ; Costello, 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick, 47 Middle St ; Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 ExChestnut
change St. ; Gould, corner Congress and 109
ConSts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. : Chisholm,
221
St.
Brackett
Holden,
;
St. ; Hopkins, 190
all
priug St. ; and of Chisholm Bros', agents on

May

be

Sot;

fress
trains

running

out of the

city.

Auburn, Wulard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. P. Pierce.

Bain, J. O.
Blddeford,
"

Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills. D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
Freeport, \V.
A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
rtleld, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmingtou, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Jas. H. Irish & Co.
ewlston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, II. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, R. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Roekland, O. 8. Andrews* R. II. Burnham.

^eVurg,
gorham,

Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springvale. C. II. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaveu, A. B. Yinal.
Wakloboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

OFFICE HOURS.
a. m.

Sunday. 9 to 10 a. m.
(Sunday excepted), 7 a. m.
to 7.30 λBV.Money order department, (Sunday
letter
excepteoke.30 a. m. to 6 p. m. ; Registered
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 6 p.

to 7.30 p. in.

Cashier's

OMe·,

m.

excepted)—In

(Sunday

Carrier'» Deliveries,

and

business section of the city between High
India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.45 and
β p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and 1.4*» and 5
to
p. m. Sunday delivery at Carriers' window, 9
10 a. m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
lia. m. and 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday at 6 p. m.
ARRIVAL AITD DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive, 12.20, 5 an*
11 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 m.f 5.15 and 9 p. m. ;
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. ni. and
12 m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m. ; Close 12.15 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6 p.
m. ; Close, 6.45 a. in. and 12.15 p. m. ; Supplemen12.30 p. m.
2 and 9 a. in. and 1 and 6 p.
m. ; Close 12.15,4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary,
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Bath,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and 6 p. m. ;
Close, 6.45 a. m., 12.15,4.30 and 9 p. in. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m.
and 1 p. m. ; Close, 6.45 a. m. and 12.15, 4.30 and
12.30 and 10 p. m.
9 p. m. ;
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
▼ia Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m. ;
Close, 12.45 n. m.
Gorhaml Λ. //., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 8.35 a. m. ; Close, 6.45 a. m.
Sieanton, Vt., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 6.10 p. m. ; Close, 8.15 a. m.
Bartleit, X. //., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 10.55 a. m. ; Close, 2.15 p. m.
Rochester, Ν, H,, intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.35 p. m. ; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive, 6 a. in.;
Close, 4.30 p. m.

Supplementary,

tary,
Augusta.--Arrive

Supplementary,

..

...

Manhattan Elevated

63
19
43 Va
106 Va
49 Ve

Michigan Central

Minn.,&St.

Louis

237/g

Northern Pacific
"What is it, sissy?" said a grocery man to a litwho was swinging against the side of the
counter, lolling out her tongue and looking timid.
sent me for sumpin."
ma
"My
"Well, what is it?"

tlefgirl,

"I dunno."
"Was it bread?"
"No, sir; she borrowed that of Mrs. Tiggons,"
"Was it meat?"
"No. I spect it wasn't that, coz we've got enough
to look at if anybody coines in, and that's all we
has it for."
"It wasn't sugar?"
"My, no! times is too hard for that, pa says, and
I never couldn't forgot sugar no how, coz I like
it. I guess it was sumpin I don't like, or maybe I
wouldn't forgot it."
"Then it must have been soar."
"Oh, yes, that's it. I knowed it was sumpin I

hated."

For fifteen months I was not able to raise iny
After taking
hand to my head for rheumatism.
Athlophoros the use of my arm was restored, and
my health is steadily 011 the improve. Mrs. Stewart', Port Sea and Liberty StS., New Haven, Ct.

an Englishman the
AUston room at the Art
beautiful yortraits
Museum. The captious Britisherfound nothing to
admire. "At least." said his entertainer, "you
must admit that our grandmothers were goodlooking."
Hump!" retorted the British gentleman, "I
don't think them so very lovely. Though, to be
sure," he added, with a gigantic effort to discharge all obligations to hospitality, "they were

lady was showing
in the

far better

looking

than their

granddaughter*."

Henry Schœnhals, foreman Henry Krug Packing Co., St. Joseph, Mo., uses Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil with his men for sprains, cuts, bruise 1,
chapped hands, etc.# It is the best.
"Mr.—aw—Looskins, your boy seems to be—aw
—troubled."
"Yes, colonel, lie is. You know them horned
frogs?"
"Yaas; beastly prickly reptiles."
"Well, Sammy had one of them as a pet, and he
lost it."
"Aw—indeed. The loss seems to have given
him pain."
"Now you're talkin'. That's just what it did."
"How did he—aw—losejlt?"
"He swallowed it."

from ah
Carter's Little Liver Pills are free
Concentrated medicrude and irritating matter.
cine only ; very small ; very easy to take ; no paie ;

griping ;

roes

Merritt—"To
Aisles.' "

be

sure—The

of

'Lord

the

All cases of weak or lame back, backache, rheumatism, &c., will find relief by wearing one of Carter's Smart Weed Belladonna Backache Piasters^
Price 25 cents.

(to tramp)—"If you'll shovel off the sidesaw that pile o' wood, an' pump a tub o'
water, an' till the wood box, I'll give ye a cold bite
when ye get through."
Tramp (sadly)—"Madam, if I were to put anything cold on my stomach after that exercise I
would have a tit of indigestion that would stagger
Woman
walk, an'

medical profession.

trich, madam,

or an

I

am

not

an

os-

Englishman. Good-morning."

GOMMERCllL

FINANCIAL AND

FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Bark S. K. Lyman, Boston to Matanzas, empty
hhds 75c.
Bark Lillian, Portland to Matanzas, empty hhds
75c.

Brig Gipsey Queen, Philadelphia to Cardenas,
empty hhds $1.
Brig E'iza, Pictou to Plymouth, coal at private
terms.
Schr Oscar C. Schmidt, Penobscot to Philadelphia, ice or»c and towages.
Selir Emma, Portland to Philadelphia, ice G5c.
Schr Isaac II. Tilly r, Bangor to Philadelphia,
ice 65c.

Schr Robert Morgan, Kennebec to Washington,
Ice 70c.
Schr S. S.
90c

Bickmore.New
and discharged.

York to

Portland, coal

Schr Eben Fisher, Perth Amboy to Portland,
coal 90c and discharged.
Schr Win. Mason, Saco to Philadelphia, ice 75c.
Schr J. H. Gordan, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal $1 05 and discharged.
Schr Ella, St. John, Ν. B., to New York, lumber
*3.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

PORTLAND, May 11,188G.
The market for Flour Is quiet ; demand light and
Beef has
prices in buyers favor. In Provisions,
at
dropped about 50c φ bbl. Sugar unchanged
for Extra C. Cheese
e%c fer granulated and 6»/ee
•asy.j
of
Tfce following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Grain, Provisions, Sc.:
Grain

Flour.

Γλ*
High Mixed Corn.49®50
Superfine and
low gmdee.3 25@3 50 Corn, bag lots.
lots..·51«5Λ
X Spring and
Meal, bag
XX Spring..5 00@6 25 Oats, car lots....44®4n
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots....4.->®4«
Wheats
0 00@β 25
00
Mich, straight
5 iUigjO
U
50
do bag...24 00@25 00
roller
UUt/ClH...
25@5 ουι
clear do.... s oo n 5 26 Saek'dBr'u
00
stone ground.4 75 Jb 00
car lots.. 10 50@18
do bag. ..18 00^19 00
St Louis st'gt
5 60®6 75 Middlings. 18 00&22 00
roller..
clear do....5 25^6 60;do bag lots,19 0Us23 00
i»ro»i»ioiie7
Winter Wheat
5 75@6O0|porkPatents
*,,"h·
Backs... 13 50^14 00

COcr.o8teseU23 00®,?4

^r?efce3 00®3 25|
^

M f0
®
esSuoo
5of

00
Bank2 50a2 75iMess Beel. τ
1 -'5 α12 501 Ex Mess.
8 50a 9 00
Small
2 26» 3 261 Plate....
Pollock
1 50^2 oo. Expiate.lo
11 oo
Haddock
1 76@2 251 Lara—
Hake
I Tubs
^..6'A®e%c
Herring—
Sealed i» bx..l««20c] Tierces.... eyage%c
Pails
13àldcl Hams
Nit 1
l> it,— uvfefeio c
Mackerel t> bbl—
sbcre Is.l900;a21 001 do coveredloVs ».l 1 Vi
Oil.
7
'Ό
(>
5'la,
S!i"i e 2s.
Med. 3s. 4 75® 6 751 Kerosene—
Pet
Kef.
6^4
IPort.
Smail
@
nVi
Water White
Piwinw.
13
! Pratt's Ast'l.wbbl.
Cranberries—
13
It 60®4 50|Devoe's Brilliant
Maim*
10
Ca[K· Ood.. .5 5oge 501 Llgonla
9
White
Pea Beans...1 OOail 75|Silver
10
Medium....l nod! 75ICeBtennial
Kninin·.
German mal t;5,, ] 75)
25
2
25fa3
Yellow Kyns.i 40.U.1 ueiMuscatei....
Irish Potatoes ..BOKtiOILondon Lajr'r 2 75g3 IB
13
(ri3Va
iKilOnduraLay.
St Potatoes
7
<gl 0V4
Bermu Onions2 OOU2 751 Valencia
«utai.
Turkeys
1ί@221
Large

pref

g™
sets
Bun ris,cs

6%|7»/fc

*

(>.o7

Length of
Moon sets

day —14.40
1.27

)
I

II

Height....,

oil

jiu·

s

4 in

it

I06s/s

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New York. Chicago & St. Louis
do pref
Ohio Central

—138

101%
lVe
21V»
16^
28 Va

Oliioj&jMiss

Ont. & Western
Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace

53
08
120

22%
122Va
3 8Va
38Vi
07Va

Keadinii
fiock island
St Louis & Sau Fran
do pref
1* pref
St. Paul
Si. Pan! preferred
St Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha

....85

H7V1»
Ill
393/e
...302^

pref
Texas I'aclfic
Union Pacific
ao

8%
49%

O.S. iixpress
Wahasli, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton A Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Liee
Burlington & Cedar Rapids
Canada «Southern
Canton—
Central Iowa
P. Tenu.. V. A Ga
do i.ref
K< ut Wavïie
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo
do «referred
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Richmond & Danville...
Oregon Nav
Lontr island
Pacific 6s of '95
Kansas 3sts, Den div
Con. Coal

MARINE

7
3 33A

63

6Mi
14 Bl
62 y«
89
97
55
37

..

33
—

....

IV*
2%

144 Vi

25V4

166

11%
142
104

96Vi
90Va
1271
133

NEWê

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, May 11.
Arrived,
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NB,
via, Eastport for Boston.
Brig Angelia, from Boston for Machias.
Sell Thomas Κ Pillsbury, Pitcher, Havana via
New York, wherelshe put in dismasted. Toweu
om the latter port. Cargo molasses to Geo S

acres

Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Havana 4tli, barque Elmiranda, Havener,
Mobile; 5th, brig Etta Whitmore, Wright, New
York.
Cld 6th, sch Grace Davis, Dyer, for Delaware

washing^bleaciing
W HARD Glî SOFT, H3T SR COLD WATER.

Sible3r, Hich-

Arat Matanzas Apl 5,brig
born, Cienfuegos.
Ar at Cardenas May 5, brig J F Merry, Bradley.
Philadelphia; sch Mary O'Neil, Hart. Boston.
Sid May 1, barque Albert Shuitz, Thatcher, for
Portland; sch Herald. Gray, Boston; 3d, brig M
C Haskell, Smith, Philadelphia ; 4th, barque Commerce, Chase, Caibarien: oth, Alex Campbell,
Bunker, New York ; sch Ciara Leavitt, Lomnord,

LABOR, TIM Κ and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and givee universal eaûsfactioiu
So family, rich or poor s'liouM bo without it.
Sold by aJl Growers- BEW ATtîû ci imitation®
îrell desig-uod to mislead, PEAliLILNE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound,
dtiways bears the above eymbol, and name of
JAMES PYUS. NEW YORK,
SAVES

Caibarien.

Ar at Sydney, CB, 8th, barque D Chapin, Hall,
Boston.
Ar at North Sydney. CB, 7th, sclis A Β Crosby,
Crosby, Boston ; Daniel Phillipps, Portland.
ArSt John, NB. lOtli inst, schs Nellie Star,
Soule, Salem; Lottie, Creigliton, Tliomaston.
Cld 10th. schs Sea Foam. Nichols, Thomastoη ;
Nellie Clark, Clark, New York; Vesta Pearl, for

A Good Record

Kockport.

BeFor tlic year ending April 1.
tween one hundred and two hunhave
dred surgical operations
been performed at the Free Hospital i'or Women supported by the
Murdoch Liquid Food Co., Boston,
tvitlioutthe loss of a single patient,
and all restored to usefulness.

Spoken.
April 27, lat 27 29, Ion 74 31, brig Morancy, fm
Boston.

OPERATIONS.

Phijadelphia—J

20

MEBCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Calcutta Apl 16, barque Isaac L Skolfleld, Skolfleld. New York.
Ar at Manzanilla Apl 5, brig II C Sibley, Hichborn, Cienfutfgos.
Sid ltffch, sell Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, New

Ontario

York.

29 00

20 00
.19 00
1 75
185
7 75
1 25
2 50

Bodie
Bulwer
Silver Kine:
Eureka
Horn Silver

Sid fm Calcutta Apl 1, ship Leading Wind, Bray

New York.
Sid fm Cienfuegos —, barque
Boston.
Ar at Cardenas May 7tli,

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 11 1886.—The following are today's quotations oi Provisions, &e. :
Pork—Long cut 12 75®13 00; short cuts 13 00
13 2r>;bacl<s 13 25@13 50; light backs 12 G0;lean
ends 12 75(^13 00; pork tongues at 12 50,£$13:
prime mess at $12 5o@i3 00; extra prime at 9 7o
(a $ 11· 60; mess. old. «it TO 00; do new at 11 00.®

$11

50.

Ih in tierces; 7@
in Γ,-W, pail*; 7ya(&

Lard—choice
6V2@6%c
7V*c in 10-w> pails; 7*A@TVat
7%c in 3-lb palls.
Hams lu^ti le #*lb, according to size and cure;
smoked shoulders 7ια>7Vae; pressed bams He.
Dressed hogs, city, <V»@VeC {·> lb; country 51/2 ;
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
23c : do extra firsts at 21@22c; do firsts at 20c;
do imitation creamery, extra, at 17@18c; do extra
do firsts· 15@lGc; do fresh factory extra 15@16c;
at

extra firsts at 13 0 14c. ;do common old lots 6(^1 Oc ;
Vermont new milk dairy] extra 21@22c; do extra at firsts 20@21c.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10Vic; do good to
choice at 9y2al0c; lower grades according to
quality; Western, job lots Vac higher. extra
13c;
it'ggs—Neai by 13@13V2e; Eastern
New V<»rii and v#hnont extra 12% & 13c: Western
11
choice at
s/4(gl2c.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 56$
1 GO ρ bush ; choice Nev York large hand picked
do 1 40α) 1 45 ; smallJVermont hand picked pea at
1 70 xk L
—

May—Choice prime hay at $20; fancy higher:
fair to choice $17@$19; choice ^Eastern fine $3 5

ordi@$17 ; fair to good do At $14@$15: poor tostraw,
nary £13@$14: Eastjswale $10@$il. Rye
choice, 21 50@22 00; oat straw£10@$ll |> ton.

Potatoes—Aroostook rose 63®e6c; do Hebron
Central, Ilebrons and Rose 55«'5Sc ; Me

i»5c:Me

at 55c; North do ôoèf; Ν Y He55c ; do prolifics 50c.
40@43c ; do

Burbank seedlings

brons

rose

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATBKTOWN, May 11, 138t>.-Qftttle market
very firm.

Market Beef— Extra at 7 50®7|75 ; first quality
at 7 o.i(e*7 25; second quality at 5 0@β 50; third
quality 4 00A4 50.
Receipts of cattle 928 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen ^pair $100®$185
Farrow Cows at $15@$32; fancy at $50<£$80
Milch Cows and Calves| $25@$48 ; yearlings $9,o
#18; two years old $13,*$28; three years $24,/'
$40.
Swine—Receiptsll 1,295; Western fat, live, 4%
(è5; northern dressed 5 V2C. |
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2250 ; in lots 2 50^;
4 75ία)& 25 ; extra 4 75@5 25,
Veal Calves 2y2(S5Vîc.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegrapb.J
3,CHICAGO, Mav 11. 1886—Cattle—Receipts
000; shipments 1500; higher; shipping steers at
4 50g4«5; stockers and feeders at 3 00@3 7O;
cows, hulls and mixed 2
ans corn fed 4 46@5 25.

25«"t 25; through Tex-

Hogs—Receipts!0,000; shipments 6,000; the
market opened higher and closed with advance
lost; roueh and mixed at 3 60ji4 10; packing anil
shipping at 3 90A4 36 ; light 3 6034 16 ; skips at
2 60@3 50.
Sheep—Receipts IOC: shipments 00000; market

given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirefrom
Alum. Ammonia, Lime and the Pliosfree
ly
pliâtes, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

higher

at 2

60g,5

20.

j

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

a

buy

10-2

street.

to
oven

house,
CQTT, 418 Fore St.

MALE-Farm of 100 acres (Extra Soil)

fine orchard, good house, barn and buildings
FOB
all farming tools, horses, cows, hogs,

complete,

hens, wagons, sell low, small amount dewn. balMAINE REAL
ance easy terms, (rare chance.)
ESTATÉ & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange

St.,

8-1

of

WANTED—By

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS

near

Remember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market, WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, ana you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will be restored
to them in less than thirty days.

nrmdly

marlO

NCW

of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been preNot

Cannot b;· m;tde by medicines, or I he sfcifi of physicians; h\\: the old ones
Aliened and
can be
ν i;w «se of
preser

a case

scribed by
The

a

physician.

often asked—how does Murdock's
question
with other Foods and TonFood

compare
Liquid
ics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
>

Bt P.9

>

Î40
Λ

5*

do.

Delacre's

( .42
23.74
11.09
3.30
19.24

Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen; all the other foods do nor <*ontain
Common rood doesnot contain over one per
any.
(iciit. that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
cent.
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
to 23.74
from
3.30
The
others
contain
matter.
per cent.
In nlcoholic extracts 1.97. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
2 .13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts snow why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

enre

Colds, Asthma, and all disof the 1 nngs.
Price, 35 anil 75 cants,
Trial Botiles, 10 cents.

eases

healthy blood,
and ou it our life depends. Murdock's Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
known. A tablespoonful four times
preparations
i>i©o.i mommy,
a u«iy win maKe io pounds new
ami the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
IS
RENEWED
IT
EASY
HOW
SHOWING
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.
Fain is the prayer of

cownimlye

SUV ST AND TRY IT.

MURDOCK
»n1<>

I»

Try
Try
Try

For an

acne or

a

a

nerve for

UpÎFÔOD CO.,

Boston.

^

SM&Wtf

for earache,
for headache,
for toothache,
for backache.

6-1

a
a

scald,

a

bruise,

a

*TarïsMâmik··err:

cut,

SCHNAPPS.

burn.

general beverage and

As α

r.

xm. HAM'S

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

nviprator.

STREET,

BEAVER

18

NEW

<ily

mar 10

H.WJOHNS
MSESffi*

M A Acliorn, Vineyard, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 1 Oth, brig Victoria, Spencer,
SI Kilt·;; Stacy Clark, Whitney, Cardenas; schs
Wycr G Sargent, Sargent, Tonola; John Somes,
Somerset; Wm H Archer, Ellsworth; Ε C Gates,
Calais; Doipiiin, Fall liiver.
Also ar luth, barque Chas Κ Lewis, MontgomHarris.
ery. Cieniueg. s; schs Georgie D Loud,
Brunswick; Ν S Pickering, McKeen, do; Mary A
Hail, French. Danen.
CM ltUh. s»:îi Altretta S Snare, Brown, for Key

LIQUID

SharpPains!

Backache, Rheumatism, Crick, Sprains, Neuralor Hip, Kidney
gia, Stitches, Seiatica, Lame Side
Affections, Sore Cliest or pain in any part, local
or deep-seated, quickly go when a Hop Plaster
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch,
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues of fresh
Hops. Acts instantly, cures quickly. The greatest strengthening plaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
25 cts., 5 for $1.00. Mailed for price. Proprie·
■
tors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Mass.

Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Sld «111, schs SA
Blalsdeil, Kay, 1'rovidence for New York ; Caroline, Hutchius, i'i'ovidencc ior New York.
NEW DEBFORD—Sid Uth. sell Bowers, Thomp-

Vn re Color» in Ο il*, V nrnisStes

; Strictly

ROOF, CAR nui! KRIIX2E IMINT9,
adapted for out[ in various colors. Are especially
! buildings, barns, fences, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

ASBESTOS ROOFING.

Boston.

VJM YAi.D-lIAYEN—Ar 8th. schs Charles Κ
Κ
Moody,iron) Kocklaud for New York; Ulrica
Smith, Noya Scotia for do; Fred C Holden, Dan-

cock for I'rovidcnce.
Ar 10th, sell Ella M Watts, Stevens, Dohoy foist .John, Mi.
Sid 9tli, schs Lettie Wells, Keystone, and Nellie

Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

W. W. WHIPPLE &
i* Warranted

^

lo

'£h

Headquarter for New ICnglnnd.
<Tlw-teod2m
mcli30

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
i. S.
Ivl4tlfr

common porous plasters—which you
get for a
song at any of the Cheap John druggists—you have
one
for
thrown
Benson^s
merley
away your money,
Capcine Plaster is worth tliein all. The reason is
this:—Benson's is the only porous blaster In the
market that is honestly and skillfully made, and
scientifically medicated. Others are no more than Ι
nominal imitations of Benson's. They are cheap
oecause they possess none of the ingredients
which render Benson's valuable. The latter are
prompt to act, pleasant to wear, and cure in a few
hours ailments which others will not even relieve. ί
The public are especially warned against socalled

"Capsi-

the centre.

SM&Wlwnrm

DOUGLASS, Agent,

Ko. 298 Commercial

DR.

*!»·«·«·

VEGETABLE VAPOR
Λ

pleasant and perfectly harmless anaesthetic

for

the painless extraction of teeth.
«fiiaction
marl 1

Street**,

Portd3m

Tins PAPER [fftSSS
adrggfc

Advertising Bureau <10 Sprues©
ί tms «outrants may U· made tor

LOST

it IN SEW ΎOK&

cane

place to buy a fine glass, water
in
or lemonade set for 98 ets., wortn $1.50,
or
shade,
consisting of pitcher, salver,
blue
green
ware
and
slop bowl and two tumblers ; Polka dot
thin glass. At NELSON'S New Store, 534 Con11-1
gress St., opposite Rines Bros.

FOUND—The

St.. between

Preble and

Congress
Smith Sts., black hand-bag containing
LOST—On
instruments; the finder will be suitably

surre-

gical
warded on leaving the same at the drug store of
GEO. C. FRYE, corner Congress and Franklin
11-1

Sts.

under-

lot of Men's Summer

large
vests in light-gray and white, extra good
I^OUND-A
at the very low price of 25 cents each;

quality,

NELSON'S
gray drawers to match, 27c. At
Store, 534 Congress St., opposite Rines Bros.

New

^ ^

can

15,

549

In Boston
separately or together; good stock, first
class teams. A good business, all ready for an
energetic man to step into. Apply at| Ï2 Brookline St., Cambridge, Mass.
Address C. A. MOORE & CO..
37 Union St., Boston.
mayr.eo<12w
.mil furniture business

8-1

Congress Street.

BROKE

Tues-

HAND BAG LOST

Congress street
ALIDÏ'S
day afternoon, either
Millett
in Miss Hazen's millinery rooms,
on

Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Cliebeague Islaitd. deimn»

car, or
& Little's store,

containing

a

a

or

a

lady's black leather hand bag,

portemonwaie

a sum of money ;
Little, a pair of brace-

and

order on Millett &
A
lets, silver spoon and other articles of value.
reward will be paid the finder on leaving the same
5-1
at the PRESS OFFICE.

marc

also

ΒΟΟΜΝ TO LJRT.

an

$5.00 REWARD.

IjKT—A convenient room, furnished and
114 OXFOKD

from

11-1

dock, Grand

elevator

Trunk

white
the night of the 29th ult.,
STOLEN
wharf,
boat (lap streak) with dark yellow guna

on

LET-Α part of one of the best first floor
offices on Exchange St., heated by steam,
For paruse of Telephone and sole use of safe.
lltf
ticulars. address BOX 139G.
\jET—Several desirable unfurnished rooms
in the St. Julian Hotel. Apply to R. W. UN10'1
DERWOOD.
REIVT-A nice suit of rooms. No. 639
Congress street, front room on Congress St.

painted

TO

a

rooms

wale. marked S. S. Toronto, of Liverpool, on stern,
and No. 7 painted on bows ; any person returning,
of May
same to steamer Toronto before the 6th
will receive the above reward; and any persou
after this
found with said boat in their
notice will be prosecuted with the utmost rig·»r.
A. REID, Marine Superintendent Doin. S. S. Co
dtf

possession

inyl

part

SALE—Hats and Gents' Furnishing
Goods Store, 50 miles out of Boston ; established 17 years; never more successful than now;
ia the
one of the largest manufacturing cities
state ; carries about $5000 in stock ; owner out of
to
retire
wishes
; splendid opportunity for
health,
smart man. .JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277
7-1
St., Boston, Mass.

13lOR

without
let furnished
location in tno Western
G-l
Office.
H.
B.
Près·
Address
city.
fi ET.

TO

CflANCB».

RITN1NKNS

single or in

LET-Rooms to
ηπο
JL board in a pleasant
of the

a

ADRIFT—From the exclusively
high priced fine boots system, to a general
of
medium and low priced boots, while
assortment
our fine boots are superior in quality, quantity and
541 Congress St.
have ever had.
we
to
any
style
M. G. PALMER.
8-l_

A HEALTHY PLACE.

TO lighted, at $1.60 per week.

in

found

be

aprons
FOUND—Ladies
great variety of styles and at very low prices,
20 and 25 cents, at the store of C. E. BEAN,

Washington

9

house,
γιλο RENT—A large double
JL rooms, with stable, garden and Sebago water, situated In Deering, 2V2 miles from city. To
the right party the rent will be very moderate.
Enquire at KICK H H OH' STORK, West End. 11-1
tenement

NALE—Grocery and provision store on
one of the best streets in Boston ; good clean
stock, low rent and splendid location for business;
this is sold for no fault, owner has other business
and will sell for just what the stock is worth,
about $600. J. F. HUNT & CO.. 14 State «t.,

tJlOR

the summer. House to let
at Scarboro. Me.,|accessible from Eastern and
Boston railroads; 10 miles drive from Portland.
For particulars address or apply to EVERETT
10-1
SMITH, 85 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

SEASHORE—For

7.1

Boston.

IjlOR

SA

LE—First-class hack, boarding and

livery business, fine location in enterprising
and rapidly growing city of 20ιΌ0 inhabitants.few
miles from Boston. Stable is fully equipped and
doing large and very profitable business, established and run by present owner 16 years, sold
for good cause ana at a bargain, lease of premises
for 3 to 10 years. This is one of the best dtiances
in stable business ever offered. Parriculars of
POND & BRITTAN,339 Washington St., Boston.

Aierchauts
8-1

I.ET—A cottage of six rooms on Long
Island; water in the house and everything
convenient ; about two minutes walk from the
store
landing. Apply to JOHN HUGHEY, at 8-2
wharf.

110
near

Ε.ET—Cottage

Ο

on

Peaks

Island.

Enquire

outfit,

Photo
IfiCIITC toi η money with our Amateur
α Λ.1 leering family pictures to «mla'ge.^ i^ra.
New
VOday offer. Umpire Copying Co.. 381 Canal St.,
eodSm
mai 3

GARDINER, No.
7-1

-GENERAL AGENTS, $25 PER

week salary and expenses,
WANTED
the dollar, to wholesale my goods.

LET—House and stable, westerly end of
city ; contains 12 rooms, bathroom, hot and
cold wafer; all modern conveniences; gas and Sebago in stable; will lease for 3 years; rent reasonable. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St, 7-1
Ο

lots to

lease

in

Willard,

particulars

Address
fnril

F.

M.

TO

To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
street ; all in first-class order ; rent S14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
aprlOdtf
No. 22 Exchange street.

going to Chicago and M In;
4 GENTLEMAN
1. neapolis on 13 Inst., is prepared to under-

χ

take
fice.

a

few

commissions.

Address C. ii., this of10-1

cents on
chance.

rare

UN,TED

j

STATES
HOTEL.

DR.

complicated 01»·
and those made
chronic by malpractice.
Treats

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each mouth, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above
port*.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularfor Japau, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $50? Steerage $25.
For Freight, Passage, sailing Lasts ana further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMM A CO.,
113 Stale Mirer f, Cor. Broad Hi·, Boston.

ly

dtf

feba

cure no

medicine.
ami

1'ouMultuliou
from 9a.

m- to

S

p.

pay,

only

Boston ί Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
v.

\ Vrfcfii

«H

jij faSTTflfe;.

liUNDLBTT 111108., Proprietors,
Se23

fa'

413 Fore β»'**,

dtl

^ΧΒ^,,η',Μ"!,

OF CAMl
MD TRIM RAILWAY
TIME.
ΙΉΛΝΟΕ «Γ

—

AND

FROM

(rain*

nONDAV,
Ϊ·ΙΙ·*γ·ι
run η»

THURSDAY.
May C Gallia
May 13 Pavonia
May 20 Scytliia
May 27 Catalonia

June 10
June 17

June 24
Scytliia
1
July
Catalonia
June 3 Cephalonia
July 8
Cephalonia
ae
and
Cabin PaRange, $60, $NO,
cording to accommodation Intermediate Pui·
15. Drafts on Great Britain ami Ire*a#e,
land. For passage or ireight apply at the Com* la te direct, Bo»tou.
Office,
pany's

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.

d3in

Ieb27

For NEW YORK.

FARE $I.OO

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
WHARF,
will alternately leave FRANKLIN
»'
Txrm A WHAKF
7
Portend
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepleînj
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
and inconvennight's rest, and avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroaa and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Manager.
ocltf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FUR

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. 6., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

New

AND

ALL·

PARTS

OF

—

Bnuliimck, Nora dcotia, Prince Edward* Inland, and Cape Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, evèry MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connecroad

tions.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, gy Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'i Manager.
nov20dtf

To the Honorable Board ol County Commissioners for the County of Cumberland, Maine.
inhabitants of the town of

petitioners,
YOUR
Gray and other towns, would respectfully
that the public convenience and wants

represent
require that

a road and highway should be laid
out and constructed : Beginning on the road leadthe
Lufkin school house, in North Yarfrom
ing
mouth, to the Cumberland line, at a point near thea
house of the late Aaron Haskell, and running
north westerly course to the line between the
towns of North Yarmouth and Gray, at a point
where the Long Hill road, in Gray, so called, terminates, all in our said County of Cumberland.
would further say and repAnd your
resent that a passable road between the poinis
named, has been maintained by persons in the
more
vicinity thereof, for a period of eighty years,efforts
more; that rep'eated
or
have been made to induce the said town of North
Yarmouth to construct said road, but without
avail; that about the year 1871, on petition, persons authorized by said town made a survey and
location of said road, assessed damages, and made
; that *aid report was
report thereof to said town
placed on Hie, and record made ot the

petitioners

less—probably

accepted,
same.
And
a

say and assert, that
your petitioners further
to the officers of said

petition

was

presented

town on the 5th day of March. 1886 ; that the selectmen of eaid town viewed the premises, anil
report,
adopted the above survey and the above
and made
so far as it applied to the present time,
town on the 2-d day of
said
to
same
the
of
report
March. 1886; and made further report, that
"there is probable cause for building said road,"
and that said town did, then aud there, deliberately, by a legal vi>te of the qualified voters of said
town of North Yarmouth, in legal town meeting,
assembled unreasonably refuse to accept said re-

port.
Your petitioners would therefore ask that your
Honors would view the premises, aud locate
and!c mstruct said road and highway according to
the laws in such cases made and provided.
And your petitioners would further ask and
said examipray that in view of past long delays, be had at
nation, location and construction, may
the
moment
after
season will
earliest
the
possible
permit and the laws allow. And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.
Dated at said Gray, on this, tlie twenty-third day
of March, in the year of our Lord, one thousaifu
eight hundred and eighty-six.D. ANDERSON,
JOllN
Signed,
and two hundred and thirteen others.
State of Maine.
Cumberland ss.
At the Court of County Commissioners begun
and kolden at Portland.within and for the County of
Anno
Cumberland .on the first Tuesday of January.
Domini. 188<i, to wit, at a regular session thereof
Anno
Domini,
first Tuesday of April,
on the
188G.
On the foregoing Petition, it being satisfactorily
are responshown to the Court,that the petitioners
sible, and that a hearing is expedient, it is

hereby
will

ORDERED, That the County Commissioners

meet at the dwelling house of ttoseoe U. Haskell,
in the town of North Yarmouth, on Friday, the
»
twenty-eighth day of May. A.D. 188G,at 1 o'clock
give notice to all
a. in., and· hat the
attested copies of
persons interested, by causing
said Petition and this Order of Court thereon, to
be served upon the Town Clerk of the town of North
Yarmouth, and also by posting up copies of the
Town and
same in three public places in said
the same three weeks successively
Press,
a
the
Portland
newspaper
Daily
in
printed in Portland, Maine, the tirst of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at least
of
said
before the time
meeting; at
thirty days and
which time
place, (after it lias been satisfacnotice has been duly
torily shown that the above will
proceed to view
given,) the Commissioners
the route set forth in said petition, ami other
routes and roads connected therewith, and after
such view, they will give a hearing to the
parties and their witnesses at some convenient
when
and where
place in the
all persons and corporations interested, may appear and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
A. A. DENNETT, Clerk,
Attest,
True copy of the Petition with Order of Court
»

petitioners

vicinity,

thereon.
Attest,
ap28

A. A.

I

DENNETT. Clerk.
dlawW3w
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WINES and
or

AJ.L

LIQUORS
KINDS.

THE ORIHINAL PACKAHEN.
FOK SAL*

BY

8. SI AN LEY & SON, Importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
vino

PORTLAND, ML

General Managers fur New EucUud (or tira

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL STRUCT WATEB,
FHOH

BARBIKOil.

T1AI>F.

η ad

ί1ίι·β*·,1.30

AKBIFALS.

8.26 A. îl,
nod Auburn,
ω.
7.00 p. πι..
and
m.
(.'oi haui, 9AU a.
.·*
mixed.
12.0® p. in.
Fioui C'hicatf· Hud IWonirrul,
From Qaeboc, 12.05 p. Ml. on
nlgiit train a&
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars
Portland an
l arlor cars on day train between
Montreal.
β

ΛΛ

_

°·
»©m

TICKET OPFICKi
India Strwt.
35 Eiohange SL, and Oeoot Foot of
REDUCED BITE

TICKETS SOLD AT

I

το

Wll«··»·
'iiundn, Drlraii, Chiiajp",
ill lib», Mugi'
« ianaaali, Kt. Ι,ο.ι··, Ο
City,
I.akr
Mall
"aw. Ml. Paul,

•

FrimriK·,

Dcgrrr, Maa

and all points In the
Soulbwrnl.
iVortliwe»t, H « si ιιικΙ
Mauage
JOSEPH HICKMON, General
WM
MupC
oclSdtf

OtfT RATES

SAVE

Ψ

UI

Southwest.

VΚI

m

ψψ

i\ortliwest,

^est,

m

iKnt
D0°

point*

To all

a

Secure B.&O. Rates
before purchasing your

Iticketsι
A. J.

pnf
W U 1211

SIMMONS, Agent,
Street,

Washington

BOSTON, MASS.

VIA

_

Baltimore&OiiioR.R.
eodlm

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On mid after HONP41, May lOib,
ISSfi, PussenEcr Train» Leave
Portland a* follows:
Ell«w«rib. Bar Klarb*r,
For Baugor,
ami tbe
Vauceboro, Hi. Johu, Halifax,Arowioefc
Pi'«rinc«n, Ht. Ntephrn and
1.26 and
County, 1.20 ρ m., via Lrwi««on. and
f<>«
via
4u|»ta;
11 1.15
p. m..
Β.
H.,
A'
PînchI; quit

Bangor
Bfitnsl an
î 1 1. lo p. m., for Nkow liruan
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.16 p. m.; Wntervillc.
7.10 a. tu.. 1.20, 1.25. til. 15 p. in., nd on SatΗηI
urdays only at 6.15 p. in. ; for 4u«n«ia,7.10 a.
lowell, Gardiuer and Biunxwiik,
lu
a. Ui,
in.
Bath,
;
ni., 1.25, 5.15, 111.15 p.
1.25. 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15
I..inroIn
η no
; Boclilnnd ;wud Κ.ηοχ
B., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. in.; 4ul u«jfl·
|j«-wiftton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20. 6.QVP TnrTtîewÎNtou rin Briinmvick, 7.10 a in., |11.15 p.
Winihrop,
ill. ; Farmington. flnnmouih.
Oakland «ιηd North An«ou, \.H> p. in.;
a. in.
Faruiington vin ISriinafricb. 7.10
and 1.25 p. m.

tm.

BOSTON
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

fid

1.16

oilxtU.
4. oop. in.,

^ewkimi
ιο^Γ-°®3.15
ana ι'».6ι» p.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at G p. m. Returning, leave Pier
and
38, Kast River, New York, on Wednesdays
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General
Agent
seT>t21-dtf

STEAMERS.

a

T,.or*"*r,linu·, .Tleaiiwul

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
Gallia
Pavouia

ISMS,

will

For Auburn and
and 5.2ο p. ui.
V
7.'jo a.hi.
V'°r ,;°^Ηβι,
Hi.
p. in.
For (|ufbec, 1.80 p. m.

—

Torb'erery MATUKD 4Y, culliag at
QucfuilowH Cork Harbor

New

Ι!ί,

«cl.

nail aft«r

Oo

Insurance one-half the rate of

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,

Boston to

tree

I cod water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
is always palatable, refreshing and
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 3β to 48 nours ; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

a-^ni.,
■^'"«eeonnectJone

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIBECT FROM

Janl5dtf

it;
proves
healthful.

Buokllelii

m.
Falls Junetloa
Mechanic
^
Passenger train leaves
at 3.60 and CanBuckfleld
■>· 1" p. m„ arrives In
4.10 and !Uq
ton ai 4.26 p. m.
at
Canton
Keturnlng trains leave ton. Portland and Bo«connecting for Lewis
train at
dally with passenger
at Hueifleld for
at CanWest Mlnot for Hebron Academy;
Turner;
and
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Rumford fall»;
ton for Peru, Dlilield, Melioo
Sup..
L. L. LfNCUL.V.

CUNARD LINE.

for

Dirige Mineral Water.

ι,?'.'-train
i0·,4"
and

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

Freights for the West bv the Penn. K. Ii., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip SIS.
Paaaage §10.00.
Meals and Room iucluded.
For freight or passage apply to
G. B. HA.TIFMO.N, Igeat,
70 Leug Wharf. Boston.
Sldtf

IN

Exiiiuiuniioo

«u.

Urua.l Tr».t Hailw,,
Junction
Mechanic atFalls
11.46 a. &

leaves
a. m., arrives at
Canton at 1.10 p.

—

eases

No

ri.

< oun,-,|ion.

DKFIKTIBK».7.05 a. 111.,

California,
Japan, China,

To

WIM,

SPECIALIST,

at 114
17 3

LET—Joiner's shop with three good benchlues, mortise machine and circular saw.
quireof A. K. P. LPJGHTON, 288 Commercial
4tf
street.

50

29-4

FOR

room

Λ

I\fo.

FURNITURE-The
skating rink in Storer Block has been fitted
ub expressly for this purpose; divided into rooms,
so parties can havo their furniture in a clean, safe
place, under lock and key, at reasonable rates:
STORER
insurance low, and use of elevator.
6-1
BROS.

STORAGE

or

WEAVER, with stamp, Jtidde-

may7-2m

Commercial St.

and

UliCll I

res-

Emery
idence
the 15th inst. Apply to N. S.
40 Exchange St.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

publishing

AGENT» WANTED.

Τ of JOEL WHITNEY, 61)franklin St. 8-1
LET-House No. 1 (old) Gray St., (new
(Park street propriety,) former
TO No.of 11,)
Daniel F.
; possession given after

11HREE

DR. C. M. TALBOT,
of Free and IVIiddle
fand,i?le.

with name engraved
Finder will be rewarded
on Masonic badge.
States Hotel. GEO.
to
United
same
by returning
11-1
H. ROBINSON.
Gold headed

~

riio LET-Α convenient furnished
J. OXFORD ST.

JIAÏO'S

ll-l

Rines Bros.

low

near

can

or

i^OUNO—1000

feet, width of beam 11
6 feet, for-

For furthe water, Cape Elizabeth.
NOTICE—Cottage
inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43

Bnya Dozen

"Capslcin," "Capsicum," "Capucin"

ΟΓΝ J>—At NELSON'S New Store, 534 Congress street, opposite Rines Bros.—What?
1000 lbs. of the very best quality of sad or flatirons, which will be sold at 4 cts. per lb., which is
11-1
just half price.
6
of
fine
edges,
Hamburg
yards
inches wide, at 10 cents per yard, actually
worth 20 cts. per yard : new choice patterns at
NELSON'S New Store, 534 Congress St., opposite

forTsale.
EXX'KESS

board to

Ocean Tickets and Coal.
Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
tickets by last and best steamers: the
Cunara, White Star, tiuion. Anchor, National. Inmaii, State, Ked Star, North German Lloyd, Hamburg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
ana Scandinavian exchange.
CO A L·—Georges «reek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. I..
FAll.Tl UK, V5'J Exchange Ml.
ap24tf

F

a

or

on

.m.

Pleasure
Boat,
saving appointments, etc.,

high

apply

CAPT. J. L. LONG.

First

ap24dtf

YACHT.

all 45

passage

Steerage

L(MT AN» FOUND.

keel condenser,
pressure ; locomotive boiler, all
machinery in
steam pump, inspirator, etc.';
first rate order. Will seat about 40 passengers ;
from 12
steam
and
will
has four-biaded "screw,"
For further information,
to 14 knots per hour.
A. DeLASKI,
address,
174 High St., Boston, Mass.
apr!9eodlni

ther

C AM) TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts
A i <»f the body. It makes the skin white, soft
and smooth; removes tan and freckles, and is l
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
up, two bottles in one package, consisting of
put
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
$1 per package.
dnrmcmcTn
apr8

cine" plasters, as worthless articles intended to
deceive. Ask for Benson's and look for the "Three
Seals'Mrademark and the word "Capcine" cut In

over

Τ

PORTLA1VD, I?IE.

«ECZEMA, TETTERS. HUMORS,!®
g INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST, "C
ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS, ®
I ALL
g DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP I 5
« SCROFULA
ULCERS, PIMPLES·6*

liven if You

CO.,

MARKET SQUARE,

21

Cure

;

APABLK GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 144 PINE STREET jn the forenoon.

If1-4.
10-4

ΓΙΙΟ LIST—Offices in third story
A National Hank, steam heated.

The standard and reliable Portable Roofing:, for
steep or flat rools in any iliinatc. Skilled labor
not required in its application.
GENUINE ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE and
BOlLElt COVERINGS. PISTON and WICK
EIRE PROOF
MILL-BOARD.
PACKING.
CEPLASTIC STOVE-LINING,
PAINTS,
MENTS, COATINGS, ETC.

w

Wanted.

suits. The
the location is one
Appointments of the house and
8 1
of the best in the city. Call at house.

etc

'"j » «oob

Call at 144
1RL to do
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

SALE.—One mile from the city, on line
acres Land ; 2 story House
Carriage House and
11 rooms;
other out buldings. Address Box 143, Woodfords.

feet 6 inches. draft of water aft
LENGTH
ward 2 feet ; engine 8x10, for either

agent

an

for commission sales. ReferAddress P. Ο. B. 1228, New

Wanted·
general housework.

21-tf

JiiORfew excellent

These are in every respect strictly flrst-clas's
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the highest grade of pigments: combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
in richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever proI duced for general structural purposes. Sample,
sheets and pamphlet "STRUCTURAL DEC·
ORATION" free, by mail.

West

—

York

of horse cars, 5Vfc
fi*OR
Wood House,

also

PAINTS.

concern

required.

ences

TO

'

W;tiite<l.
large worsted Importing House,

Poalt's

ST.

YORK.

a
or

BY

two cottage*on
SALE—°r to
isianu, within five minutes walk of Jones'
Landing, knquire or address C. 1. KIMBALL,

necessary

corrective of water rendered Impnre by
vegetable decomposition or other canses,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
these purevery other preparation for
poses. A public trial of over 80 years
««ration in everv section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tlie medical
faculty and a sale une(iuaile4 by any
other 'distillation have insnred for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

MILBURN & CO., Prop's,
FOSTER,
ï
B.VFFA1.0, tr.

Sid '.Oth, barque Harriet S .Jacksou.
Sid loth. »cli Leonessa,
PElilΠ AMBOY
Hatch, ί'·ί iland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch J C Nash, Cole, ïm
New Y.a u for New Bedford.
PilO ν ί l>ENCE— Ar l<th, schs Clifford. Crabtret·. :·»' .\hjrc; Abigail llaynes, from Hancock;
1 »o'jihi»:, ·:<> a, ;ind time··. Belts, from Ellsworth;
C»Ί»ν. i Wi.rgy, do; Sea Bird, do.
Si'4 Τι»:. >cn Nathan Easterbrook, Vesper, for
Norfolk r Baiiimoie.
FaLI. ii I \ Eli— S)d 1' th. sch William Todd,
Wood, New Vork.
x kav (OUT— Ar 10th. sch Princeton, Gray,

customers

with tender, life
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

foresail.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FKANCISCO—Sid 8th, ship St Stephen,for
HongRong.
SAVANNAH—Cld IOth, sch Μ Κ Kawley, Kawley. Boston.
DABI EN—Cld 30th. ich Georgie Β Drake, Parris, Bath.
NEWPOKT NEWS—Sid 10th. sch Nellie,Drinkwater, Newburyport.
Ar 10th, .sch Apphia &
PHILADELPHIA
Amelia, YVillard. Portland; OrrieV Drisko,Smith,
Κ
S
Learning,
Cardenas;
Doughty, Kennebec.
Ar 11th, ship Henry Failing. Merrimau, Liverpool.
Cld 10th. barque Belle Wooster. Higgins, for
Cardenas; Anna L Mulford, Shaw, Portland; Κ 1>
Spear, Farr, Boston ; Etna. York. Gardiner.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th, barque Skobeleff, Tucker, Havana.
Sid 9th, sens John H Converse, S Ρ ïhuriow,

seam-

§800.00 iu

FOR

το oistiikjishat

WOLFE'S

Price 50 ets. and gi.oo.

Fishermen.
Sid fm Bucksport 10th, sch Marblehead, Bridges
Grand Banks.
Ar at Port Mulgrave 8th, sell .Ambrose II Knight
from Banks for Booth bay, with 1200 qtls fish, (put
in to land a sick man.)
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 8th, sch Ella M Doughty, Doughty, Banks, (put in for bait.)

lady about to marry,
qentleman intending to
provide themselves with a
'Steel Lined Leatherom Trunk" and have their
Send for
without
taken
safely
mussing.
ipparel
LEATHEROll)
'""•trated circular to the
febl5-3in
MANUF'G CO.. JCenn^bunk. Mc.

SALE—The Williams Cottage, stable
of
and one acre of land, at Pond Cove, one
Elizathe most delightful situations on the Cape vicinthe
immediate
in
Good
tishiug
beth Coast.
everything that the
ity Pure spring water, and
No.
heart can wish. Enquire of S. D. HALL.
26-3
105 Va Exchange street.

Handsome

or

every lady or
on a journey, to

ΓΓ1ΗΑΤ part of the estate of the late Lemuel
JL Dyer situated on Commercial, near India
and
street, containing about 10,000 feet of landstores
the buildings thereon; location desirable for
on Tur
lots
Also
business.
or a manufacturing
and the Eastner, Euiersou and Cumberland Sts.,
of
ern Promenade. For particulars and terms
P.
FULLER,
AUG.
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

shoulder to ankle ioint. and for
three months, I had rheumatism which
yielded to nothing but Thomas' Eclectric
Oil. Thomas' Eclectric Oil did what no
physician seemed able to accomplish. It
cured me.—John N. Gregg, Supt. of Railway Construction, Niagara Falls.

freight

ANTED—Every

W

cents wortn of goods, and guessing
be given
rarest the number of the watch, to
30-2
away that month.

STEAHI

A. M. For
mh29dtf

VIT" ANTE D—Lady boarders for the summer ;
Address
ΤΤ
location pleasant and healthy.
MRS. E. G. POWELL, Box 58, Cumberland Cenapr27-4
tre, Maine.

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

for a limp,
for a lameness,
for a pain,
for a strain.

as

type-writer,

WANT

110R SALE—Steam #»»>gines and boilers, large
Inquiries 1>3 mail
JT and small, at low prices.
R. W. PRATT,
will receive prompt attention.
may3-4
No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.

112 Free St.

a
own

BSD—Carpenters to know that we send
Cadwell's Patent Adjustable Roof Brackets
Kecollect no nail
on trial to responsible parties.
holes, no danger, they can be adjusted to any
pitch. Come and see them at KING & DEXTER'S,
apr27-4
Portland Me.

SALE—At a great discount, a large,
sloop rigged lighter; tonnage, 35 77-100 net;
P. M. II., Richmond,
ap21-4

FOR

situation

lady,

my .patrons; one
valids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
apr27-4
Peering, Me.

OR

given

Oot. 12.1886.
Winter Arrangement, In Eftwl

customers.
Keeping 21
MAIM STEAMSHIP COHFAW
cows, I am prepared to furnish pure milk
WANTED-Milk
cow's milk for infants and inko

age, 3 years. Address MRS.
Me., P. O. Box 2 25.

presents

young

practice taking
Remington
to pertestimony in Court, and Is fully competentAddress
forai all the duties of an amanuensis.
1-2
St.
52
Exchange
E.
ULMER
W.

»-l

a

— «.

some

FOK

SALE—100 dozen 20 cent Shaw

.■««u.

«lia»

HUW..

uses

Ι.ΊΟΚ

pain Thomas' Eclectric

Try it for
Try it for
Try it for
Try it for

a

8 ALE—On Brown street, near Congress
street, a very desirable two-story house,
containing fourteen rooms, arranged for two families, or for boarders ; the lot eontains «000 sq. feet
of land. For particulars apply to JOHN C. PROC5-1
TOR, Ceutennial Block.

less hose at only 11 cents pair.
ijiOK
away in 1886 to
to be

nu

lier
WAITED—By
stenographer;
No. 2: has had

1UIUU.VU

purchasing 50

I«uitiJ

remains at 42 South street,
in treatment of corns, outgrowing Joints and in.
crowing nails. Outgrowing, joints a specialty.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
5-1
charge. Corns removed for 25 cents.

Β

PVnm

—

IEiV

Sherman still
WJfer*

SALE OR TO LET—House No. 259
Bracket! St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
t-tf
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

Oil is excellent.—Chas. F. Medler,box274,
Schenectady. Ν. Y.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil is the best thing
going, pa says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache—two drops.—Master
Horace Brenizer, Clinton, Iowa.

Try it
Try it
Try it
Try it

receiving plants
morning, which we are selling at reasonable Drices; also Lawn Mowers, Lawn DressC. SAWYER & CO., No.
ing, Lawn Seed, &c. W.No.
6-1
71)1 B.
5 Preble St., Telephone

F.ST OPPORTUNITY ever offered to
Parties of small or large
_■> make money.
the
amount invested In one
ailiuuuu
lue
means
can double
UOUUIC
IllCrtUS I'ctu
Call
year, this will bear tlie closest investigation.
and judge for yourself. MAINE KEAL ESTATE
6-1
St.
45
Exchange
and BUSINESS AGENCY,

171

steamerTcordon

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dally,
Sundays excepted, on and after April 1. 188β,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harps well and Orr's Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 0.00

houses every

FOR

rJ-93
g

56.13 60.50

to know that we are
TT/"ANTED—Everybody
fresh from our green?T

good house, 2
cuts 60 tons

Exchange St.

and silver, for
will be paid, or

WANTED—Old

SALE—House lets on Prospect street
Woodfords, desirable, fine view of the city
from the location ;
prie· from 5 to 7 cents per
square foot. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange

CtJ

Murdock's Liquid Food..14.10 1.07 16.45
Not any. 54.87 52.1β
Liebig's
do. 28.67 22.62
Valentine's
do. 20.13 47.16
Johnston's

m ù

it
it
it
it

which
fold
taken
highest cash prices
In exchange for watches, jewelery, silverware,
itc., etc., at the NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE,
6-1
4iMi Congress St. S. Schryver, Prop.

uv<w

street.

a sure

WrANTED—A

and
story,
hay, good timber, y? mile from Railroad Station,
fine place, sell low, small amount down, balance
MAINE KEAL ESTATE AGENCY, 45
easy.
barn

Portland and vicin-

SON,
voyant, late of Boston, has taken rooms at Mrs.
Farrell's. 56 Free street, and will give sittings
7-l_
daily. Ladies 50 cts. ; Gents 76 cts.
TTTTANTED—Agents to sell steamless aud
oderless kettles, sold by small models: exτ Τ
C. II. SARGENT, 52
clusive territory given.
7-1
Temple St.
a young man, a situation as
janitor of au office or some light work that
would give employment to an early riser. Address
7-1
R„ Box 2014.
geod smart girl to do kitchen
work, must come weli recommended; would
not object to middle aged woman if able to do the
7-1
work. Apply at 65 FREE ST.

manufac-

xv»w

8-1

people
WANTED—The
ity to know that MRS. J. WESLEY JOHNthe celebrated Medical and Business Clair-

SALE—Drug
FOB
turing town; also physician's practice includold established; good business; sell all Includ-

KiikVUAiluu—rami

general house-

for

capable girl
work. Apply to 52 BOWDOIN ST.
WANTED—A

Pansies 40 cent* per
dozen; bedding plants of all kinds, cut flowers and floral designs furnished for all occasions
at the lowest prices in the city. BTURDIVANT'S
7-1
GREENHOUSES, 697 Congress St.
smart

LEWIS

Call at

MALE— Choice

a

girl to assist in general
well recommended.
9-1

young
WANTED—A
housework; must be
ST.
10

button kid boots
T710B MALE—Ladies'
NT $1.50; ladies'fine French kid boots $4; labeautiful
ladies'
boots
slippers ;
walkenfast
dies'
;
all prices ; Children» spring heel boots, all sizes
and prices. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress

store in

MAIN Ε
AGENCY, 45
10 1

WANTED—"KNIGHT* industry

8-1

Elegant

FOB

a

objection

Ο Ε LABOB."
aud inMen of persistency, push,
for that most timely work—
canvass
to
telligence
of
Labor."
The
and
Knights
"Kings of Capital
next week to arrange a
publisher will be with usBooks"—a
camrousing
of
the
"Battle
brilliant
File your applications
paign on the new edition.
for agencies at once ; also for a score of the best
and most salable works in the world. Agents of
MAINE BOOK AGENCY,
both sexes wanted.
EUGENE U. .IUDKINS, M AN AG EN, 385 Con8-1
Portland.
gress

coupe fob male—Round
glass front ; been used but little ; in good orHORSE AND CARsold
will
be
cheap.
der;
8-1
RIAGE MART, 32 and 34 Plum St.

Street.

store ; will pay all cash ; no
in the business.
soda

HEAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS
Exchange street.

MALE-Bramhall & Deaue,
range, been used in large eating
and for sale by R. WEi£
condition,
good
FOB

double
STOVE
in

confectionery, fruit aud

a

cigar
WANTED—To
fountain
good

on

Bath,
SAJjE
good soil, situated
other outbuilding,

BABIES.

VEW

—

specia

sound,

style,
HOBME
kind, and good driver, weighs about 900.
Federal
at SAWYER'S STABLE,
Cau lie

vn

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College !
Stale Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

Clotilde, Higgins,

Woodbury.
Domestic Markets.
H YA Ν Ν IS— Passed by lUth, schs Edw Stanley,
[By Telegraph.]
from New Bedford for Bangor; (Jen Hall, and Ε
YORK. May 11,1886.—Flenr marketfor New York.
Gerry,
430
and
eeeipts 21,108 bDlS; exports 1900 bbls
BOSTON—Ar 10th, schs It L Kenney, Shaw, fin
sacks, dull and heavy and in some cases a shade
Florence Ε Tower, Stinson, Deer Isle;
Rondout;
sales
lower;
12,100 bbls.
Lillian, Closson, Bangor; Victory, Norton, KockFlour quotations—Mo 2 at 2 OOS3 05; Buperlin
laud.
Western and State at 2 OOu 3 40 ; common to good
Cld 10th. brig liât tie M Bain, McDonald, Fort
extra Western and State at 3 20S.3 60; good .to
G Davis, Davis, Barrington.NS;
Spain; sch NellieSnowman.
choiCe do at 3 C5a6 25; cemmonto choice While
Castine.
Anna W Barker,
wheat Western exïra at 5 OOk6 10 ; fancy do ai
Leveuter. Vesper, Matanzas;
1
lth.
Ar
barque
at 6 15 η 6 25; common to gooâ extra Ohio at 3 25
F Chase, Foole, Aux Caves; L Ε Messer,
Annie
3
25ft
to
choice
extra
St
Louls.at
rs 5 00; common
Fannie Whitmore. WhitGregory, Farrsboro:
Heels. Mullen, do; Vir6 25 ; ipateutl Minnesota extra good to prime at
more, Baltimore; Silver
ΟΟίι
double
do
at
6
to
extra
choice
6
00;
4 75A
ginia, Bragdon, Sullivan; Flavilla, KockDort;
Eastern Light, Kelley
5 16, .including 1600 bbls city mill extra at 4 δΰ
Millbridge;
Itaskv, Wilson,
at 2 00g3 05; 700 bbls
L
@460; 600 bbls fine do800
Machias; Ella Clifton, Strout. Millbridge; Mary
bbls extra No 2 at
40;
J Β Stinson,Stinson, Deer
Bath;
superfine at 2 60@3
Weeks,
Varnev,
S 2641
David
3 20λ3 60; 3400 bbls winter wheat extra
Friendship;
Isle; "Exchange, Thompson,
extra at 3 20@5 1Κ
6 26; 3800 bbls Minnesota
Keystone, Wilder,
Brown, Barbour. Deer Isle; Desert.
extra 3 26
Southern flonr steady ; common to fair
Ambov; Bloomer, Brown, Mt
26. Rye Flour
3
do
at
70@6
to
choice
a 3 05; good
schs Fearl, Ko bin son, Kockloth,
SALEM—Ar
Sanfirm. When I—Receipts 115,600 bush; exports
laud; Virginia, Bragdon, Sullivan; Lizzie,
with moder«2,776 bush ; spot lots V4@%C lower
born, Weehawken for Ipswich.
No 2
ate export demand; sales 283,000 spot;
irom Amboy for Augusta;
Albion,
schs
Sailed,
at OlViSSl'ic;
Spring at H8y«c ; No 1 Northern
Ε Gerry, and Lady of the Ocean, Kocklaud for
Ν· 1 White
No 2 Red at 8»yac;No 1 lied 96%c;
New York; Gen Hail. Thomaston for do ; FleetHurley dull. Corn-spot
Hue. Rye is steadv.
wing, Dan vers for Kocklaud.
lots V2ra%c lower, closing weak with light export
GLOUCESTER—Ar llth, schs Revolution, fm
bush ;
demand; speculation quiet; receipts 10,100
Calais
for Bos η ; Rival, Rockport for New York ;
2
bush
spot;No
tales
81,000
bush
exports 50,756
;
Lewis Clark. Bangor for Havre de Grace; Com
Ouu J4^1c
al 4tïi4(g47c elev; Yellow at 49c.
do for Newark ; Ophir, Calais for Boston ;
Tucker,
higher ou spot ; receipts 61.200 bush; exports do i Ida Hudson, Rockland for New York; Helen Mar,
hush ; sales 120,000 bish spot ; No 3 at 3t>Vjc,
for
Augusta.
Amboy
While
2
White 41Viftt42c; No 2 at 36% @370 ; Ko
at 42Vfe@43c; Mixed Western 36Ma@40c; White
Foreien Ports.
ί·(Ι*β
quiet.
do 41 « 47c ; White State 44®47c.
Sid fm Manila March 23d, ship L J Morse, Vea
Nugiir ;o steady ; refined dull; C at 5V4i»6V4 ; £"
zie,
;
Liverpool.
C
tra (J 5 'i,&&8/4c; White Extra at
6y«£6e
Ar at Hollo March 30th, barque Edwin Reed,
low at 4-;4 iôc ; Oft Δ 6i/4@6>/ie ; Mould Α e*-'ac ;
smudard Aiy,c; granulated eviffieçte; eut loaf | Cates, Hong Kong.

WANTED—All

W

"I have

for
Brig Mary Κ Dana, Mitchell, from Ponce
leaking
Norwich, was towed into Bermuda May
badly.
Ν York
Brig Mary L· Leigh ton, Leigli ton, from
for Nuevitas, was stranded at the latter port previous to May 10 and is a total wreck.
Sell Geo Β Somes, recently asliora at Cutler, lias
made temporary repairs, and will be taken to Calais for thorough repairs.
Sch Clifford, Crabtree, at Providence from St
Marc, reports. —April 29, encountered a severe
gale from the South which lasted three days, the
wind going round the compass to ENE, during

son.

to know tbat "HASKELL,
the Hair Dresser," has opened a new hair
under
Union Mutual building, 398
dressing parlor
Congress street, where he will be pleased to see
all of his old friends. Shaving 10 cts., hair cuttiug 25 cts. Ladies' and Children's hair cutting a
lo-l
lty.

Β AVVIIE the trade and consumers to
attend the great Auction Sale of Flue Ciwhich
gars, Imported Key West and Domestic,
will take place this eTening at 7 p. m., and will
continue Friday and Saturday at 10 a. m., 2.S0
and 7 p. m. Sale to take place at Ï30 Middle St.,
M. G. Palmer's old store. These cigars will be
sold in lots of one box and upwards, l·. O.
0-1
BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.

—

ork State apples
No 2 apples 5ojK75c.

car-

ΙΛΟ H MA LE—Ah assortment of all kinds of
JT hard and soft wood at lowest cash price;
wood sawed to order: all orders promptly attended to. WM. HAGGETT, No. 777 Congress St.
10-1
MALE—Good

look.

and

gantlemen
pets, stoves,etc. Ladies
upon at their own residence; please send postal.
Address MRS. S. 158 Federal St., Portland Me.
11-2

ILL BE MOLD AT AUCTION—100,000 Imported Key West and Domestic Cithe finest brands
gars. These cigars consist of
and will be sold In lots of one box and upwards.
Evening at 7
this
commence
Thursday
Sale to
at
p. m., and will continue Friday and Saturday
10 a. m.. 2.30 and 7 p, m. Dealers and smokers
6-1
Auctioneers.
attend. F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

Memoranda.

split

gentlemen just
We buy and pay cash for left off clothing,
WANTED—Ladies
and
waited

HALE—2

FOB
house, 7 finished
situated

W

brig May Gibbs,
Moore, Philadelphia.
Ar at Havana May 9th, barque J II higersoll.

whic

story house, ell and woodrooms, good lot, 17,000
on Mechanic St., Woodfords,
J
square eel,
Also cottage at
at a bargain and on easy terms.
Trefethen's Landing, 7 rooms, 4,000 square feet
40
G
AUDI
NEK,
la lot.-j N. S.
Exchange St. 10-1

WANTED—Parties

ed for only $2100, lest than actual cost of stock
and fixtures; unusual chance for druggist or phyMAINE KEAL ESTATE AND BUSIsician.
7-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St

Operations annually.

Nickerson & Son.

FROM

good

ed;

500

5eh Osear C Smith, Bacon, Bangor, to load for
Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YttKK.Mayll, 1886.—Tlwifollowiag are
lor mining stocks to-day:
quotations
closwig
22 55
Colorado"Coal

as a

appoint
(for books preferred)
agents for our book. ''Gleanings," in the State of
Maine. Must be willing to show agents how to
make sales. Good r ferences and security required. Give age, experience in full and salary wanted. Send this. CASSELL & CO., (Limited), «22
mylleodSt
Broadway, Ν. Y.
having lumber or any
kind of freight to move to any part of the
CAPT. T.
bay, please call at G3 Commercial St.
11-1
GOUDY.

seen

Rujuford Falls and Butkfield Railroad

ser

St^

With what we have been and are doing
we «hall be able, in oar new Free Hospital
that we are now building corner of Hunt*
ington Avenue and Camden strert, to perform in the tturgical half of the Hospital,

good business

of

man

16

LIQUID FOOD WAS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE

—

chance to make money; only $1800, with $5«>0
down, balance easy. MAINE REAL ESTATE
AND BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchauge Ht.
10-1

FOB

Sch Norena, Chase, Matanzas—molasses to Geo
S Hunt & Co.
Sch Unexpected. (Br) Baxter, Demarara—molasses to Ε Churchill & Co.
Sch J Β Smith, Case. Norfolk—coal to Maine

Scii fcienzi, Chatto, Sargentville.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Boston for Bluehill.
Son Brave, Hodgdon, Boston for Sullivan.
Sch Alligator, Clark, Ca.ais for Fire Island.
Sch Vaudalia, Jietts, Calais for Providence.
Sell Pierce, Dodge, Penobscot for Boston.
Yacht Hope Leslie, Ford, Bath for Boston.
Steam-tug Havilawd, from New York, with sch
Tlios It Pillsbury in tow.
Cleared.
Sch W S Jordan. Crowell, Kennebec, to load for

land, all intervale;

BIL11-1

Scotch Terrier Pups.
L1NGS, Box 1738.

ANTED

young
canvasWANTED—A
ability who 1ms had experience
to travel and

hay;

Hunt & Co.

Cent KB.
Sch Jos Oakes, Gray, New York—coal to Kandall & McAllister.
Bell Cock of the Walk, Lewis. Boston.
Sch Balph Κ Grant, Grant, Saco.
Sch J G Pettis, Pettis, Cheverie. NS—plaster to
L C Cummincs & Co.
Sch Ge<> W Pierce, from Western Banks, with
800 qtls fish.
Sch Arrival, Stewart, Itockport—lime to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch Peerless, Orne, Rockland—lime to C W Belknap & Son.
Sen A Τ Haynes, Dodge. Brooksville.
Sch Hannah D, Campbell, Kennebec.

ΪΥ

FARM—70
house, large barn, stable, sheds; cuts 30 tons
extra
line chance for summer boarders;

Sid 3d, sch May McFarland, Montgomery, for

Hayti for

sent an old established house in
Salary to begin $70 per month. Inferences exacted. am. Manufacturing House. 14 Barclay
myl0,lawM4w
St., Ν. Y.

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

own

YACHT

Philadelphia.

MAY 12.

MINIATURE ALMANAC

purging.

110

Merritt—"You seein to find that usher very interesting, Miss Glencoe."
Miss Glencoe—"Yes, indeed! He's very handsome. and he ushers the people into their places,
or just leaves them standing awaiting his pleasure at the rear of the church, with such a comalmanding air. Ile has it noble bearing that hemost reminds me of one of Scott's romantic

the whole

ao

55

Quickï«lver
do preferred
fiomestake

"Aw!"—Texas Sittings.

no

Sid fm Caibarien Apl 10, barque Isaac Dodge,
Gaull, Boston ; 4th, sell Celina, Adams, for New
York.
Ar at Sagua May 3, sch Levi S Hart, Giles, St
Thomas; Lewis G Kabel, Murphy, New York.
Ar at Sagua May 8, brig C S Packard, Vanslow,

HC

acres

IlOB

teras.

Breakwater.

20

SALE-House and fourteen acres of
on line
land, situated on Ocean St., I>eering,
of horse cars. Terms easy. Apply to D. 3. WAR11 1
KEN, 244 Commercial St.
For
FOB HALE—Sloop Cupid.
CHAS. Ε. BABparticulars call or address,
ll-l
Ma.
Portland.
St.,
BETT, lt>4 Congress

...

do pref
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central.

WIT AND WISDOM.

A Boston

j

WANTED-A
moral habits, seeking employment, to reprehis
section.

A 1 Intervale,
unsurpassed for Quality, cuts
60 tons hay, 2 story house and ell, barn and other
Station.
outbuildings, within 40 rods of Railroad
Price 85,000. half on mortgage. W. H. WAL11-1
DRON, 180 Middle St.
acres

—

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
General Delivery. (Sunday excepted) 7.30

4^88/4 c.

Freights steady; wheat φ steam 3Vad.
CHICAGO, May 11.1886.—Flour market quiet;
Evaporated ρ lb 8@llc
| Winter Wheat 4 40^4 75; Wisconsin at 4 0' fa
1,1'UIOIU.
Florida....
1*?20 4 65 ; Michigan at 4~50@4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat
6 50@7 001 Good
3 80@4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
Messina
JJal8
12@14 j 4 00 oj5 00; low grades 2 00@3 00; Eye Flour at
00
3
Store
75@4
Malagers
j
^88··
3 30@5 50 in bbls. Wheat weaker at 74 15-16@
Orange·.
13@14 76i/ic ; No 2 Spring 75V2C ;No 3 Spring 60c. Corn
Eastern extras
Florida
Q
12
7 00^8 00 Can & Western..
closed firmer at 34Vae. Oats lower at 28V2C, Rye
Valencia
12
I eland
Messina and Padull; No 2 at 6OV2C. Barley dull; No 3 at 5oc.
Fork irregular at 8 65@8 70. Lard is easier at
lermo Ψ bx.4 00@5 00 Limed
5 85. Boxed meats steady—shoulders at 4 OOgj
4 3 0 ; shortclear 5 55@5 60.
Receipts—Flour, 17,000 bbls; wheat. 14,000
Railroad Receipts.
bush; corn,83,000 bush ; oats,132,000 bush ; rye,
PORTLAND.May 11.1886.
2,000 bush; barley, 12,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 15,000 bbls; wheat, 19,000
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port,
bush: corn. 397,000 bush; oats, 51,000 bush;
and 31 cars miscellaneous; merchandise; for con
necting roads 104 cars miscellaneous merchan- 1 rye, 00,000 bush ; barley, 2,000 bush.
dise.
ST. LOUIS, May 11, 1886.—Flour isldull;
XXX 2 90&3 00; family 3 10&3 20; choice 3 60(o.
Imports.
3 70; fancy at 4 10 «4 20: extra fancy at 4 40i^
4 70; patents at 4 ih>@5 20. Wheat lower, No 2
MATANZAS. Schr Norena—β';6 hhdi Θ6 tes
Red at 80@80V4c. Corn is higher ;No 2 Mixed at
molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
33c. Oats are dull; No 2 Mixed at 293/ac bid.
HAVANA. Schr Thos R Pillsbury~87e lifcds
Lard about steadv at 5 70.
112 tes molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 17,000 bu;
corn,
41,000 bush; oats, ll,000ibush; rye, 1,000
Markot.
Boston Stock
bush, barley 1,000 bush.
Telegraph.]
[By
3.000 bbls; wheat 5000 bu;
Shipments—Flour,
The following quotations of stocks are reoeived
corn,23,000 bush; oats 3,000 bush; rye, 1,000 bu;
dailv :
barley 1,000 bush.
83%
DETROIT. May 11, l«86.-Wlieat-No 1 White
Atoh., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
78 &
at 823/4 c; Mich Red 84c ;No 2 Red 83c.
fiasten Railroad
158
hell Telephone
Receipts, 5,300 bush.
34%
New York and New Eugiaud Railroad.
NEW ORLEANS,iMay 11,1886.—Cotton weak:
128
do pref
middling 8 15-16c.
37 Va
Mexican Central 4s
laV*
MOBILE, May 11, 1886.-Cotton is quiet; mid
Wisconsin Central
(3%
dliiK 8 15-16c.
Boston Water Power Co
6%
Boston Land Company
SAVANNAH, May 11, 1886.—Cotton is dull;
21
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
middling 834 c.
do pref
CHARLESTON, May 11, 1886.—Cotton at a
38%
Mexican Central R 7s
stand ; middling 9c.
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. R., com— 32
125
MEMPHIS, May 11,^1886.—Cotton quiet; midEastern Railroad 6s
105
dling 87s c.
Sonora7s
188
Boston & Albany Railroad
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
New York Stock and Money Market.
TBy Telegraph.]
□LONDON. May 11,1886,-Consols 101 3-16.
NEW YORK,May 11,1886.-Money en call conLONDON, May 11, 1886.-U. S. 4yas, Î14V4.
tinues easy at 1 Va@2Va per cent. Prime mercanLONDON, May 11, 1886.—[Beerbolim's report
tile paper at 4Vaî@5 per cent. Exchange continto Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
ues dull and steady ; actual rates at 4 86% for 60wheat and corn quiet but steaay.
Cargoes 011 the
bonds
day bills and 4 89 for demand. Government
passage and for shipment, wheat firmly held ;corn
are dull and steady. Railroad bonds dull and genwheat
At
firmly held Jand
strong.
Liverpool, spot
erally heavy. The stock market after 2 15 ρ m
corn dull.
was dull and firm, and just before the cloee about
Weather in England cool and wet.
the best figures of the day were reached, closing
LIVERPOOL, May 11, 1886.-Cotton market is
firm and steady.
unchanged ;uplands 5 Ved; Orleans 5 3-16d ; sales
The transactions at the Stoek Exchange aggrebales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
8,000
gated 152.090 shares.
LIVERPOOL, May 11,1886.—Quotations—winXii« following are to-day's quotations of Govern
ter wheat 7s@7s 2d ; Club wheat at 7s 3d@7s 5d.
ment securities :
101
Corn—mixed Western 4s 3d ; peas 5s 6d. ProvisUnited States bonds, 3s
—1257/e
ions, &c.—Pork prime Eastern mess 51s; bacon at
New 4s, reg
125 Ve
29s 6d for short clear and 28s6d for long clear;
New 4s, coup
Illf4
cheese 47s for American; lard, prune Western
New4vis, reg
1123/g
31s 6d; tallow at 23s for Amercan.
New 4Vfes, coup
116^4
Central Pacific lsts
119
Denver à R. Gr. lsts
SASLINC PAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
100
Erie 2ds
FOK
FKGM
101%
Consols
Pacific
Kansas
Boston
112%
l'avouia
Liverpool... May 13
Oregon Nav. lsts
117Va
Vancouver
Quebec
Liverpool.. .May 13
Union Pacific 1st
New York..Cienluegos..May 13
do Land Grants
Santiago
New York.. Laguayra... May 13
Valencia
do Siuking Funds
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruzMay 13
The following New York stock market is reCircassian
Liverpool. ..May 14
Quebec
ceived daily, bv private wire, bv Pullen. Crocker
New York. .Porto Rico .May 15
Andes
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
New York..Havana
May 15
Saratoga
140
Adams Express
New York..Rio Janeiro May 15
Colorado
104
American Exprès s
New
Anchori ai
Y'ork..Glasgow —May 15
39Va
Central Pacific
New York..Haniburg. ..May 15
Sue via
I 7%
S
Chesapeake & Ohio
Westernland
New York.. Antwerp
May 15
..140V*
Chicago & Alton
Νew York..Liverpool... May 18
Alaska
156
Chicago & Alton preferred
New YorK..Bremen
Ems
May 19
130*4
Chicago, Burlington & Quiney
New York..Havre
May 19
Amerique
96%
Del. ft Hu4. Canal
New York..Liverpool.. .May 20
Germanic
New York. .Hambiug... May 20
Wieland
15
Den' & Rio Oranûe
Boston
Liverpool... May 20
Scythla
24
Erie
May 20
Polynesian
Quebec —Liverpool
54
Eri ^preferred
New York. .Kingston
Albano
May 22
l36Va
Illinois Central
of Chester...New York..Liverpool...May 22
City
22
Ind Bloom. & Western
22
New
York.
.May
Etruria
.Liverpool..
10 Va
LakefKrie & West
New York. .CopenbagenMay 22
Geiser
78 V»
Lake Shore
New York..Hamburg...May 22
Moravia
35*4
Louisville & Nasn
New York..Liverpool....May 25
Wyoming
126
Butter.
Creamery** lb- .23324
Gilt Edge Ver....23@24
Choice..

MAN OF TEMPERATE AND

FOB Λ Α Ε. Κ-In Falmouth, 7 miles

FABM
including
out, 75
all the land is

RAILROAD»·

iTEA^EBS.

WANTED·

FOR MALE.

ΜΙΝΟΚΙ.ΙΆΝΙΐΟΓΝ.

Liverpool May 8, ship Cliarles Ε Moody,
Leonard, San Francisco.
Sid Mch 23, siiip L J Morse, Veazie, Liverpool.
Ar :it Cardiff May S, ship Soltaire, Bosworth,
Dublin.
A r at Buenos Ay res, Mcli 26, barque C Β Hazeltine, Gilkey. Brunswick.
Arat Ponce 26th, schs Ella A Warner, Holbrook, and Mary Bradford, Ryder, New York, (and
both sailed for Mayaguez).
Cld 29th, sell Maud Briggs. Young, Boston.
At St John. PK. Apl 23, sell Waldemar. Parker,
for Mayaguez, to complete cargo for North of HatAr at

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

night Pullman tralua will stop
for passengers.
is the night express with
in.
train
11.16
tTlie
p.
runs every night Sunsleeping « ar"attached and
to Bar Harbor but not to
included,
through
days
<>r to Belfast
mornings
Skîiwheganon Monday
Bar
and i»*ixt*r or beyond Bangor, excepting to
Harbor, on Sunday mora ng>.
mornThe
as
follows
Trains arw due in Portland
ni.
ing trains from Augusta and Barn 8.45 a. Bail-;
Lewislon. 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from
ana connector and all intermediate stations
All trains excepting

»!

''8

12.45 and 12.40 p.

l

in. ;

the

after-

Bath,
Watej-ville, Augusta,
Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. the night

,tra'nsand

ρίοιΐίοΐίd
ïSSVJÎÏV-

traln at l· 50 *· n1·
d Ticket·, dm nnd .econrf dun*, for
mII pointnin the Province» οι» male »# re·
<lur«*«! rule·.

.wj.M

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT A mACHIAS
STEAiiiBOAT CO.
Η('.η«|»ιϊ.· mi rirrricr.
Steamer CITY ΟΙ' KH ■ ΊΟιΧυ win ,r.
sume service on the route t.etween Portland ud
Maehlaoport on Friday, Mtreh 12th, leaving i'urt
land at 11 p. m., and leavlug Machlanport ever,
Monday at 4 a. in., making one trip per week iiu
111 April 3d, wlicn two trips per week will he
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays
and from Maehiasport, Monday» and Thursday»
PAYSON TUl'KEK, General ManaL-er
Κ. K. IIOOTHBY,Gen l Pass, and Ticket .ut
Portland. May 8. 1HSC.
iny5dti

Portland and ugdensourg H. H.
FALL AND WINTER A KHAN (J Κ ML· XT.

Commencing Mondaj, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further notice 1'asseuger Trains will
Leave Portia ud a* follows*: tt.OO a. m.. tu.
t'iibjuuH, Brlhlfhrm, l.ittletou, LaHrm··
t« r. Wood*ville, ITlontpelier, Ml. J oh··

bury, Newport, Unrliugion, Hwuntoa,
O^UetiMburK. and all points on rounectln

lines.
.f.oo p. ra.,
stations.

for

Rartleti

And Intermedia?'

ARRIVAI. H.
I0.40 a. αι., fiom Rurtlettnnd way
.5.55 p. mi., from Mwanftoa. Rnrlingkon
ail points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, 8n-t
ocSat.
October 3.1835.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PAMÛENOER train nkrvmk,
in effetiduaila), Oriobrr II, IHSJ.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS* I.EAVB PORTLAND
For Ronton .U 0.16,·8.40 a. m.,M 2.3υ.3.3υ p. vn.
Ko«ton for Portlaad 8.3<* a. in., 1.04), 3.34) p. in
««arboro and Pine Point 8.16, 8.44» a. in..
3.30. 6.46 p. m. Old Orchard, Saco. Raddefordami (irnacbuak H.16, 8.4η .ν in.. 12.3ft
3.30, 6.45 p. m. Well· Bench ft.15, *'.-4" ν in.,
3.30 p. m, North Rrrwick, Grr«| Fnll*. Doλ(ι·ι
Exeter. Haverhill, Lnnrrarr
ver,
l.owell. 8.16, 8.44» .v ni., 12.30, 3.30 p. m
Rochester, FwruiiuKloe hiuJ Alto·· liny
8.4(» a. ni., 12.30. 3.3«» ι>. in., Jlaache»tcr and
Concord (via Nawniarkel Junction) 6.15 a. in.
3.30 p. in. ; via Lawreuee, 8.4ti a: «η.
«nwets with
♦The 8.40 a. ni. and 13.30 p. η»
1
Kail Lines to points West and
with Sound Lines for New Y or·*
Parlor Cars on trains leaving
in. and 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at 8.30 a. inTîtau
1.00 p. m.
MUNDA V TRAIN*
for Ronton 1.00, 4.16 p. in. ; arrive 5.341,8.46 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Ronton at 2.00 and t9.U0 a. in., fl.oo ana
16.00 p. m. Returning Leave R«*«tou at 7.3Λ
and 9.00 a. in. and 12.30 and 7.4)0 p. m. For
Riddeford at 2.4M) and 9.00 a. ni.. l.Oo »i.d Λ.ιXj
ρ 111. For PortMuaoath and Newbary port at
2.<>0and 9.04) a. ra., 1.04) and β.00 p.m. For
la?c»bary 9.4K>a. in.and H.00 p.m.
ForNnten»
and Lj*■ at 2.00 ami 9.00 h. m., 1 .oo ami ♦>.< m
p. in. PU LILIAN C.tRN on above t-ains.
tl'he 9.00 a. m. and l.o»· p. m. trains connect
with llail Lines t«> South ami West.
t'lhe 4l.4>4) p. in. traiu counects with night train
for New York.
rbroogli Tickets to all poiuts South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Otter*,
and at Union Ticket Office, SO Exchange
Street.

JAS. T.
inn6

D. J. FLANDEKS, Gen. Γ. & J. A
FUBBElt, Uen'i Manager.
.iff

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNE.
Portland & Rochester it. It.
ASRANGEMENT

OF

TRAINS.

_,*),ΜΜΜΙ.1|

Ou and after .11 ondu), «util
14,
Pa»»enger Train» will
MM
ZJÊM
-|»or||au«l:
For \Voree*ter, CJiuton, Ayer Juuriion,
\HohuH. Windhnw and Κρμίιιι at 7.JO
a. ni. and Ι.Οδ p. an.
For Manchester, Concord, and point» Norib
For R«€heal«r,e»ria|v«|«, Alfred, WnH iboro and »aco Ktver. 7.JO a. m., 1.03
p. U>. and \ mixed) ai O.JO p. hi.
For 4Sorham at 7.30 a.m., I.O.V (K'jO and
(mixed) at β. JO p. m
{■'or HeccHiuppa, tunbt-rliiu«( TJ41*. \Ve»tbrooU Jnucliou and WooiJionlV it 7.30
and lO.OO a.
1.03, 3.00, O.'JO and
(mixed) *O.JO p. an.
I or Vorot % reuue (Dferiag) lO OOn.w.
J OOand O.'iO p. tn.
The 1.03 p· an. train from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with Hooene 1'Hnnfl Route for
the Went, and at Union Depot, Worimter, foi
wrw York via Norwich Line .ilid «I» roil,
vi., .Nprinufleltl. also with Ν. Υ. Λ N.I-!. Κ. K.

('•Steanier >lHryiand Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, \V«nhin«ton, and the Month, and
with BoMton A Albany R. R. (or the 1Ve»t.
Close connection made at We»tbrooh Junction with through trains ol Maine entrai Β. Κ. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
fains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West ami South
may be ha«t of S. Η. Η EL LsN, Ticket Agent, Port
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•
Does not stop at Woodford's.
J- W. PKThRiS. Siu*.
aplodtf

BRIDGTÛN & SAGO RIVER R. R.
t'oiiimcnciiiK

Oct. 5, ISMS.

Fortland (P. ot O. R. R.)
"
Brldgton .liim-ii· η
lîridgtoii, arrive

9.00
H».3.1

Portland, arrive

7.65
10.40

I.tv.ve

Leave

BrUlgtou

11.35

3.00
4.45
5.45
3.20
5.6B

W. If. FKRKÏ, Supi.

J. A. BKNNKT ι, <ΐ. T. Α.'
"rtS

WIE8BADEK

dtf

TABLE

SUAlt.

The must delicious In slsvor;
appetizing In effect; and by liber-tl ti-»; cnab.ee Dyspeptic* u> eat
ineau and liearty food trlthout Injurions
remits
For sale by all grocer».
aprlfleoasm

PRESS.

TH IC

Tree Day will be celebrated at Westbrook
Seminary this afternoon.
Tonight, Ancient Brothers Lodge, I. O. 0.
F., will visit Laconia Lodge of Biddeford.
Another car will be added to the Congress
street horse railroad line today. The new
time-table will be found in another column.
The pay of the crossing tenders in Lynn
on the line of the Boston & Maine railroad,
has been increased by $10 a month.
The committee on Memorial Day of the
G. A. R. have invited the city government to
participate in the services as their guests.
Superintendent Hamilton, of the P. & O.
railroad, caught two salmon In Lake Sebàgo,
Friday, that weighed 8 and 14 pounds re-

WEDNESDAY ΜΟΒΜΙίβ, MAY 12.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
KKW

auvebtihkmknts to-uav.
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
French Flowers-Bibber, McMauu & Co.

Real
For Sale—Black Mare.
Lost—Gold Bowed Glasses.
To

Let-Tenement.

Dress Linings—Bines Brothers.
Wanted—Young Lady. Co.
Indies—Owen, Moore &
To Let—Room.
Forest City steamboat Co.—Time Time.
Wanted—Can Makers.
To Whom It May Concern.
Furniture for Sale.
Wanted—Kecond-hand Clothing.
For Sale—Bean Poles.
Annual Meeting—P. S. & I. K. R. Co.
For Sale—Summer Resldeuce.
Portland Railroad-Congress Street Line.
Wanted—Man.
_.

spectively.
A curiosity

came through from the Provinces yesterday afternoon, in the shape of a
fourteen year old girl, who professed to
weigh 300 pounds. It is needless to say she
was quite fat.
lion. Wilbur F. Luut of Portland has been
engaged to defend John Kearns, who is to be
tried in Judge Hamilton's court at Biddeford today, on the charge of assaulting an
officer. It is proposed to make a test case of

This afternoon the valuable property at Mor.
rill's Corner, Deerlng, known as the Dennett farm
will be sold at auction. 100 acres of land, three
miles from the city, a short distance from the
cars, with good buildings, etc., is worthy of attention from capitalists, farmers, market gardeners
and others. The sale Is at 2.30 o'clock.
Bailey & Co. wi[l sell furniture and carpets
at tlieir rooms at 10 o'clock this morning.
F. O.

WINSLOW'8
Adrice to IHolher..-MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural,quiet sleep by
relieving the child froih pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
towels, and is the best known remedy for dlarrhœa, whether arising from teething or other
•auses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SH&W&wljr
janlO
Mrs.

Henry

Ward Beecher uses and gives away
over three hundred Allcock's Porous Plasters cv"
ery year. She writes that she has found them a
"general relief for most of the aches and pains
which flesh U heir to." Hon. Samuel J. Randall
said that they cured him of inflammation of the
kUhteyswheu everything else failed, and cured

pneumonia. ~Hon.

|

that threatened ta run Into
James W. H listed writes that
of chronic rheumatism, and re-

Antonio, Jam., May 1, with fruit to Boston
Fruit Company, brought home the captain
and crew of schooner Fred Gray, (five in
number) of Portland, wrecked at Grand Cay
man, April 18, as before reported.
The movement to secure the closing of the
drug stores on the Sabbath seems to be
meeting a growing approval. Very many,
we understand, cordially approve the plan,
and will enter into it provided there can be
reasonable unanimity.
In order to accomplish this end a petition will soon be circulated, asking the druggists to close, save for
short hours, during which only necessary

they cured his son
lieved him of serious pulmonary troubles.
eod&w
inaylO

great popular remedy

The

of the

day

for coughs, colds, asthma, and all lung difficulties,
Is Adamson's Botanic Balsam. Inexpensive, relia,
ble, pleasant to take, cures as by magic, and gives
universal satisfaction. A trial Is the best tostirr·nial. Price 35 cents. Trial size 10 cents.l

MW&S&w

maylO

taking the large, old-fashioned,
If you are
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand everything. One pill a dose.
d&wlw
mayll
tired
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Ministers'

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
case of United States by Indictment vs. Stephen P. Webber, after the evidence for the government was out, the judge oil
motion of defendant'8 counsel ordered the jury to
And a verdict of "not guilty" on the ground t'liat
the post office returns on which the indictment
was based were not falsely made as alleged, but
were genuine.
Subsequently the defendant was
rearrested and gave bond to appear at the next
term on another charge substantially the same.
A. F. Moulton,
Bird, District Attorney.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.
(Reported for the Tress.)
Bangor. Monday, May 10.
William W. Fickett vs. Fred W. Ayer. An
action to recover for 1G days' demurrage on the
schooner Josie Hook, at Boston, in the months of
1885. The vessel was laden
July and August,
with a cargo of lumber, and was consigned from
the defendant at Bangor to one John Warner of
Boston. Plaintiff was master and part owner of
tiie schooner, and sailing lier upon shares. The
defendant claimed that whatever delay there was
usual and necessary time for the disofm*,. nif the cargo was wholly due to the action
of tiie plaintiff Wmself. and that lie, defendant,
was in 110 way responsible.
Ad damnum, $500.
The case will be submitted to the jury Tuesday

morning.
Barker, Vose & Barker for plaintiff.

Wilsou & Woodward for defendant.
The juries will probably be excused finally on

Tuesday.

SUPERIOR COURT.
JUDE

....

both.

The following persons pleaded not guilty to indictments against them for keeping and maintaining a liquor nuisance: Lawrence Halcrow. James
A. Conwell, Maurice O'Connor, James Wallace,
Patrick J. Hanralian, Daniel Welch.
Avila Gauthier and Timothy Barnard each paid
$100 and one-half costs on a nuisance indictment.
State vs. Lewis Moore, alias J. C. Blair. Indicted for uttering a forged check, purporting to
be signed by A. F. Cox, payable to J. 0. Blair on
the National Traders' Bank for S28. The defendant represented to one Abram T. Salter that he
i.ucicxiudiiiι

v>Λ3 λ ucvucw ui

iiu. υυΑ oiiu nauicu

to get the check cashed. Salter took it out,
showed it to several parties, took it back to defendant and told him he eould not get it cashed
and returned it to him. Just prior to his arrest
the defendant hail left a check of $142, drawn on
the National Traders' Bank, signed by H. H. Holway, with William B. Coombs as security for the
loan of $2.
The defendant says his name is Moore ; that lie
never represented himself as a nephew of Mr.
Cox, only to some boys in a joking way, He says
he met a man on the park one afternoon and conversed with him an hour or two. In the evening
in front of the post office he met him again ; the
—-stvanger passed him the check signed A. F. Cox
and asked him to get it cashed; that he innocently
it was all right, tried to dojio;
that ne could not and returned it to the stranger,
who, exhibiting two sore fingers, asked him to
write the other check and sign it H. 11. Holway,
wh ich the stranger said was his name. Just how
and
the stranger allowed the defendant to
retain this second check for $142 lie did not

supposing

why

make plain.
He says he is a machinist and a railroad engineer; has been in Mexico since August, 1880;
formerly worked on the Lake Shore & Michigan
Central railway and was taken to the City of
Mexico by the Assistant General Manager of that
road ; he claims he was obliged to ieave there because his engine ran over a man, and notwithstanding the coroner's inquest exonerated him
from blame his life was threatened 1-y the friends
of the deceased. Verdict guilty.
Geo. M. Seiders, County Attorney.
W. M. Bradlev for defendant.
Fred B. Jefferds paid a fine of £200 and one-

half costs on an indictment under the nuisance
act for keeping a gambling house.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

gf

costs.
costs.

Larceny.

Fined $5 and

Nathaniel L. Hutchins. Fast driving. Fined
$5 and costs.
Patrick H. Haley. Illegal transportation. Fined
$50 and costs. Appealed.
Frederick Weatnerby. Assault. Fined $10
and costs.

Appealed.
Frederick weatherby.
Fined

Malicious

mischief.

$10 and costs. Appealed.
Michael King. Illegal transportation. Fined
$Γ>0 and costs. Appealed.
William E. Gerrin. Search and seizure, two
cases.
Fined $100 and costs In each case. Appealed in both cases.

PERSONAL.
Hon. T. Β. Reed has returned to Washington.
Dr. Win. B. Lapham of Augusta was in
the city yesterday.
Bishop Neeley of Portland officiated at

Grace church, Bath, Sunday.

Hon. F. E. Kiehards, bank examiner, returned to his home in Kockport yesterday.
Mr. Worthy C. Barrows, an old resident of
this city, died at his home, No. 88 Portland
street, last evening, aged about 74 years. He
was

city marshal when Gen. Neal Dow

was

mayor.
Post Offiyr Inspector Dame, who was appointed a few months ago, will succeed Mr.
Bigelow at the head of the New England

Kailway Postal Service.
Vicar General Barry of Concord, Ν. H.,
Rev. Fathers Murphy of Dover and O'Callaghan of Portsmouth sail for Europe from
Boston per steamship Pavonia to-morrow to
be absent three months.
Mr. Edward Abbot Corse died in Maiden,
Mass., on Sunday, aged 24 years. Mr. Corse
was born in Andover, Mass., and remained
there till 1874, when he went to Maiden,
wJiere he opened a small store which he

ga^o

up to go into business in Portland. For
the T>est few years he has become quite
prominent as a manufacturer of paper hangings. He leaves a widow and one child.

Rev. Ilenry .Ward Beecher, Brooklyn, N.
Po«d, New York; C. II. Knox,
Hartford, Ct. ; Wm. Phillips, Ridgewood, N·
J· ; Miss Phillips, " Ridgewood
,N. J. ; Π. D.
Kingsbury, F. II. 'W'etherbee, S. W. Foster,
Boston ; Gov. F. RoW, Gorham ; G. W. Eastman, Manchester, N.\H. ; s. II. Parry, PhilaV ;Dr.Ed.

delphia; H. C. SpeareÇJ, Bangor, R. C. Shannon, Saco, were at the \falmouth Hotel last
evening.

\

|

aroused, agitated

to stand up isolated in their sense of sin aud responsibifity,
presenting God's absolute sovereignty, His
just liberty, truths, under which men cannot
be thoughtless. Repeat this preaching and
Men claim
we may expect the same results.
that changed times require changed preaching. But God has not changed in His laws,
holiness or justice. Man has changed. There
may be improvement upon the past, but as
man has never improved the balancing of
the clouds in the heavens, so we cannot
eliminate one of the truths of God^
This paper was followed by a Greek Exegesis by Rev. L. II. Hallock from Jude,
verses 20-25. The N«"' ττ °· MoKmeM
a review ot a book, entitled "Five times five
points of church finance" opening an earnest discussion upon the whole topic of church
finance and benevolence.
Further papers were read and discussed
"Amusements in tlieir relation to the
church" by Rev. W. P. Fisher of Brunswick,
and "Relation of the church to the labor
question," by Rev. C. H. Daniels. Two new
members were received; the Rev. Arthur
Shirley of New Gloucester, recently from
Worcester County, Mass., and Rev. Arthur
Smith, last week ordained at Scarboro.
men

An Important Hearing.
The commissioners appointed by tlie Supreme Judicial Court to hear the appeal
from the decision of the county commissioners of York county, relating to the location
of a highway and bridge across the Ogunquit river, met at Wells yesterday to hear
the parties.
Messrs. Drummond & Drummond and
Judge Hobbs appeared for the petitioners,
and Geo. C. Yeaton and Ν. & H. B. Cleaves
for the town of Wells in opposition to the
location.
After viewing the route, the hearing was
adjourned until June 15. The case has excited much interest and the hearing will
occupy several days.
St. Stephen's Sewing School.
St. Stephen's Church Sewing School closed
Saturday afternoon with a supper to the
children. A very regular attendance during
the winter shows good results in the work
accomplished, which consists of garments of
various sorts and sizes. These are given to
the ones who make them. The children are
gathered here every Saturday afternoon
from the first of September till the first of
May. The only restrictions are good behavior and cleanliness, and the knowledge
obtained here will be widespread and far
reaching, affccting not only the lives of the
recipients, but all with whom they will come
Mrs. Bethiah Schofield Hunt.
The funeral services of Mrs. Bethiah Schofield Hunt were held at the residence of her
daughter, 37 Portland street, yesterday afternoon, Itev. A. T. Dunn officiating. Mrs.
Hunt was a native of Brunswick, and was
the last of a large and highly respected family. Capt. Schofield, her father, was for
years before his death a prominent citizen
of Brunswick, filling places of responsibility
Mrs. Hunt was always a most
and trust.
welcome visitor among her own, and her
She
memory will be a rich legacy to many.
leaves two children, a daughter, Mrs. Fannie
S. JVay of this city, and a son, Lewis R. residing in New Hampshire.
Joshua F. Randall.
The many friends of Mr. Joshua F. Randall will be pained to hear of his death which
occurred yesterday at his late residence, No.
112 State street. Mr. Randall was one of our
oldest and esteemed merchants, having com
menced business on Commercial street in
1852 and continued until 1885 when he retired
Ile was also
on account of failing health.
quite extensively engaged in shipbuilding in
1854 and also from 1874 to 1878. In his death
this city loses one of her most honored citizens.

Arrived In Tow.
The schooner Thomas J. Pillsbury, H. M.
Pitcher, master, arrived yesterday morning,
in a disabled condition, in tow. She is from
Havana, and is the vessel that encountered a
hurricane while off Cape Hatteras, losing
her main and mizzen masts, and suffering
other damage. Another vessel offered to assist her, but she declined and made New
York in distress, from which port she was
towed here. She is laden with inolassess for
Geo. S. Hunt & Co.

Boston, Portland Λ Bar Harbor.
The Pullman Car Company will probably
put four Pullman buffet, drawing room and
smoking room sleeping cars on the Boston,
Portland & Bar Harbor line, via the Maine
Central, this summer. They will also put on
Eour new sleepers, which fully equips the
Lewiston, Woodstock and Mt. Desert lines,

Tragedy

on

the

Steamer

John

Dr.

Leaps Overboard
His Little Crandson.

Palmer

With

Among the passengers on the steanfcr
John Brook from Boston to Portland Monday night was a well dressed elderly man,
who bought tickets for himself and a bright
little fellow of four or five years of age, and
engaged stateroom No. 51, giving his name
as l)r. Palmer of Boston.
During the evening the two were in the saloon where the
child received considerable attention from
the passengers while he was playing and
singing about the cabin. The child finally
grew sleepy and asked to go to bed. Dr.
Palmer carried Jhim to the stateroom, undressed him and placed him in a berth. After a short time, Dr. Palmer left the boy to
himself but returned at about ten o'clock,
appearing to have some difficulty in finding
the stateroom, according to the recollection
of a waiter by whom he was observed. After some moments' search,the man found his
stateroom and entered it. He came out directly with the child partially dressed in his
arms, remarking to the waiter that the child
was seasick and he was going to carry him
out into the air. The man carried the boy to
the after deck, opening off the saloon. He
seemed to have some difficulty in opening
the door and the waiter went to his assistance.

The child cried and the doctor said that he
somewhat seasick, requesting the waiter
to bring a blanket to wrap the child in. This
the waiter did and then turned and entered
the saloon where he met Captain Snowman
was

whom he told that the man was on the deck
with the child. Captain Snowman walked
towards the door, preceded by the waiter,
and reached the deck just in time to see the
form of the man jumping from the rail at
the stem. At the same moment the waiter
cried "he has thrown the child overboard
and jumped." The blanket and the child's
cloak lay on the deck.
The steamer was off Thatcher's Island and
Captain Snowman instantly noting her position by the bearing of two lights astern,
rushed to the engine room and the Brooks
was backed to the spot where the tragedy occurred. A boat was at once lowered and
searcji for the bodies was made for half or
three-quarters of an hour, but without finding them.
The man had left his overcoat in charge of
the baggage master. In the pockets were
found a number of cards bearing the address
"Frederic N. Palmer, M. D., Homoeopathist,
In
No. 226 West Chester Park, Boston."
the same pocket was a box of toy paints,
which the child had played with, the backs
of the cards being smeared with red and
blue colors. A little dress belonging to the
boy was also found in the stateroom.
Upon arrival here Captain Snowman telegraphed the facts to the Boston chief of police with a request that the family of Dr.
Palmer might be notified. An answer was
nromntlv received stating that this had been
done and later a request was received by telegraph for the Jocation of the steamer at the
time the man jumped overboard.
It is learned that about 3.45 p. m., Monday
I)r. Palmer left his residence, No. 229 West
Chester Park, Boston, for a walk, in company with his grandson, Wendell R. Smith, a
little fellow of about four years old, of whom
he is said to have been very fond. He did
not expect to be gone more than half an
hour, and was very cheerful when lie went
At tea time the doctor had not reaway.
turned, but, though wondering at his absence, his relatives were not then alarmed,
for he appeared all right when he went out,
and it was thought possible he had called at
But as the evening
the house of a friend.
hours passed by, and the doctor did not return, the family became very anxious about
him, and his absence during the night naturΛ search was
ally increased their anxintr·
instituted, visits to places where he would
be likely to call and stop were made, and the
case was reported to tlie police, but nothing
cuma υ», îoomou <w to his whereabouts. The
first intimation of his fate was received yesterday morning, in the form of a despatch
from Portland.
The press despatch, shown
to the relatives soon afterward, confirmed
the sad news.
It was stated .yesterday morning that the
affair could not be accounted for by any bad
condition of Dr. Palmer's affairs, because
everything was straight. The various memoranda found in his desk show that for the
last year or two he had thought what he had
said—that he did hot think that his life
would be very long, that he was growing
old. He had carefully made memoranda disposing of his property, even to the smallest
articles. Some memoranda were made within the last few months.
Tliero was also a package, which was
sealed and contained directions to a friend
wmu ιυ uo

in

case

auyimng

nappeneu

10

him. The piece of paper on which this information was written had no date.
But
there was nothing to show that he had any
thought and premeditation of this affair at
ail, nothing whatever.
Why he should
have come to Portland is also a mystery. He had not been down east for twenty-five years, and there were no business
transactions as far as is known that induced
liim to take the trip.
Mrs. Palmer is very unwilling to think
that lier husband would have intentionally
jumped overboard with the child. She
thinks that, the child being sick, he may
have gone on deck to give him the air, and
that the little fellow in some way fell overboard and the doctor went after liim in the
There is nothing
hope of rescuing him.
that leads the relatives to think that the illfated man went on board deliberately with
the intention of committing suicide. One
theory expressed by them is that there
might have been some aberration of mind
that led him on board to do it, and another
is that he was accidentally on board, and,
the boat having started, without attracting
his notice, he was forced to remain. The
whole matter is, however, an entire blank so
far as that is concerned, so far as is known
by the family. No list of passengers on the
boat is kept in Boston, the only one being
kept on board. Mental derangement had
never been noticed in Dr. Palmer. About
two years ago he had η slight attack of apoplexy, from which he recovered, but his family say that since then he has never seemed
His memory
to be quite as well as before.
was a little impaired, perhaps, but as a gennrnl III in ff lin

urno

in

frnnil llfllltli

I)r. Palmer was born in Boston

in

April,

1813, and removed when young to Bangor
with his parents, and there received his early
education. Then he studied law at Brattleboro, Vt., and medicine in Philadelphia.
Ten years ago lJr. Palmer moved to Boston
from Newton, and immediately entered upon
a large and lucrative practice.
Shortly after
he married a Mrs. Smith, a lady of about 60,
the doctor at that time being about G3 years
of age. Mrs. Smith had a grown son, the
father of the boy who was drowned Monday
night. This son, Walter Smith, has been in
the hardware business, but at present is in
ill health, and is not engaged in business.
Through some misunderstanding he separated from his wife whom he married some five
years ago, and returned and lived with the
doctor and his mother, bringing the boy
Wendell with him. He had a summer residence in Hull.
Palmer's
friends
scout
Some of Dr.
the idea that overwork may have been at the
bottom of the affair, saying that he «had not.
a large practice and was a man that did not
work at all. He was a man of some property. He is spoken of by his friends as being
as clean and nice a man as ever lived, most
gentlemanly, inoffensive and courteous, and
a man of very good character in every way.

He was a member of the Swedenborgian
Church and connected with some medical societies,including the Massachusetts Ilomœo-

pathic Society.

cars, the company say, are
imong the finest in the country.

Women and
remporary Home for
Children.
The annual meeting of this corporation
at
drill be held this afternoon at 3 o'clock,
It is hoped that
,hc Fraternity rooms.
the instinany of those who help to support
be
tution l>y their annual subscriptions will
>resent at the meeting, that they may learn
work which is done there.
of

making an offer in our advertising col·
umns today that is well worth noticing. Today, commencing at 1C o'clock, they will put
,1,000 bunches of French flowers on the market at 75 cents a bunch that are worth $2 to
$3 a bunch. Their store will be open evenings until the flowers are sold.
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Brooks.

He
Dr. Palmer has been twice married.
leaves two daughters by his first wife. His
life was insured, but to what amount 13
not stated.
Instructions have been
telegraphed to
points along the coast to keen a lookout for
the bodies.
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JUDGE GOULD.

TuesΤ Lombard and JohnMcGuff.
JAfettftdSuuT.. Each ten days in the county jail.
Silas Barnett. Intoxication. Thirty days in the
county Jail.
John M. Linskey. Intoxication—second offense.
Sixty days in the county jail.
Jonn McGuff. Resisting officer. Thirty days
in the county jail.
William McDonougli. Common drunkard. Sixty
days in the county jail.
Michael Doherty. Assault.
Fined $5 and
Thomas McNally.

Association.

Almighty God, bringing
spirited feeling, making

t^e*the

BONÎÎEY.
Tuesday.—State v». Emma J. DeCost. Indicted for receiving and concealing a silver plated
ice pitcher, a cake oasket and a caster, knowing
them to have been stolen. The property was
stolen by James Flynn and Thomas DeCost.
husband of the respondent, from t'»# oouage ui
Charles H. Lamson on Diamond island. ThereMcGovern, but
spondent sold the goods to Dennis they
had been
claims that she did not know
stolen. Verdict guilty.
Geo. M. Seiders, County Attorney.
Tnomas L. Talbot for defendant.
τΐΐΛΐη^π iw-'.-.ot· u-ithfiicW Ills j'loaa uf llOl gllllty
To two indictments, one for breaking and entering
the cottage of Charles II. Lamson and the other
for breaking and entering the cottage of Helen
C. Lering at Cape Elizabeth, and pleaded guilty to

caL)

The Cumberland County Association of
Congregational Ministers met yesterday at
the Preble House, and were admirably provided for by Landlord Gibson. The association was especially favored in the presence
of Rev. Ε. B. Webb, D. D., of Boston, who
read an excellent paper upon the subject
"What doctrines are necessary to be preached to produce a revival of religion ?" He
gave a clear analysis of the character of the
preaching in former revivals in the church,
under John the Baptist, the early Apostles,
the Reformation, under the Wesleys, in 1740
in New England, and under such men as
Jonathan Edwards, the leader of his day.
The preaching was searching, incisive, winnowing, compelling men to cry "what shall
we do?" awakening a consciousness toward

Tuesday.—In the

BEFORE

the matter.
The mill, machinery and business of Littlefield & Wilson of this city, has been purchased by Chas. J. McDonald and Eufus
Deering & Co., who will continue the business under the firm name of Charles J. McDonald & Co.
Work on the Sappho at Bath is being rapidly pushed to completion, and soon steam
will be let into the boiler. The carpenters
arc hard at work finishing up the woodwork,
and a gang of painters are also working on
her.
The Young Ladies' Mission Band will hold
a missionary and social meeting in the Bethel church this evening, beginning at 7.30. It
is hoped that members of the Band will
make special effort to be present. Honorary
members especially invited. All friends will
be welcomed.
The steamer Pearl, Capt. Kerr, from Port

The
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Rev. Henry Ward Beecher was greeted by
large audience at City Hall last evening,
where ho delivered his lecture oh the Reign

No Truth About an Eight-Hour Movement Here.

The speaker was
of the Common People.
introduced by Judge Knight, who said that
in the palmy days of the lecture platform no
the
one was more esteemed and beloved by
Portland public than Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, whom he took the greatest pleasure
to the audience latter his long
in

Yesterday's Boston Herald published the
following special from this city :

"It Is reported that the machinists and machinery manufacturers in this city were recently visited by a committee from the Knights of Labor,
and notified that on and after today eight hours
must constitute a day's work for the meu In their
empley. It Is said that the men engaged In this
industry in Portland are thoroughly organized
and unanimous in their demand for eight hours as
a day's work.
Twelve or fifteen hundred men are
engaged in the movement. 700 of whom are emof the Tortland Company, manufacturers
of locomotives, marine and stationary engines.
Contractors and builders also are expecting a like
demand. It is 9aid that five out of six bids recently received by the Brown estate for the erection of a building contained the proviso that if
laborers belonging to the different branches of
industry necessary to the erection of the building
should strike, that the said Brown estate should
pay such additional costs as said contractor was
obliged to pay in the fulfillment of said contract."

introducing

absence from our city.
Mr. Beecher was greeted with applause,
his
which was renewed at intervals during
lecture of about an hour and a half duraone of
tion. The subject of the lecture was
the inpopular interest, and was treated in
teresting manner and with the felicity of expression for which the lecturer is famous.
Mr. Beocher spoke distinctly but not suffi-

A reporter for the Phess interviewed the
managers of the leading manufactories of
machinery and leading machine establishments yesterday, and was informed by them
that no committee of Knights of Labor had
waited on them for any purpose, and that
this was the first they had heard of any
eight-hour movement here. These firms included the Portland Company, I). Winsow &
Co., Quinn & Co., the Pluinmers, Lang &
FurtherCo. and other well-known names.
more Mr. Philip H. Brown, trustee of the
Brown estate, says there is no trutli in that
part of the dispatch relating to their affirs.

do not know. Man was first a
savage, rising to the attainment of acquired
knowledge by processes of evolution, among
which may have been the necessity of industry and the stimulus of society.
We first find evidences of education in
the schools
Egypt some 3000 years ago, and the
fact that
were primitive as is attested by
they were for the royal familyjalone ; the royal family included the priesthood. The common people were debarred by 'aw from enschools. They
joying the advantages of the
would not have been much better off if they
had done so, but such as the schools were,
we

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
FAREWELL TO THE "MIKADO."
The great "Mikado" goes into retirement
upon the conclusion of the engagement in
this city on Friday and Saturday and it is
doubtful if the famous opera will be resusIt has afforded
citated after this season.
the public unlimited merriment and has been
unquestionably the most popular effort of
Sullivan
since
"Pinafore"
Gilbert and
changed the managerial tune in England
and America.
Mr. Stetson sends his strongest company
to Portland in the wind up of the finest seaThe New
son he has ever experienced.
York World, esteemed as authority on other
people's business, says that the "Mikado"
has yielded Mr. Stetson a profit of 8100,000.
Portland has certainly contributed liberally
to the fund and not grudgingly either, for
Mr. Stetson produced the opera in fine style.
The demand for seats, by the myriad admirers of the "Three Little Maids," Nanki
Poo and Koko is already great and it looks
as if late buyers would have to bring hammocks and swing overhead if they hope to
hear and see the music and the fun at City
Hall on Friday and Saturday.
There will be three changes ia the cast of
the opera. Little Ida M»lle, who was such
a charming Phyllis in "Iolanthe," will be the
Yum Yum; Brocolini, the Pooh Bah; and
Henry Olme, the Pish Tush,

they were excluded.

Crossing the Mediterranean, we next find
schools in Greece, ana a great advance had
Egyptian schools.
been made oven the

pay the expenses was
admitted—everybody but slaves and women,
and there was not enough difference between
them. There is not as much difference now
as there should be.
Schools lived through the dark ages and
gathered power in the renaissance of Southern Europe, and the Reformation in the
North, until today the lower classes of Europe demand free schools, and the governments treat the demand favorably. Education is compulsory ; what was a crime for
the common people of 300 years ago is now a
crime if not done.
Why is this so ? Are not the people better
fed, better clothed and better housed than
formerly '! They are ; but they need something more, and demand that it shall be
to their children if not to them.
'ive hundred years ago the people did not
They tried for brawn and
want education.
They have reached a
muscle in its stead.
the need of somewhere
recognize
they
point
thing higher and better.
demand is found
for
this
Another reason
in the over-development of the upper classes
In primitive stages of society,
of society.
there was no great hardship. It was not
hard to be a slave when a man's son was his
Men buy
property, and he bought his wife.
their wives now, sometimes, but they do it
in a more circuitous way. There was no
suffering for the lower classes as long as
they were very near the upper. But, suppose you raise the upper classes while the
lower remain stationary, and the rising proThere comes a time
cess goes steadily on.
when the down thrust upon the lower strata

Everybody that could

franted

rr

tcinuic·

A third cause for this desire for education
from the recognition of one of God's
decrees, that when lie made man the animal
nature was the lowest. As long as men lived
without a knowledge of their better natures
they were like cattle—fodder 'em, and that
was enough ; but with this knowledge comes
God did not intend that
the desire to rise.
the highest should help to lift those below,
and so on down through the social fabric.
Now, why do the governments of Europe
accede to this desire for public instruction?
First, because it makes people easy to govern.
The monarchs have found that an intelligent people give less trouble to their
rulers than an ignorant one, and today the
kings of Europe are trying to govern as
easy as possible for they are sitting in very
slippery saddles.
Then, too, it has been
discovered that education mnkee good salwas
illustrated
in the great
diers. This
Franco-Prussian war when the German
armies composed of men who had received
scnool educations defeated the
common
French armies composed of inferior material. It may be safelysaid that the German
school house won the victory.
France ha%
gone bravely to work to remedy this defect
and if she keeps on for fifty years there will
be no need of lier army,for her educated people will refuse to allow their rulers to
make war.
on
To carry
war
requires a large
exchequer and the governments have also
found that education makes better workmen.
Property derives its worth from the
quantity and quality ot the braiuo u&ed in
making it—not as political economists tell
The unskillful
us, from time and labor.
man employs more time and labor in doing
his work than the skillful and to take hie
work as the standard for judging the value
of property is absurd. The French appreciated the need of educating their workmen
and to this fact is due the fame of Paris for
its mechanical productions.
In America there is a constant stimulation
to education and success. The very air is a
stimulant. We breathe more oxygen than
our English, neighbors.
Sea captains say
they can drink twice as much liquor in Liverpool as in New York. Then our children
for the most part are born poor and it is impressed upon them that they are to earn
their own fortunes.
Our great fortunes do not last more than
three generations as a rule. Our politics are
stimulating. Once in every four years we
all an rru/v when two ereat Darties do that
most superfluous of all things : build a platform which is never after thought of, and
speakers and editors tell us that the country
can not exist unless both candidates are
elected. The churches also stimulate, tending to make men profound.
When European statesmen criticise our
grand experiment of self-government, I
smile grimly. We know better than they
how to make commonwealths. That is our
trade. They tell us that when the struggle
for existence really begins in this country,
we shall return to despotism, and they regard our government as one composed of
sixty million ignoramuses. We tell them
that the people do not attempt to govern directly themselves, but select wise men for
that duty. Ours is not a pure democracv,
but rather a representative democracy. In
every enterprise a large margin is allowed
for mistakes, and is it not better to have
sixty million people learning self-government than a despotism ?
The lecturer referred to the composition of
our legislatures. He said that the private
secretary of one of the Governors of New
York told him several years ago that there
were only five members of the Legislature
who could not be bribed, ilr. Beecher evidently based his remarks upon this Legislature. and said that the legislator's first duty
was to get back next winter, his second was
to the all providing providence which paid
him so liberally while his salary was so
small, his third was to his party, and what
there was left of him belonged to the State.
In closing, the lecturer spoke of the great
influence of the common people arising from
the dissemination of knowledge among them.

Gorhara—Henry

B. Jackson ct als.to Charles E.

Babb et al., land, ÎZ700.

Water

Brunswick—Pejepscot

Company

to

Stephen J. Young, land, §1 ana other considérations.

Windham—Olive A. Dolley to Ltroy B. Nason.
land, $275.
Cumberland—Adeline Fettengill to Ellen M.
Griffln, land on Crotch Island, 5ϊί>.
Bates

College.

Mr. L. D. Wishard, college secretary of InCommittee of Young Men's
ternational
Christain Associations addressed the members of the college Y. M. C, A. last Wednes

day evening.
!

The aenioro aro busy making preparations
for commencement exercises.
Arrangements have been made for observing Class
; Day, and the programme for the commencement concert has been partially arranged,
the following well known talent having been
1 already secured: Bernhard Listemann's
j Sextette and Buggies St. Male Quartette,
both of Boston. Besides these, a lady soloist is to be secured.
j The Junior Class have arranged a very attractive programme for Ivy Day, which

!

early in June,
S. H. Woodrow, '88, who has very successfully occupied the North Auburn Congregational pulpit for the past six months has
been invited by his parish to retain his posicomes

tion for another term.
Kev. Edward Everett Hale has been secured by the united literary societies to deliver the annual oration, July 1st.
Field Day is being talked up among the
students, but no date has yet been fixed for
the contest in athletics.
H. S. Worthley, '89. has bought the college
book store kept for the past two years by
Sale, of '86.
No date has yet been fixed for the playing
of the first game between the Hates and
Colby nines, which could not be played last
Saturday as scheduled, on account of the
H. W. H.
rain.

««

can

secure

CITY OF PORTLAND.

VALUABLE FARM NEAR PORTLAND,

Office of the Boabdok Health, )
April 17, 188B. (
Is hereby given to all house-holders,
that all applications for cleaning privyvaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
for emptying
may be avulded. AU applications
Marprivy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy
attention.
will
have
Immediate
shals, City Building,
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BUBGE88,Secretary.
aprl7dtf

BY AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY, May 12, 1886,

ON
o'clock
N.
L.

In this city, April 24, bv liev'. J. M. Lowden,
Angus J. Macdonald and Miss Jeanette Gordon,
both of Woodstock, Ν. B.
In Waterville, May 8, Geo. O. Brown and Mrs.
L. A. Woodsum, both of Fairtteld.
In Waterville, May 3, John Marshall and Mary
Jenness.

DEATHS.
In this city, May 11, "Worthy C. Barrows, aged
74 years S months 4 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city. May 11, Rodney Chalfin, aged 76
years.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from the residence of F. A. Smith. No. 130 Pine
street. Burial at convenience of the family.
In this city, May 11, Joshua F Randall, aged 69

years.

[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock,
from his lato residence, 112 State street.
In this city. May 11, John Lydston, aged 78
years 2 months.
[Burial at Elliott.
Mav 11, Amanda Α., widow of the late William
Baker, of Windham, aged 60 years.
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at 10 o'clock,
at the residence of her brother, Geo. W. Cobb,
Deering.
In Gorliani, May 10, Capt. Charles Harding,
81 years 4 months.

[Funeral

Bangor Commercial

on

Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clk.]

This is the Season
Tlie imWhen a good medicine is a necessity.
pure state of the blood, the deranged digestion,
and the weak condition of the body, all call for
the purifying, regulating, and strengthing influenand effectively combined in Hood's
It overcomes that tired feeling,
cures headache and dyspepsia, and expels every
taint of scrofula from the blood.
"My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she hatl taken three
bottles she was completely cured and built up.
It is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood's
Sarsaparilla." Ben M. Mirrielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Louisvill Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.

happily
Sarsaparilla.
ces so

1

$ .50 Black Lace

To Purify Your Blood.
"Two months ago I commenced taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla as an experiment, as I had no appeI
tite or strength, and felt tired all the time.
I
attributed my condition to scrofulous humor.
had tried several different kinds of medicine,
without receiving any benefit. But as soon as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
my appetite was restored, and my stomach felt
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
better.
and I never was so well in my life." Mrs. Jessie
F. Dolbeare, Pascoag, Κ. I.
"Having been afflicted with a complication of
disorders, the result of impure blood, I took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and the result was perfectly
satisfactory.'^ Mrs. J. Barton, New Haven, Ct.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar.

SICK HEADAGH

"

Business Suits!
We offer some special bargain* in
these goods which will be found upon
investigation to be

tilt

niyl2

Don't fail to examine our PaRe-enforced Electric Gos-

tent

samer, which we guarantee the
serviceable
most
garment
made. Price $1.35.

Γ. I \ U

Tbey also relieve Dis
tress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Ilearty Eating. Λ Derfeet remedy for Dizzi1 Έ
is
ness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
IBS I I e
"life©· Moutli, Coated Tongue,
^
Ρ ai η in the Side, &c.
'iThey regulate the Bow——
tela and prevent Const!·
etionandPilcB The smallest and easiesttotako.
inly one pill a dose. 40 in a vial. Purely Vet
stable. Price 25 cents. 5 vials by .:iailfortU»,

Seil^yiK*
ill
■ \! g"

1

p'f~'Hcw York·

Special Sale of Household Furniture,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTION EEBS.

PEREMPTORY SALE

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES

RY AUCTION·.
SATURDAY, May 15, at 10.30 o'clock at
Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum street, we
shall sell by order of manufacturers, 23 carriages,
consisting of Extension Top Carryalls, Surry·.
Phaetons, Corning Top Buggies on end and
timpkin springs, Corning Opeu Buggies. Piano
Box Buggies. Beach Wagons, Express Wagons,
being consignments from Maine and other builders, good work from gobd builders, to b# sold without reserve, no doubt at great bargains. At 10
o'clock, by order of mortgagee, 18 new Harnesses,
these Harthe stock of a retail manufacturer ;
nesses were built for custom work and will be sold
without reserve.
aplodOt

ON

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

prices, large variety. All Wool
Large stock
Salts $2.50 and upwards.
of Knee Pant Suits for Boys 11 to 16
and
years, both plain
plaited jackets.
Extra Tants with all suits if desired.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

MAY

12th,

at

10

a.

STAR SHIRT WAISTS

m

DURING THIS SALE.
OTHER GOODS MARKED DOV,
EARLY BEFORE THE At OBTJIEST IS BROKEN.
of this Sale.
Store open Every Evening This week on account

COME

& CO.,
BIBBER, McMANN
Farrington Block.
Congress St.,

No. 437

PORTLAND RAILROAD.

CONGRESS

LINE.
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PROBATE NOTICES.
Te nil persons interested In either of the
Estates hereinafter named:
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FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

15.

Sawyer,

TIAYS—5 45, 7.00,10.30 a. n)., 2.15, 4.30,
κ V(> n m.· the 7.00 a. m. and 2.15 p. m. go to
touching all landings each wa>.
Long
R1Τ Ν D AÏS 9.00, 10.30 a.m., 2.15, 4.30 p.m.,
the 10.30 a. ill. and 2.15 p.m. go to Long Island, touching all landings each way.

island,

SINGLE TICKETS 25 CENTS, FIVE FOR $1.00
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL TICKETS, TEN FOR $1.00
Π. J. "NVILLAKD, Pres.

also Flannel and Seersucker

Waists, Blonses, &c.

H.

CLOTHING GO.,
Middle

255

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
W. C.
my8

WARE,

Manager.
utf

appointed
Hacker, a

Curtis may be

Isaac

brother of said deceased.
SOLOMON H. CAMPBELL, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Solomon H.
Chandler, Trustee for the
benefit of Catharine H. Campbell under the last
Will and Testament of said deceased.
DAVID HATCH, late of Pownal, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, and that
administration|with the will annexed be granted
to George Henry Hatch,
by said George
Henry Hatch, a sou of said deceased.
ARTHUR B. WEBBER, late of Harpswell,
deceased. First Account presented for allowance
by Fannie C. Webber, Administratrix.
HATTIE E. GILKEY, late of Gorham, dePetition for license to sell and convey
ceased.

THIS

FOR

partments.

OR. R. C. FLOWER'S

TURNER BROS.,

Blood Purifier !

488 & 400 COMESS ST.

No physician in America

to-day

lias such

a

LOST—Between
FOR

WANTED-

300 dozen cedar bean poles,
retail, by W. C. SAWYER &
seeds, plants, wooden ware, &c., 5
12-1
Telephone No. 791-B.

CO.,

Preble St.

be
Goods
Furniture
can

for male cheap—
at No. 9 LINCOLN ST.,

seen

and will be sold very cheap, as
the city.

owners are

leaving

of said

quickly
preparation

One Bottle is equal to eight of any
other blood medieine in the market.
In Dr. Flower's hands it has cured thousands of
cases of
%

CANCERS.
Tumors, Scrofula, and other terrible blood troub
les that had been pronounced absolutely incurable by the most eminent physicians. It is unquestionably the "KINO OF BLOOD PURIFVER8," with no rival or equal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
cleansing and softening the skin and

Apply

to

WIN-

LET—A good tenement at 49 Green St
Enquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 105^ Ex12-1

change^

and

NEW

TEETH
$10 per set.
"
"

Best Gum Teeth,
"
Best Plain

Besetting

7
5

"

"

"

Fancy, Choice
Pastor,

WTÏOCKWOOD,

apr28 302 Congre»» 9«.,

tor.

and Prime

marquez

Now

landing, and fir sale by the Importers,
d2w

my6

CYRUS
Fine Art Rooms,

mar!2

F.

KENDALL
inay6

8rices
uplicated.

RINES BROTHERS.
my 11
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American NpeciAc.
is liable to happen to any
one

at any time.

Λ mis-

causes a sprain; a
sudden fall wrenches a
shoulder; a quick move

step

ACCIDENT

TELEPHONE No. 257.

LAKE

AND LOW

CREEK

.near

a

fire overturns

a

importance, B IHIiK'M
;i remedy.

Great American

eodtf

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
Successors to D. W. Clark & Co.,

No. 35 MILK STREET,
MARKET

ST.

PRICES OF CCT ICE.

MOWERS.

ORGAJ^JPIANO

631 TREMQNT ST.
HfiND FOR CATALQ6UË AND PRICES

iefc24

CO-

BOSTON,MASa·

WWIÛN PATER*

eodly

This is to certify that I
caught my foot and fell full
force
the edge of a
tub with my nose. breaking the flesh away from
the cartilage, making it ι—.—
necessary for the doctor to take several stitches
to keep ti In place. I used .very freely Baker's
Great American specific. I have not hail any

WITHOUT

striking

AN OATH

soreness resulting Irom the blow, and no discoloration of the flesh, and hut little swelling,
tvery
body should have a bottle for instant use for
«Drains.
Cuts, Burns. Toothache, ec.
sprains, ν
wM< M. DOW, PoRLAND, Ml.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
10 lbs. daily per month, $1.50
"
"
"
2.00
15
"
"
"
"
2.50
20

DAVIS'

^WHITNEY.
eod4w

For ladies' and children's dresses
there is toothing more desirable
this year than Seersuckers, and
are less than these can be

kettle of hot water and some one is scalded ; &
sudden change in the atmosphere brings on toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
for many other household troubles of greater or

No. 53

610 Congress St.

Also Brudle,'·
Prices l-cduccd for 188C.
V.nwu Fertilizer and Lawn («ran» Heed.
At wholesale and retail.

Cream Shirred Seersuckers 5 cts.
<» l-2c
"
"
7 1 -2c
"
"
12 l-2c
"
12 l-2c
Jacquard

lstor4tlipeodtf
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PHILADELPHIA

LAWN

Washington St.,

This sale is just in time for purchasers of gents' and boys' shirting materials.

DOXTOX. JIAM.

—AND—

REIKN, OF NEW YORK,
AT

17GSÎ

& Co.'s Brand.

—BY—

F. K. M.

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

Molasses,

TWITGHELL, GHAMPLIN & GO.

FINE WATER COLORS

Medicine

Spring

A GIFT.—Remember we will mail
of our valuable Family Formula Book,
home
treatment of common ailments
containing
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formulie and receipts. Give name of this
paper when you send. Address

8ΕΒΛ00

EX SCHR. EMMA.

Brawn. eod3n>

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SAIE OF

Perfect
ever made.
you a copy

2000 yards of our regular 12 1-2
cent qualities reduced to 9 1-2
cents per yard.
One case 8 cent quality at 4 yards
for 25 cents.

less

635 Hhds.
72 Tierces,

Filling at moderate prices. Gas free of charge
for two or more teeth. Work warranted.

Ε. B. & F.

su-

PONCE

Porto Rico Molasses

hand cloth445 ForeSt. 121

ARTIFICIAL

immeasurably

SHIRTING.

*pei-ilic is

boys' second

WANTED—Men
ing. PETER NOLLET,

so

W3W19*

12-1

WANTED—Can-makers.

Try it and you will find it

perior toother preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, and is beyond all question the most

PEÂBODY,

SLOW PACKING CO., 31Va Exchange St.,
12-1
Portland.

TO

deceased.

THOMAS MULKERN, late of Portland, deceased. First Account presented for allowance by
Ardon W. Coombs, Administrator.
HENRY C.
Judge.
A true copy of the Original Order,
SETH L. LARRABEE, Register.
Attest;

CHEVIOT

na-

the body, and
supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
is no cheap medicine made
This
to sell; on the contraryjit is a scientific combination of the finest and most costly blood remedies.

dtf

my-t

tional reputation as Dr. R. C. FLOWER for radically curing Cancers, Tumors, Scrofula, and
all tnose deep seated and terrible blood disorders
that for centuries the medical world regarded ai
well-nigh incurable. Dr. Flower's Blood Purifier, more than anything else, lias contributed to
his unparalleled reputation by its splendid results
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from

TO

—

A large job lot of seconds in Ladies' and Gents' all Linen Handkerchiefs from the most celebrated
manufacturer in the world, to be
sold at about half price.
1 case Danish C'loth Suiting at
12 1-2 cents.
Job lot of Hamburgs 12 cents,
worth 20.
Elegant line of Dress Trimmings
in Jet, Hoss, Beaded Lace, &c., at
low prices.
Black Brocade Velvet $1.50.
Wool Laces lower than the lowest.
Best Lining Cambrics 4 cents.
Silesias 8 cents.
Parasols in great variety.
Large line of Latest Style Wraps
and Jackets for Ladles and Children.
Special Bargains in other de-

presented

JORDAN LAKBABEE, late of Scarborough,
deceased. Account presented for allowance by
Caroline F. Larrabee, Trustee for the benefit of
Albion W. Larrabee, under the last Will and Tesstockholders of the Portland, Saco &
tament of said deceased.
Portsmouth Railroad Company are hereby
notified that their annual meeting for the choice
WILLIAM JOHNSON, late of Westbrook,
of directors for the ensuing year, and for the
deceased. Will and petition for the probate theretransaction of such other business as may legally
of, presented by Philip J. Larrabee, the Executor
be presented, will be held on the first Monday,
therein named.
the seventh day of June, 188G, at eleven o'clock
ELLA M. HURD, minor child and heir of Washin the forenoon, in the Company's hall, near the
burn Hurd, late of Westbrook, deceased. Petition
station in Kittery.
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, preorder
of
the
Directors,
By
sented by Adelaide M. Hurd, Guardian.
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk.
JOSEPH R. FOSTER, late of Cape Elizabeth,
myl2dtd
Portland, May 12,188G.
for the probate
deceased. Will and petition
thereof
presented by Charles S. Woodbury.
Concern.
To Whom it may
ELIZA FOSTER, late of Cape Elizabeth, decertifies that I have this day given my son,
ceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
Alton H. Dolley, his time to do and act for
presented byBCharles S. Woodbury, the Executor
neither
claim
I
aud
from
this
date
shall
himself,
therein named.
any of his earnings nor pay any of his debts.
MARCIAN SEAVEY, late of Deering, deceased.
GEORGE DOLLEY.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
myl2dlw*
Gray, Maine, May 1st, 1886.
presented by Ardon W. Coombs, Executor.
MARY J. SHIRLEY, late of^Deering, deceased·
SAIjE—Summer residence at Old OrWill and petition for the probate thereof, and that
chard, situated on the beach, contains eleven
with the will annexed be granted
administration
rooms, artesian well, water in sink, piazza on
to Marilla S. Geyer, presented by Elizabeth L.
three sides, newly painted ; one of the finest situaa
to
tions at the beach.
If. S. GARDINER,
Shirley, daughter of said deceased.
Apply
12-1
No. 40 Exchange St., Portland.
CHARLES COBB, late of Deering, deceased.
Petition for the assignment of dower in Real EsLET-Α front room, furnished, up one j
tate,
presented by Isabella M. Cobb, widow.ofsaid
flight, excellent bath room accommodations ; j deceased ; also petition for partition of Real Esthis is a good large room for two gentlemen or gen- I tate
by Edward L. Cobb & als.. heirspresented
For further partictleman and wife, with board.
at-law of said deceased.
ulars. inquire at10G PARK STREET, (Park St.
GEORGE WATERHOUSE late of Portland de12-1
Block).
ceased, Third account presented for allowance
Woodfords and West Falby BenjaminC. Waterhouse, Administrator; also
Petition for Order of Distribution presented by
mouth, Thursday, May 6th, a pair of gold
bowed glasses, in a case. The finder will be suita- ! said^BenjaminC. Waterhouse, Administrator.
OFFICE
!
them
THIS
at
ble rewarded by leaving
CHARLES H. CHOATE of Portland. Petition
12-1
for|license to sell and convey Real Estate presented by Charles B. Merrill, Guardian.
built,
black
mare,
SALE-A
cebby
SARAH FRANCES WOODBURY, minor child
weight about 750 lbs. ; warranted sound and
and heir of William S.Woodbury, late of Portland,
kind: an excellent horse for ladies or children.
deceased.
First Account presented for allowance
Apply to FOREMAN Saddleback Farm, East by Willard II. Woodbury, Guardian.
12-1
Baldwin, Maine.
ELIZABETH N. KENT, late of Portland, deA country young lady, of good
cease. Petition for order of distribution, preaddress and Christian principle to fill a posented by Zebulon K. Harmon, Administrator.
sition of trust; domestic duties ; also some readMARY MERRILL, late of Portland, deceased.
ing and plain copying; good home. Address "G.
Petition for the assignment of dower in Real
12-1
41," Press Office.
Estate, presented by Edmund C. Merrill, widower
or

—AT—

TURNER BROS.'

BENJAMIN G. FERNALD & AL., minor chiland heirs of William J. Fernald, late of Danville, in the State of Virginia, deceased, who died
leaving estate to be administered in the County of
Cumberland. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by Julia A, Fernald,
Guardiaa.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented by Francis Fessenden, one of the
Trustees named in said Will.
LUCY HACKER, late of Brunswick, deceased.

ANNUAL MEETING.

SALE

SALE!
!

STRICTLY ONE PRICE,

dren

Real Estate, presented by Isaac Gilkey, Admin is-

wholesale
FOR
dealers in

Handkerchief

Store Closed Every Evening at 6.30 o'clk,
except Saturday Evenings at 10.

Administrator.

Administratrix, presented by

Until Further Notice leave Portland for
all Landings en Peaks' and
Diamond Islands.

myl2dtf

iel

Petition that Jane

TABLE.

TIME

large variety of styles, 60, 75 cents 1j

and $1;

J\. and for
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A Τ a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
the County of Cumberland, on the
First Tuesday of May, 4n the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, the following
5.48
matters having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
630 ί
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press and Eastern Argus, papers printed at
Portland aforesaid, that tney may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at said Portland, on the
of the
First Tuesday of June next, at ten
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and
object if they sée cause.
MARTHA SAWYER, late of Edina, Knox
! County, Missouri, deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered in the County of Cumberland. Account presented for allowance by DanX

CAES LKA-VK
VAUGHAN ST
p.m.
ρ m.
a.m.

in α

C. ». ALLEN
dti

F. O. KAILGV.
marl 4

To be Sold at 75 cents per Bunch.
HOLD Bt OTHER* FOR 82.00 TO S3.00.

a.

Tate

sale.
St., moved to our rooms
Black Walnut. Ash and Painted Chamber Sets,
&c.. Chamber Furniture, Plush Parlor Suit. Hair
Cloth Lounges. Chairs, &c., Marble Top Tables.
Easy Chairs, Carpets, Dining Tables, Plated and
Crockery Ware. Cooking Range and Furniture,
Kitchen Utensils. &c., &e.. &c.
myl0d3t

at all

Sale Commences WEDNESDAY,

NT.,

12th, at 10 o'clock

WEDNESDAY,

BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS

REAL FRENCH FLOWERS!

—

May
ONm., the entire furniture,
&c., of No. 20
for convenience of

shown for the money.

Five Thousand Bunt-lies of

AT

—

*ALE*ROOTI 18 EXCHANGE

Agrès i to 17 years, $3, $4. $5, $6, $7,
$8 and $10; the very best values ever

SALE.

the

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

BOYS' SCHOOL SOITS.

SPECIAL

Esq.,

Rake. Mowing Machine, Tedder, Farm Wagons,
Hav Rakes, Plows, Harrows. Sleds, Seed Sower,
utensels, with one or two horses.
Further particulrrs can be obtained from
F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEER»,
1H Exchange Ml., Porllnttd, .Tie.
dlw
my6

per pair. ;
Nobby Suits for Young Men in straight
cut sacks, only $10each; also a large variety of styles at from $8 to $22.

myl2

2.30

occupied by
In
Deering,

and other farm

15 different styles of handsome and
durable SACK SUITS for Men and Young
Men, at $8 and $10: sizes 33 to 44.
We offer one SPECIAL 1UKUAIX in
SACK SUITS for Gentlemen who like
their coats "extra long," especially
adapted also ror tall men, only $15 per
suit; same quality as was sold last year
per suit.
atJ&20
We have α few more of those famous
Dolan Whipcord Suits left, in both sacks
and frocks, at only $9.
Our line four button Frock Snits in
Black Whipcord, at $20, cannot be
equaled for lit, style and quality.
We have hundreds of good all wool
Pantaloons for Men and Young Men, at
$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50 and $5

LADIES,

at

premises,L.

the

on

possession

FIRST-CLASS BARGAINS.

—

BnMAi5,Tli?

39
-39
25

BROTHERS.

RINES

d&wlynrm

aprl

Unl\l

25 cents
"
59
75
75

Buntings

.75 All Wool Serges
1.00 Camel's Hair
1.00 Knickerbockers
.50 All Wool Dress Flannel
.50 All Wool Knickerbockers
.37 Cashmeres

in.,

n.

Woodbury farm,

B.
about
located
three
miles from Portland,
less than
and
one mile from Westbrook .1 unction, on the Maine
Central and Portland & Rochester Railroads, and
same distance from the horse cars running to
Portland, and within walking distance of the Deering High School and Westbrook Seminary. sltu;ited on Windham street, which is being built with
houses both along side said farm and beyoud it,
thus giving the farm a prospective value as an investment, In addition to Its present great agricultural value. Said farm contains about one hundred acres of land, ninety acres of which is excellent grass land, and ten acres excellent for early
gardening. Tnere is an asparagus bed of sixtyeight square rods, which last year gave an income
of more than one huudred and fifty dollars; there
is an orchard of seventy apple trees, all grafted
with the best standard varieties, and beginning to
bear. Also cherry and plum trees, all In healthv
condition. There is a grove of handsome oak ana
pine trees, and in addition, wood both hard and
soft, sufficient for home use for many vears. An
excellent pasture! newly reclaimed from wood
land, and watered by a never failing brook. Seventeen acres were in sweet corn last year, with
the whole field In grass, seventy-five tons of hay
would bo harvested in avérais seasons. The
buildings consist of a two story frame house with
addition, containing 11 rooms. Barn 100x47 feet,
with cellar under whole and granite and brick
wall, with cistern 10x13 feet and 7 feet deep;
Silo 18x13 feet and 14 feet deep. Ice house 18x14
tilled with ice, and refrigerator in same 5x5 feet
and 8 feet high. Henhouse 24x12, with ample
yard set to plum ami cherry trees. Greenhouse
35x13 with large cistern. Land free of rocks and
easily worked. It is believed to be the best farm,
the best located, and worth the mest money of
Immediate
any farm in the State of equal size.
given, and work well advanced on the
larm.
Terms very easy and made known at the
sale. At the same time and place will be sold the
Farm Tools and Machinery consisting of Horse

Dennett,

DRESS GOODS.

THE

MARRIAGES.

Commercial Looks
At It.

Portland art, says the correspondent,ought
to be by this time, if ever, a plant witn roots.
Those amateurs
And indeed such it seems.
whose names have, since the organization of
associated
been
of
Art,
the Portland Society
with that institution, have shown themselves on each succeeding exhibition to be
still faithfully at work, and from year to
year prove themselves a greater honor to the
society. The spring exhibition, which open-

buying Dress Goods of us to-day
linings at the above prices.

yard
"

liVATerm-cr Ο

Real Estate Transfers.

aged

preciation.

x*'a

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds :
Portland—Bernard Da ley to City of Portland,
land. $500.
Cliarles W. ensiling to Sarali M. Cushing, land,
$1 and other consideration.

Bangor

lias a very interesting account of the local art exhibition
now open to the public, at the society's
building, from which we take the following
extracts :
A large and magnificent cast drawing from
the head of "The Dying Gladiator," by Mr.
S. J. Cushing, occupies the central position,
and for a moment absorbs the attention. Another cast drawing of a cherub's head is by
Miss A. N. F. King, and a fine portrait from
life of an old gentleman with wrinkled forehead and snowy beard, is also by Miss King.
Besides these the head of a young man and
one of a young woman, charcoal studies, by
Miss Bertha Berry, and one of a young man
by Miss A. M. Gould, are very remarkable.
Mr. J. Macdonald, class instructor of the
Art League the past season, exhibits a picture in black and white water color, entitled
"A Country Auction," in which there is a
great deal of work, the difficult grouping and
execution of the men, women and children
which form the large crowd at the side of
the village store or country house, are so
well managed that we are inspired with
much faith in Mr. Macdonald's ability to do
that sort of art work which so few people
dare attempt.
Referring to the water colors, the correspondent refers in terms of high praise to
Miss M. K. Longfellow's pictures "In Port,"
and
On the Edge of the Woods," saying
they are as full of poetry as Evangeline, and
much
the same kind,—calm, Isweet,
very
homely, dear to the heart. Mr. Kimball's
"Summer" is a delicious picture.
Mr. J. B.
Hudson's "Royal River" is worked out with
particularization, which detracts from its artistic merit.
Of course, among the oils, Mr. H. B.
Brown's pictures are highly and warmly
commended, and are said to "give any
amount of tone and vigor to the exhibition.
Coombs' "Cattle" is called a masterpiece.
Miss Gould's Chrysanthemums is styled the
most noticeable picture in the exhibition.
The girl's head has a reposeful, though it is
hard to help imagining, a "pose" expression.
The writer thinks Miss Cobb's pigeons,
"Darby and, Joan" remarkably life-like, and
Miss C. S. Tash's "Grandmother'» LightMr. J. C. Stestand" remarkably realistic.
vens' plans for buildings receive cordial ap-

trWDT

Friday.

PORTLAND ART EXHIBITION.

The

a

It is but reflecting the popular verdict to
say that Mr. J. H. Haveriy is furnishing the
public with one of the most admirable minstrel and specialty entertainments that has
The enbeen upon the boards at any time.
The minstrel features
semble is excellent.
are fresh and catchy, the gags new and spicy,
the changes alert and the music pleasing.
The performances of "The Craggs" are at
once the most startling and most graceful
The
this continent has ever witnessed.
troupe will appear at Portland Theatre Montickets
will
be
and
the
ready
day evening

comes

How the

Ladies

"

6

Silesias

AUCTION HALES.

NOTICE

I cent per

Best Cambric

CITV ADVEBTINEUEST.H.

ployes

ciently loud to be fully comprehended by
those in the rear of the hall. The following
is an abstract :
We have changed our belief in regard to
the age of the world. When I was a lad,
C000 years was the accepted belief, but scientists tell us that the age of the globe is reckoned by millions of years. At just what
period of time man appeared upon our

i&

ADÏEBTMKMKSTS.

DRESS LININGS.

A REPORT DENIED.

a

sphere

NEW

and which will close on May
lith, is the most interesting and withal, so
far as your correspondent remembers, is the
best ever given by the society.

HENRY WARD BEECHER.

REV.

AN INSANE MAN'S ACT.

BRIEF JOTTINCS-

IO lbs.,
"
25
"
50
"
IOO

5 cents.
10
15
"
20

Whole Cakes, 15 ceuts per liuudred lbs.
Mw
mayii

1

State of Maine.

County of Cumberland, f
Personally appeared Wm. M. Dow, and affirmed
that the above statement by him signed is true,
before me. LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
Baker's Great American Npeciflc is a
clean and purely vegetable preparation, free from
injurious ingredients. It does not simply numb
the pain and afford temporary relief, but act* as a
counter Irritant and draws out the /tain.
Try it
and see. It is sold for

FIFTY
«

B

f;L
(VI
k· IN
once.

Remember
ai?«a^uS!'.dy
fulfill

! does not

all

our

claims

printed on the label, wo
I w I will refund your money at
This insures you satisfaction.
I

w

as

MAI RICE BAKER &

CO., Proprietors,
MAINS.

PORTLAHD,
mar99

Îstor-Uhpeodtf

PATENT REEL OVEN.
Is hereby given that I lutv.· purchased
NrOTICE
the patent right <»l Kayney's
Patent hn
tor tlie

proved Reel Oven,

City

of Portland; and
lia persons making or using the same must have
license from me.
CYKUS H. KILBY,
r. O. Address, Box 130, Woodfords.

a

May C, 1886.

may7d2w·

